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ANGELINA COUNTY WATER STUDY 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This study was precipitated by the growing need for additional sources of water 
for the public purveyors of water of Angelina County. The Carrizo Aquifer was being pumped 
heavily such that in the 1970's "mining" of the aquifer was occurring. The Yegua Formation 
was a poor quality, often unreliable source of water. 

Increasingly, eyes turned toward Sam Rayburn Reservoir. The City of 
Huntington, in negotiations with the Lower Neches Valley Authority and the Corps of 
Engineers, began efforts to obtain surface water rights. Lufkin has been paying for water rights 
since 1965. 

A concerted effort of entities in Angelina County began in 1987 to obtain a 
planning grant from the Texas Water Development Board. That grant was obtained in the early 
part of 1988, and planning efforts began in earnest in the Summer, 1988. 

The following summarizes the findings of that planning effort which is described 
in the attached report. 

WATER ENTITIES OF THE COUNTY 

Sixteen public entities and several private water corporations are providing water 
to the County population. The public entities include three cities, two water control and 
improvement districts, ten water supply corporations, and one fresh water district. 

Service areas of these entities are outlined in Figure 4-7. 

Twelve of these entities, which use over 95% of the public-supplied water of the 
County, were joined by two industries in making this study. 

WATER SUPPLY NEEDS 

In wet cycle conditions, total county water usage is expected to climb from 
approximately 9 million gallons per day(MGD) to nearly 15 MGD in the Year 2010. Expected 
consumption for the Year 2040 is 21 MGD. These projected water demands reflect some 
anticipated water demand reductions due to water conservation efforts. 
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Three entities who are currently short of water supply capacity will be joined by 
the remaining entities who will experience a lack of water supply by the Year 2000. In that 
Year an additional water source capacity of 3,138 gallons per minute will be required. This 
equates to approximately 4.4 MGD if the source is surface water, or about 3.5 MGD if the 
source is groundwater. 

These figures grow to 7.4 MGD for the Year 2010 with a surface water supply, 
or 6.3 MGD with a groundwater source. 

POTENTIAL WATER SOURCES 

Several surface water sources were identified by this study. These include the 
following sources with a quantity in MGD available from that source. 

Sam Rayburn Reservoir 24.995 

Sam Rayburn Reservoir 8.409 

Lake Eastex 9.015 

, Owned by the City of Lufkin 

Potentially available 
through LNV A and the Corps 
of Engineers 

Currently being held by 
Angelina County public 
entities 

Other sources are possibly available, but these represent the most favorable 
potential supplies of surface water. 

Probably the most important development during this study was the recognition 
by Champion Paper Mill of significant decreases in groundwater consumption through a 
combination of conservation and greater usage of surface water. Champion has tentatively 
committed to hold their groundwater production to a maximum of 12.0 MGD. 

This commitment has freed up approximately 8.0 MGD in the Carrizo Aquifer. 
The Carrizo Aquifer generally provides a less expensive source of water with higher quality than 
surface water, and is probably a more acceptable public source of water. 

A key factor to the best and complete use of the Carrizo depends upon the proper 
development of the aquifer through best placement of wells with appropriate pumping rates. 
This factor coupled with the relatively expensive costs to develop the source and pump that 
water back to the users points toward a regional effort, just as did the surface water options. 
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PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE 

The proposed alternative of this plan is to meet the immediate needs of the 
regional system through groundwater acquired in the Champion Well Field. This will require 
some negotiations with Champion Paper Mill related to the trade of surface water rights for 
groundwater and the possible acquisitions of some Champion wells and supply lines. 

In addition, a collection and pumping station would be constructed in the vicinity 
of Kurth Lake. This station would provide initial aeration, chlorination, and fluoridation, and 
pump the water through a transmission line parallel to the existing Champion supply lines. The 
line would continue along Highway 103 into the Lufkin system lying along Loop 287. 

Separate lines would radiate out from the Lufkin system to convey water to 
ground storage tanks in each participating system. Metering facilities would meter water into 
and out of the Lufkin system, and into each entity supplied. 

The beauty of this approach is that it provides a win/win situation for the City of 
Lufkin and the other County entities. In sharing the Loop lines rather than operating in a 
parallel situation, the County system saves approximately $700 thousand, while the City of 
Lufkin recognizes a savings of approximately $900 thousand in construction costs. 

The collection and transmission pipelines would be located and sized to provide 
for their use by the future surface water system as well. 

Water supply needs can be met with this available 8 MGD until about the Year 
2015. At that time either more groundwater would be required from the Champion field, or the 
regional system would have to look to a surface water plant. 

It is the recommendation of this report that the County entities consider the 
following approach in regards to a "triggering device" for beginning the use of surface water 
in addition to ground water: 

1. Efforts should be made now to identify and contract for additional surface water 
rights to provide for the area's future water needs. 

2. At the time that pumpage from the Carrizo Aquifer in this area reaches 28 MGD, 
efforts should begin for the planning and evaluation for conversion to 
supplementing groundwater supplies with a surface water delivery system, 
particularly in deciding which surface water supply is to be used initially. 

3. At the time that pumpage increases to 30 MGD, efforts should begin to actually 
treat and distribute surface water. 
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This process will allow for approximately 4 - 5 years for planning and evaluating 
the conversion to surface water and for approximately another 4 - 5 years for actual construction 
of the surface water system. 

In developing the cost factors, the report concludes that the southern part of the 
County including Zavalla WCID probably cannot be cost-effectively served with the groundwater 
option selected. Therefore, either the regional system could construct surface water facilities 
in the Highway 147 bridge area to serve that entire area, or Zavalla WCID or other entities 
might prefer to embark upon such an effort themselves. 

PROJECTED COSTS 

Total construction costs for the region are estimated at approximately $11,170,000 
including surface water for the southern part of the County and interest during construction. 
This would provide for the water needs of the next 10 years. An additional estimated cost of 
$975,000 would be required in ten years to provide for the decade of the years 2000-2010. 

The initial cost of water to be sold by the regional system is outlined below for 
each entity. These costs are based upon the considerations outlined in the report, and are, of 
course, subject to some change dependent upon such factors as who the ultimate participants are 
and what actual construction costs are incurred. 

The chart reflects full operation and maintenance costs as well as the costs 
incurred to purchase additional surface water for the future. In each case the assumption is 
made that a regional system will treat and deliver the water to the entity. 

Costs are shown in a total annual cost along with the quantity to be purchased in 
the Year 2000 Phase. Costs in later phases would be less per unit of water purchased due to 
the greater quantity of water being delivered. 
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SUGGESTED 
PURCHASE PROBABLE 
QUANTITY ANNUAL INCREASE 

(MGD) COST IN BUDGET 

Burke WSC 0.24 $ 148,434 $ 84,574 
Central WCID 0.14 $ 91,232 $ 69,055 
City of Diboll 0.47 $ 295,788 $ 205,038 
Fourway WSC 0.25 $ 150,444 $ 102,173 
Hudson WSC 0.19 $ 117,131 $ 83,774 
City of Huntington 0.24 $ 144,808 $ 98,468 
City of Lufkin 1.40 $ 729,752 $ 531,484 
M&MWSC 0.14 $ 87,374 $ 65,197 
Pollok-Redtown WSC 0.10 $ 59,688 $ 40,379 
Red1and WSC 0.08 $ 50,300 $ 37,627 
Zavalla WCID 0.13* $ 87,432* $ 62,331 

*Assumes the construction of a surface water facility in the area of the Highway 147 bridge for 
the southern area of the County. Some lower costs might be encountered due to sizing down 
some of the structures. 

Some of the costs seem surprisingly high on a per thousand basis, but generally 
those that seem high are at that level due to a relatively small quantity of water projected to be 
purchased from the regional entity. This is the case for M & M WSC, Pollok-Redtown, 
Redland WSC, Central WCID, and Zavalla WCID--whose costs are particularly sensitive to the 
fact that the combined purchase of delivered water and surface water rights is being spread over 
a small purchase base. If entities choose to purchase more water, then unit costs would drop. 

Generally, cost factors used are conservative--that is, prices indicated should be 
on the high side. In any case, however, variations of more than about 15 % are not expected 
other than in the case of an entity that decides to vary dramatically the amount of water to be 
purchased. 

CONCLUSION 

The conclusion of the study is that the Angelina & Neches River Authority be 
selected as the regional entity to negotiate water rights and to construct the necessary facilities 
to provide a regional treatment and supply system. A.N.R.A. would probably contract with the 
City of Lufkin to operate the regional system. 
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The regional option ensures that all water systems of the County will have an 
adequate supply of water both now and in the future. In addition, it will probably provide water 
service to at least a portion of the estimated nearly 8,000 people not currently served by 
community systems. 

In addition, sufficient water sources would be developed to ensure that all present 
and future industries would have an adequate available supply of water. 
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1.0 

ANGELINA COUNTY WATER STUDY 
MAY, 1990 

INTRODUCTION 

Over the last ten years the water purveying entities of Angelina County have 
become increasingly aware of the need for a long range plan of action to address future water 
supply needs. In the last five years the City of Huntington and Four Way Water Supply 
Corporation approached the Lower Neches Valley Authority about the potential of any possible 
water rights in Sam Rayburn Reservoir. Ensuing discussions with the L.N.V.A. and the Corps 
of Engineers established the possibility of water being available in the Rayburn Reservoir. 

As several Angelina County entities began to pursue the possibility of obtaining 
a planning grant from the Texas Water Development Board, other entities realized that this effort 
needed to encompass the needs of the entire County of Angelina. . A cooperative effort 
spearheaded by the City of Lufkin has evolved. 

1.1 SCOPE OF WORK 

The scope of work can be followed in the Table of Contents. Essentially it is the 
logical step-by-step approach to formulating the water supply needs of each entity of the County 
and determining the best practicable option to supplying those needs. Since the systems must 
not only have enough water for their users, but must also be able to provide this water at 
pressure even at periods of high demand, we have also analyzed on a general basis the storage, 
pressure, and delivery systems of each entity. The best option for supplying water to these 
entities may also address some storage, pressure, or distribution problems within the systems. 
Additionally, since costs are a very important part of the decision-making process, each entity 
must be aware if any additional costs will be incurred in order to tie into the regional system. 

The various water supply alternatives have been considered along with the 
probable water quality. Costs of treatment and delivery have been determined using various 
options and phasing plans. Organizational options hinge upon the willingness of various entities 
to cooperate and the ability to borrow the necessary money to carry out the plan of action. 
Other considerations such as permits and agency interaction, environmental analysis, 
archaeological and historical reviews, and a water conservation plan have been addressed 
generally, as well. 

1.2 APPROACH 

A group of entities determined to make application to the Texas Department of 
Water Resource for a planning grant. This group, spearheaded by the City of Lufkin, 
determined to look at the long range planning for water supply, treatment, and delivery for the 
entire County. Generally there was a recognition of the difficulty of a number of different 
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entities working together in such an effort, but the feeling was that the potential economies and 
relative ability to accomplish the final product of the regional entity might more than offset some 
loss of independence and flexibility of options. 

All sources of water were considered including the Carrizo, Yegua and Sparta 
Aquifers, Lake Sam Rayburn, and the future Lake Eastex, as well as any other water that might 
be accessible. The availability of these sources was considered on a time-line against the needs 
of the County users. 

Various alternatives of water treatment and supply were considered, particularly 
in light of their impact of cost of delivery of treated water to each customer. Other potential 
customers were also considered including non-participating entities and industries. 
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2.0 PROJECT AREA AND PARTICIPANTS IN STUDY 

2.1 LISTING OF PARTICIPANTS 

2.2 

The following entities have participated in the study. 

City of Lufkin 
City of Diboll 
City of Huntington 
County of Angelina 
Central Water Control and Improvement District 
Zavalla Water Control and Improvement District 
Burke Water Supply Corporation 
Four Way Water Supply Corporation 
Hudson Water Supply Corporation 
M & M Water Supply Corporation 
Pollok-Redtown Water Supply Corporation 
Redland Water Supply Corporation 
Lufkin Industries 
Champion Paper Mill 

CO~ECOMWOsnnON 

Three boards were formed to guide the development of this study. These 
included: 

Executive Board 
Advisory Board 
Water Economic Development Board 

The composition of the Boards is as follows: 

2.2.1 EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

ENTITY REPRESENTED 
City of Lufkin 
City of Lufkin 
City of Diboll 
City of Diboll 
City of Huntington 
Fourway W.S.C.(WSC's) 
Central W.C.I.D.(WCID's) 
A.N.R.A. 
A.N.R.A. 
Angelina County 

INDIVIDUAL REPRESENTATIVE 
Hon. Louis Bronaugh, Mayor 
Harvey Westerholm, City Manager 
Carl Pavlic, Councilman 
Vernon Cupit, City Manager 
Frank Williams, Councilman 
Morgan Flournoy, Board President 
Wes Boothe, Board President 
Joe Rich, Board Member 
Gary Neighbors, Executive Director 
Hon. Dan Jones, County Judge 
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2.2.2 ADVISORY BOARD 

Due to changes in board membership, etc., over the time of the study some 
entities have been represented by different members. The entities represented on this board are 
indicated. This is a continuing board and may be called on to meet infrequently again in the 
future. 

ENTITY REPRESENTED 
City of Lufkin 
City of Diboll 
City of Huntington 
Central W.C.I.D. 
Zavalla W.C.I.D. 
Burke W.S.C. 
Four Way W.S.C. 
Hudson W.S.C. 
M&MW.S.C. 
Pollok-Red town W.S.C. 
Redland W.S.C. 
Champion Paper Mill 
Lufkin Industries 
A.N.R.A. 
Angelina Chamber of Commerce 
D.E.T.C.O.G. 
Lufkin State School 

2.2.3 WATER ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT COMMITIEE 

ENTITY REPRESENTED 
Angelina Chamber of Commerce 
A.N.R.A. 

Angelina Hardwood 
Bob Bowman & Associates 
Champion Paper Mill 
Lufkin Industries 
Pilgrim's Pride 
Temple-Inland 
Texas Foundries 

2.3 MAP OF STUDY AREA 

INPMDUAL REPRESENTATIVE 
Jerry Huffman, President 
Gary Neighbors, Executive 

Director 
George Henderson, Jr. 
Bob Bowman 
Jeff Thompson 
Morgan Flournoy 
Bob Palm 
Mike Harbordt 
Ed Wareing 

The study area corresponds generally with the boundaries of Angelina County. 
Figure 2-1 shows the study area along with approximate service areas of each entity. 
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3.0 PLANNING PROJECTIONS 

3.1 GENERAL METHODOLOGY 

Population, often identified by meter connections, and per capita water usage are 
the primary components in determining future water needs. The planning horizon for this 
project was 2010 with intermediate projections for 1990 and 2000, and with a longer range look 
at the years 2040 and 2090. This study considers both normal weather and drought weather 
conditions. A combination of geometric projections and data included in the Texas Water Plan 
were incorporated to determine future growth and future water usage. 

3.2 DATA GATHERING AND EVALUATION 

Population and water demand projections were derived from data gathered from 
the following sources: 

Questionnaires sent to the various water distributing entities 

Census of Population and Housing 

Past water studies for the City of Luj/dn. Champion International. and other 
entities 

Water for Texas, the water planning documentfor the State of Texas produced in 
November 1984 

Updated information currently being developed by the Texas Water Development 
Board for updates of the Water Plan 

Information already contained in the files of Everett Griffith, Jr. & Associates. 
Inc. from past work with many of the entities involved in the study 

All participating water purveyors filled out questionnaires. In addition, other 
water using entities provided information on questionnaires even though not participating directly 
in the study. 

Individual interviews were conducted in some cases in order to confirm 
information and to gain additional data. These questionnaires and interviews helped establish 
the goals and needs of each entity and how they might be addressed through a common effort. 
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3.3 POPULATION PROJECTIONS 

Historical census data is available for the municipalities of Angelina County, but 
a large segment of the population lies in unincorporated areas. Much of this area is served by 
non-profit water supply corporations and two water control and improvement districts. Water 
for Texas also contained projections for five entities of Angelina including Lufkin, Diboll, 
Huntington, Fuller Springs, and Hudson. Fuller Springs is no longer incorporated with the 
Fuller Springs Water Supply District having been absorbed by the City of Lufkin. Hudson is 
an incorporated City, but water service is by the Hudson Water Supply Corporation. 

In most instances the historical number of meter connections was more available 
than the population--particularly in rural areas. Additionally, most of the guidelines of the Texas 
State Department of Health are based on meter connections. Therefore most of the projections 
and accompanying tables are based on metered water connections. 

An assumption is made that if there are dramatic changes in the capita per 
residence in the future, there will also be corresponding changes in regulatory requirements for 
water supply and other facility requirements. Additionally, there is some slight skewing of the 
numbers due to past changes in the average number of people per household, but these are not 
considered to have a significant effect upon the projections. 

3.3.1 HISTORICAL TRENDS 

For purposes of analyzing growth data in the County we have grouped the 
population as follows: 

Northern Region 

Hudson W.S.C. 
Woodlawn W.S.C. 
Central W.C.I.D. 
Redland W.S.C. 
M & M W.S.C. 

Central Region 

Burke W.S.C. 
City of Diboll 
Prairie Grove W.S.C. 
Beulah W.S.C. 
Angelina W.S.c. 

Southern Region 

City of Huntington 
Fourway W.S.C. 
Zavalla W.C.I.D. 

Since the City of Lufkin is so large compared to the other entities, it is treated 
as an individual grouping. The northern region includes those entities with existing wells in the 
Carrizo Aquifer. The Central and Southern Region both get their water from the Yegua 
Aquifer. 

Distribution of the population being served by organized water systems is illus
trated in Figure 3-1 and Figure 3-2 for the years 1970 and 1988. As can be noted the northern 
region grew at the greatest rate. However, both the central and southern groups increased their 
percentage as well. A drop in the percentage of the County's population living in the City of 
Lufkin was probably keyed to an increase in the percent of the number of people living in the 
County who were served by community systems. This coupled with growth in the County out
side of Lufkin dropped Lufkin's percentage of population to near fifty percent. 
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Another interesting aspect of the 
growth in the County is that most of 
the new service among previously 
unserved areas has been by the 
Water Supply Corporations. This 
would be expected since they gener
ally represent the fringe areas of 
growth in the County. Figures 3-3 
and 3-4 illustrate the percentage of 
population falling in each category. 

3.3.1.1 CITIES 

The City of Lufkin 
has been by far the dominant entity 
of the County. As can be noted in Figure 3-1 
Table 3-1, the growth has been 
consistently upward even during the 
turbulent 80's when the oil industry 
downturn and other economic fac-
tors wreaked havoc with the domi-
nant industries of the City. 

The City of Diboll 
has a very high factor for capita per 
connection. This is predominately 
due to the large number of housing 
units in the City. 

The City of Hunting
ton had levelled off in population 
growth through the 1950's and most 
of the 60's, but has started an up-
ward climb in the last two decades. Figure 3-2 
Numbers of meters can be very 
misleading for the City of Hunting-

AI'-.GEL I NA COUNTY PQPULA T ION 

ANGELINA COUNTY POPULATION 

OI$TAIIIJTI~ 8Y ~1~1!iIe8 

CITY OF LlFI;HoI (so. ~ 

ton since a large percentage of connections are outside the City. The number of outside 
connections has declined in recent years seemingly indicating a drop in population, which is not 
correct. 

3.3.1.2 WA TER CONTROL & IMPROVEMENT DISTRICTS 

There are now only two active water districts distributing water to domestic users 
in Angelina County. These include Central WCID in the northern part of the County, and Za
valla WCID which encompasses the City of Zavalla and surrounding areas near Lake Sam Ray
burn. (Note: By late 1990, however, Zavalla WCID was absorbed by the City of Zavalla, 
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though the service area did not 
change.) 

Central WCID has 
grown rapidly since its creation in 
1964. At this time it has the second 
largest number of connections of 
any entity in the County, although 
Diboll has a greater number of 
meter equivalents. Central WCID 
serves the Central community which 
centers around Central ISD school, 
although there is no incorporated 
city involved. 

Zavalla WCID developed far more 
slowly, being located further from 
Lufkin and the other population 
centers. Additionally, nearby 
growth on the Lake was segmented 
and normally served by small indi
vidual subdivision water systems or 
individual wells. In recent years, 
the growth rate has picked up for 
the WCID as it apparently has 
become more aggressive in ser
vicing its area. 

Figure 3-3 

Figure 3-4 

3.3.1.3 WATER SupPLY CORPORATIONS 

ANGeLINA COUNTY POPULATION 

lIlY CITIES (58.3IC) 

At-GEL I NA COUNTY POPULAT I ON 

BY CITII!3 <58.11() 

The impact of water supply corporations is often underestimated. These non
profit entities which were generally first funded under long-term, low-interest loans from 
Farmers Home Administration have grown to represent over twenty-five percent of the County's 
population. 

Hudson WSC, which includes the City of Hudson serves over 4,000 people, Four 
Way serves nearly 3,000, and three others provide water to over 2,000 people each. Nearly 
20,000 people in Angelina County get their water from Water Supply corporations. 
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Growth has been very rapid for the water supply corporations with those entities 
picking up new connections at the rate of 8.1 % per year through the 1970's. That has stabilized 
downward to 5.6% in the early 80's, and 4.6% since 1985. Much of the early growth was 
involved in serving areas not previously served by an organized system. As the numbers of 
those not served declined, so did the growth rate of the corporations. However, these groups 
still maintain a healthy growth rate. 

Since the City of Hudson has a sewer system and the Hudson area continues to 
grow rapidly, this area will probably experience the largest growth of the corporations. How
ever, available land makes most of the corporations likely candidates for sound continued 
growth. 

Table 3-1 tracks the growth of the different entities since 1960. 

3.3.2 PROJECTIONS 

Table 3-2 indicates projected water connections by entity for 100 years. 
Certainly, projections will be more accurate for the next 10 years than for more distant years. 
The table does give some idea of probable growth rates. 

Connection projections were made on a modified geometric coefficient basis. This 
modification attempts to take into account the fact that some of the meter growth has not been 
based on new population in Angelina County, but instead on providing first-time service to a 
number of people. Projected growth factors after the year 2000 were buffered to more closely 
track expected growth for the entire state. 

We estimate that over 8000 people in the County are not currently served by an 
organized water system. Within the next ten years probably 50%-75% of this population will 
be served by the water purveyors of the County. 

Although the projections for water facilities are generally based on number of 
connections and connection growth to comply with health department requirements, Table '3-3 
illustrates projected populations for each of the entities. In order to project these populations, 
the 1990 Census data was used for the Cities of Lufkin, Diboll, and Huntington. 

Current connections were adjusted for Diboll to reflect a large number of living 
units located on three meters serving housing projects, and for Huntington since about 75 of 
their connections are located outside the City limits. This adjusted capita per connection for 
Diboll was 2.894, while that for Huntington was 2.596. Lufkin's capita per connection was 
2.674, while the average for the three cities was 2.721. This factor was multiplied by the 
projected connections to obtain population projections. This approach assumes the same number 
of capita per connection in the future, which may not be true. However, in light of the fact that 
generally the only information about historical growth outside the Cities is in connections, this 
is probably the best projection that can be made. These projections would indicate that about 
61,200 people were served by the entities being studied. If approximately 8,000 people are not 
now served by community water systems, then this number compares favorably with the 1990 
Census of just over 69,000 for the County. 
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TABLE 3-1 
TOTAL NUMBER OF WATER CONNECTIONS 

/ ACTUAL NUMBER OF CONNECTIONS 
WATER / 
AGENCY / 1960 1970 1980 1983 

1. Angelina W.S.C. / 202(64) / 364(72) / 586 631 
/ / / 

2. Beulah W.S.C. / 45 / / 

/ / / 
3. Burke W.S.C. / 217 / 368 / 599 694 

/ / / 
4. Central W.C. & I.D. / 280 (64) / 472(66) I 1,400 

I / 
I 
I 

5. City of Diboll / / I 1,134 
I I / 

6. Four-Way W.S.C I 300 (67) / 400 / 600 800 
I / / 

7. Hudson W.S.C. I 225 (63) I 795(74) I 1,052 
I / / 

8. City of Huntington I / 629(75) / 731 834 
I / I 

9. City of Lufkin /5,960 /7,787 1 9,642 10,341 

/ I I 
10. Lufkin Industries I / I 

/ I / 
11. Lufkin State School / I I 

/ / / 
12.M&M W.S.C. / I 276 / 448 521 

/ I I 
13. Pollok-Redtown WSC / / / 150 166 

I / I 
14. Prairie Grove W.S.C. I / 38(68) / 79(78) 

/ I / 
15. Rayburn Water Inc. I I I 

I / / 
16. Redland W.S.C. / 125 (61) / 190(75) I 485 

/ / I 
17. Woodlawn W.S.C. / 89 (64) I 184(69) I 400 450 

I I I 
18. Zavalla W.C. & LD. I 200 (64) I 280 I 280 300 

I I I 
19. Other Public / I I 

Water Entities I I I 

NOTE: Numbers in parentheses indicate the year used, if popUlation 
data was not available for the years shown in the table. 
Number of connections as of March, 1989. 

1984 

727 

1,400 

860 

10,494 

543 

180 

500 

315 

1985 1986 /1987 1988 
I 
I 

/ 859 I 
/ 

I 
I 

120 130 140 / 155 / 
/ 

760 786 816 / 837 
/ 
I 1,635 
I 
I 

1,152 1,375 / 1,375 
I 
I 

900 920 970 I 990 
/ 
I 1,472 
/ 

763 760 I 766 I 

/ 
10,662 10,846 11,071 /11,555 

150 

587 623 658 677 
I 

215 250 275 300 I 
/ 

/ 
I 
I 

78 78 I 
I 
I 
I 

550 607 I 
/ 

500 515 525 550 I 
I 
I 

325 335 360 368 I 
I 

205 
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1 
WATER AGENCY 1 CURRENT 

ICONNECI' 

1. ANGEUNA WSC 8$9 

2. BI!UlAlI WSC 1$3 

3. BURKEWSC 837 

4. CENTRAL WC&ID 1635 

5. DIBOLL 1375 

6. FOUR·WAYWSC 9'lO 

7. HUDSON WSC 1472 

I. HUNTINGTON 766 

9. LUFKIN 11296 

10. LUFKIN INDUSTRIES 

11. LUFKIN STATE SCHOOL 1~ 

12. M&MWSC 677 

13. POLLOK-REDTOWN WSC 300 

14. PRAIRIH GROVE WSC 120 

15. RAYBURN WATER INC 7S 

16. REDLAND WSC 607 

17. WOODLAWN WSC 5~ 

18. ZAVAllA WC&1D 368 

19. OTHER PUBUC 2ctI 
IlNTITIES 

TOTALS 21581 

TABLE 3-2 
PROJECI'ED WATER CONNECTIONS 

1 1 PROJECTED CONNECTIONS 

1 CURRENT IGBOMlmUC 
IPOPUUTlON 1 COBFF. 1_ 1995 

= 10.047806141 94-S 1100 

1 
468 10.044111lO9.3 169 211 

I 
2400 10.0374'10422 902 1088 

1 
4494 10.031034113 1740 2032 

1 
5227 10.033741334 1471 1741 

1 

= 10.~19313l1 1062 1267 

1 
4920 10.041991113 1601 1975 

1 
22S9 10.01407~ 7S8 W 

1 
34203 10.017666420 11?1l2 12783 

1 
1 
1 

1~ 1 
1 

1~ 10.ctI16097" 751 m 
1 

!IOO 10.043321698 m 406 

1 
360 1 

1 
251 1 

1 
1689 10.028047487 642 739 

1 
1548 10.040134139 S96 728 

1 
lIOI 10.034161666 394 467 

1 
615 1 

1 

69202 23090 ~ 

2000 2010 2040 2090 

1m 1759 25.53 4476 

263 304 441 m 

1312 1514 2198 ~3 

2373 m7 3974 _7 

2061 2378 ~3 ~3 

1.110 1742 ~29 4434 

2436 2810 4080 71" 

907 1046 m9 2663 

13963 16107 23386 41000 

1~8 1"1 2106 3693 

m 582 W 1481 

~ 980 1423 2493 

890 1027 1491 2614 

5,. 640 929 1621 

:lO408 3m5 ~ 89286 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

11. 

18. 

19. 

WATER AGENCY 

ANGEIlNA WSC 

BEUIAHWSC 

BURKEWSC 

CENTRAL WC&ID 

DIBOll. 

FOUR·WAY WSC 

HUDSONWSC 

HUNTINGTON 

LUFKIN 

LUFKIN INDUS· 
TRIES 

LUFKIN STATE 
SCHOOL 

M&MWSC 

FOll.OK· RED-
TOWNW.S.C. 

PRAIRE GROVE 
W.S.C. 

RAYBURN WATER 

REDIANDWSC 

WOODLAWNWSC 

v..VALLA WC&ID 

OlHERPUBUC 
ENTITIES 

TOTALS 

3.4 

CUlU!ENT 1990 FOpu. 
CONNECT. LATION 

859 2338 

155 422 

837 2278 

1635 44SO 

1375 4341 

990 2694 

1472 4006 

766 1794 

11296 30206 

150 IS00 

677 1842 

300 816 

120 327 

78 212 

607 1652 

550 1491 

368 1001 

205 558 

21581 61934 

TABLE 3-3 
POPULATION PROJECTIONS 

GEOMETRIC 1995 2000 
COEFF. 

0.0378 2824 3412 

0.0342 500 594 

0.0375 2747 3313 

0.0310 5196 6069 

0.0237 4888 5505 

0.0302 3133 3644 

0.0370 4820 5799 

0.0141 1925 2065 

0.0177 32996 36043 

1500 1500 

0.0416 2269 2793 

0.0333 964 1139 

0.0170 356 387 

0.0140 228 244 

0.0280 1901 2187 

0.0301 1140 2023 

0.0242 1130 1215 

O.OISO 601 648 

69118 18640 

WATER DEMAND PROJECTIONS 

2005 2010 2040 2090 

4122 4754 6903 12102 

704 812 1179 2068 

3996 4609 6692 11733 

7087 8175 11870 20810 

6199 7150 10381 18201 

4238 4888 7097 12443 

6977 8048 11685 20487 

2216 2556 3711 6506 

39371 45414 65938 115604 

3439 3967 5760 10098 

1346 1552 2254 3952 

2516 2902 4214 7387 

2352 2713 3939 6901 

1439 1660 2410 4225 

86002 99201 144033 252522 

Water demands include both water used by domestic consumption as well as 
industrial and commercial usage. Normally the domestic usage is subject to much greater 
fluctuation both on a daily and seasonal basis. Industrial usage could be influenced by the 
location of one very large water user, but such an occurrence would be extremely difficult to 
predict. Since the Chamber of Commerce and Angelina Countians are pursuing the locating of 
a State Prison within the County, a water supply to the proposed site has been generally 
addressed. 
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TABLE 3-4 
AGENCY WATER PRODUCI10NS AND SALES 

APRll" 1987 TO MARCH 1988 

I I PER 
WATER PRODUCTION, SALES, I PERCENT I CONNECT. 
AGENCY (gallons) (gallons) I UNACCOUNTED I CONSUMP. 

I FOR I DAILY 
I I (GALLONS) 

1. City of Diboll 310,839,400 257,284,900 17 488.9 
2. City of Lufkin 1,983,174,400 1,937,423,000 2 470.2 
3. City of Huntington 86,720,667 55,460,900 36 329.1 
4. Hudson W.S.C. 116,553,000 101,812,884 13 286.9 
5. Angelina W.S.C. 20,754,000 17,696,900 15 271.5 
6. Burke W.S.C. 82,069,900 59,292,643 28 268.6 
7. Woodlawn W.S.C. 52,420,708 *Unknown* *Unknown* 261.1 
8. Central W.C. & LD. 152,223,100 *Unknown* *Unknown* 255.1 
9~ Pollok - Redtown W.S.C. 27,353,300 24,080,499 12 249.8 

10. Redland W.S.C 50,539,000 51,272,000 -1 228.1 
11. Beulah W.S.C. 12,482,904 *Unknown* *Unknown* 220.6 
12. Zavalla W.C. & LD. 28,929,000 19,734,260 32 215.4 
13. Four-way W.S.C. 77,700,000 *Unknown* "Unknown* 215.0 
14. M & M W.S.C 52,149,520 44,775,830 14 211.0 
15. Rayburn Water Inc. *Unknown" *Unknown* "Unknown* 
16. Prairie Grove W.S.C. *Unknown" "Unknown* *Unknown" 
17. Lufkin Industries 0 

3.4.1 PER CAPITA CONSUMPTION 

Per connection consumption records are indicated in Table 3-4. These have been 
correlated with the records of the planning document Water For Texas. The average water 
usage for Huntington and Hudson was projected at 106.5 gpcd for 1990, and 109.7 gpcd in the 
Year 2000. These usages were used as baseline projections for the other entities, with a 
correction factor based upon historical per connection usage. 

In order to reflect the probable impact of implementation of Water Conservation 
Plans, we used the same methodology as that being used by the Texas Water Development Board 
in Water for Texas. Historical increases in per capita usage were projected through the Year 
2000. After that date, however, per capita usage continued flat rather than increasing. This 
should reflect the probable impact of water conservation in that though it will not probably result 
in a decrease in water usage, it should be able to level off the natural and historical trend for 
increased per capita usage. 

Per connection projections for the Cities of Lufkin and Diboll reflected a more 
substantial impact from commercial and industrial usage. Again, these numbers have been 
correlated with projections from Water for Texas. 
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TABLE 3-5 
ANGELINA COUNTY WAlEK SUPPLY STUDY 

TEXAS WATER PLAN PROJECTED PER CAPITA CONSUMPTION 
WE! CYCLE USAGE 

ENTITY/YEAR. 1m RI!PORTED 1990 PIl.OJBCrED 200l PROJBCrED PER CAPITA CONSUMPTION 

LOW HIGH LOW HIGH 1m 1990 200l 

POPLN. AC·F'I' POPLN. AC·FT POPLN. AC·F'I' POPLN. AC·F'I' POPLN. AC·F'I' REPORTED LOW HIGH LOW HIGH 

--- ---
DIBOlL 'ZZI 6:52 10081 1299 10411 2001 12933 1724 13494 21m 111.4 lU.O 173.1 119.1 177.1 
FULLI!R. SPRINGS 14'lO 221 1742 211 1110 337 1936 239 :lO2O 310 134.3 101.2 166.3 110.3 168.0 
HUDSON 16:59 317 1966 240 3143 312 211j 272 2210 432 201.3 109.0 167.0 111.2 169.2 
HUNTINGTON 1672 113 1_ 229 2016 371 2204 2tJ7 2299 427 97.S 103.9 162.0 108.2 16.5.9 
LUFKIN ~ 4861 =11 ~ 3'~ 1033 31398 6366 40065 924j 152.0 142.1 200.1 148.1 206.1 

3.4.2 INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL NEEDS 

Some allowance has been made for growth in industrial and commercial demands. 
However, with current trends toward conservation, the growth in per connection industrial and 
commercial water demands should be slight. No allowance is made directly for the inclusion 
of a large industrial user since a location would not be known, and since often large users locate 
their own source of water. The possibility of a future prison which has been sought by the 
County is generally addressed later in the report. In that case, delivery of water would be 
directly to the site which would be near the groundwater source in the Carrizo. 

Champion Paper Mill is the largest single user of water in the County with their 
own supplies of ground water and surface water. However, as is addressed later, there is a 
possibility of some trade-offs of ground water for surface water which might be delivered by a 
regional system. 

Any increases in the amount of industrial land-use area within the County will be 
affected by general economic conditions, the accessibility to good land transportation (both road 
and rail), the availability of an adequate work force/labor pool, and the ability to provide 
adequate water supplies. 

A study of existing major industrial water users in the County has determined that 
the existing industrial water demand is approximately 25.5 MGD (combined ground and surface 
water sources). 

Discussions with these existing major industries about their projected water needs 
have shown that their anticipated growth in water demand will be slight, estimated at 
approximately 1.0 to 1.5% per year over the next 20 years, due to their own water conservation 
efforts, improvements in manufacturing/industrial techniques, and reuse of water. 
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Interviews with representatives of the Chamber of Commerce and the 
municipalities indicate that there is some anticipated growth in industrial relocations and start-ups 
within the County. These interviews revealed that an available reliable water supply is a key 
factor in inducing industry to locate in an area. The key word in the foregoing statement is 
"available" since it takes a minimum of 4 to 6 years to develop a surface water supply. 
Consequently, industry will choose areas that have an abundant and available supply of 
groundwater or surface water. If the County is to be in a position to induce industry to locate 
here, then there should be an additional water supply available for that purpose. An accurate 
estimate of an amount for this purpose is difficult to project, but based on the existing industry 
water demands one can speculatively project an amount for future additional industrial users. 
The anticipated growth is estimated to increase the industrial water demand by another 1.5 % per 
year over the next 20 years. 

The current and anticipated industrial water demands are depicted in the following 
table. 

TABLE 3-6 
INDUSTRIAL WATER DEMANDS 

1989 
2000 
2010 

Ground 

15.9 MGD 
16.4 MGD 
16.9 MGD 

Surface Irual 

9.3 MGD 25.2 MGD 
13.0 MGD 29.4 MGD 
17.1 MGD 34.0 MGD 

The industrial and commercial water needs have been included in the overall water 
demand projections for the county and in the analysis of available water supplies. The 
assumption is made that the industrial entities currently providing their own water source will 
continue to do so unless otherwise noted in the report. 

3.4.3 TOTAL WATER DEMAND 

Table 3-7 outlines the combined County needs for the various years. These 
indicate a 1990 average daily usage of 9.0 MGD with 12.77 MGD being required in 2000 and 
14.73 needed in 2010. Table 3-8 identifies water needs under dry cycle conditions. These 
generally represent the greater water usage which occurs under a dry weather cycle of several 
years. Since they are not the norm, the design of this report is to address wet weather demands. 
The higher demands of the dry weather cycle will require either greater efforts in water 
conservation, or the adoption of different strategies as discussed in Chapter 6. 
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WATER AGENCY 

1. ANGELINA WSC 

2. BEULAH WSC 

3. BURKEWSC 

4. CENTRAL WC&ID 

5. DmOLL 

6. FOUR-WAYWSC 

7. HUDSONWSC 

8. HUNTINGTON 

9. LUFKIN 

10. LUFKIN INDUSTRIES 

11. LUFKIN STATE SCHOOL 

12. M&:MWSC 

13. POLLOK-REDTOWNWSC 

14. PRAIRIE GROVE WSC 

15. RAYBURN WATER INC 

16. REDLAND WSC 

17. WooDLAWNWSC 

18. ZAVALLA WC&1D 

19. OTHER PUBUC 
ENTITIES 

TOTALS 

1990 

315 29'n51 

256 43362 

311 283439 

296 541957 

502 739007 

249 m943 

333 533246 

289 219467 

443 5343958 

o 

o 

245 183788 

290 103408 

296 o 

o 

265 169935 

303 180565 

250 98459 

o 

9p11;Z85 

TABLE 3-7 
PROJECTED WATER CONSUMPIlON 

WET CYCLE 

PER CONNECTION CONSUMPTION AND PROJECI'I!Il WATER CONSUMPTION 

1995 2000 2010 

318 381700 324 494235 324 570087 

259 54586 264 69406 264 80058 

314 352639 321 443144 321 511154 

299 72SS28 305 981041 305 1131605 

510 888082 518 1066991 518 1230746 

252 354371 257 464714 257 536036 

336 664002 343 835129 343 963300 

295 2535Z7 300 292498 300 337389 

451 6075482 459 6904781 459 7964482 

o 

o 

247 240129 252 316895 252 365530 

293 160975 298 253107 298 291952 

299 o 305 o o 

o 

267 197354 m 231501 m 267030 

306 222398 312 276676 312 319139 

252 117895 257 142587 257 164470 

o 

10688667 

2040 2090 

324 8Z7729 324 1451196 

264 116239 264 203793 

321 742163 321 1301179 

305 1643017 305 2880578 

518 1786963 518 3132948 

2S7 778289 2S7 1364516 

343 1398648 343 2452146 

300 489867 300 858846 

459 11563910 459 20Z74138 

252 530726 252 930482 

298 423896 298 743185 

305 o 305 o 

m 387710 m 679743 

312 463369 312 812390 

2S7 238800 257 418671 

37503810 , . 

45,755 
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TABLE 3-8 
PROJECTID WATER CONSUMPTION 

DRY CYCLE 

PER CONNECTION CONSUMPTION AND PROJECTED WATER CONSUMPTION 
WATER AGENCY 

1990 199~ 2000 2010 2040 2090 

1. ANGELINA WSC 487 4~9906 490 ~8764O 496 7~5783 496 871775 496 1265761 496 2219164 

2. BEULAH WSC 396 66977 398 84037 403 106135 403 122424 403 177752 403 311640 

3. BURKEWSC 481 437801 484 542901 490 677654 490 781656 490 1134913 490 1989759 

4. CENTRAL WC.J:ID 457 837107 460 1116976 466 1500205 466 1730447 466 2512496 466 4404971 

5. DIBOll 723 1063218 730 1271887 738 1521346 738 1754832 738 2547902 738 4467045 

6. FOUR-WAYWSC 385 421588 387 545566 392 710640 392 819704 392 1190157 392 2086614 

7. HUDSONWSC 514 823653 518 1022254 524 1m077 524 1473075 524 2138809 524 3749814 

8. HUNTINGTON 450 341862 456 392249 461 44m6 461 518747 461 753187 461 1320506 

9.LUFKIN 604 7290605 612 8247674 621 9328651 621 10760351 621 15623331 621 27391217 

10. LUFKIN INDUSTRIES 0 0 

11. LUFKIN STATE SCHOOL 0 0 

12. M4<MWSC 378 283879 380 369687 385 484595 385 558967 385 811585 385 1422890 

13. POLLOK-lU!DTOWNWSC 448 U~ 450 247827 456 387051 456 446453 456 648220 456 1136476 

14. PRA1R.1I! GROVE WSC 457 0 460 0 466 0 466 0 466 0 466 0 

15. RAYBURN WATER INC 0 0 

16. REDLAND WSC 409 262481 411 303833 417 354010 417 408341 417 592885 417 1039460 

17. WooDLAWNWSC 468 278900 471 342389 477 423093 477 488026 477 708582 477 1242304 

18. ZAVAllA WC.J:ID 386 152080 388 181504 393 218044 393 251508 393 365173 393 640230 

19.0THERPUBUC 0 0 
ENTITIES 

TOTALS 12~79,781 15256424 18)~009 2098~306 3<),'70/53 53j22.fl91 

IS )11) l1., ,I ~-: .I5t ",~ -:n ( rj¥ '5, ,,),-

A strong distinction should be drawn between a required average daily demand, 
as opposed to the Health Department requirements that each system have a minimum water 
supply of .6 gpm per connection. The average daily demand indicates the demand upon a water 
source over a year-long basis. The.6 gpm per connection guideline is intended to address 
instantaneous demands which might exist within a system on a 24 hour basis, or in dry spells. 
The water source requirements are addressed in Chapter 5. 
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4.0 ~ORYOFE~TINGFACa~ 

The following summaries and tables outline existing facilities being used by the 
entities participating in this study as well as other water purveyors in Angelina County. This 
assessment of existing capabilities is made for comparison to current and projected needs in 
order to establish the future improvements needed by the entities. 

4.1 WATER SOURCES 

Currently, all water production is out of groundwater sources with the exception 
of surface water being used by Champion and some small systems on the southern end of Sam 
Rayburn Reservoir. The groundwater is from the Carrizo, Yegua, and Sparta aquifers. 
Champion draws water from run-of-the-river and from releases from Lake Striker. 

Table 4-1 lists the wells in use for those entities who responded to questionnaires, 
as well as for those for whom other data was available. 

TABLE 4-1 
EXISTING YELL DATA 

DEPTH TO RANGE OF TOTAL STATIC PUMPING 
NO. OF AGE OF TOP OF TOTAL PRODUCTIONPRODUCTION IIATER IIATER NAME OF 

IIATER AGENCY IIELLS IIELLS SCREEN SCREEN RATES RATE LEVEL LEVEL FORMATION 
(YRS. ) (FT. ) (FT. ) (GPM) (GPM) (FT. ) (FT. ) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------.-----.-----------.-.---------------
CENTRAL IICID 3 9-24 1125-1210 90-140 250-450 1150 428-560 451-618 CARRIZO 
CITY OF LUFKIN 8 8-49 920-1160 92-130 550-1450 8900 463-520 562-651 CARRIZO 
HUDSON IISC 1 5 1312 112 600 600 398 453 CARRIZO 
" & " IISC 2 6-16 1085 80 300-325 625 4616-457 486-523 CARRIZO 
POLLOK-REDTOIIN 1 7 935 84 125 125 355 395 CARRIZO 
RED LAND IISC 2 8-26 1050-1079 60-120 150-275 425 555 580 CARRIZO 
IIOOOLAIIN IISC 2 10-24 1302 85 120-250 370 409-570 439 CARRIZO 
ANGELI NA IISC 3 4-22 180-210 605 YEGUA 
BEULAH IISC 1 23 517 43 130 130 41 84 YEGUA 
BURKE IISC 4 5-21 270-820 40-60 60-375 695 100-165 206-235 YEGUA 
CITY OF DIBOLL 4 4·40 304-440 68-90 175-300 1030 155-255 240-287 YEGUA 
CITY OF HUNTINGTON 2 12-29 505-652 64-100 142-160 302 250-275 360-413 YEGUA 
FOUR-IIAY IISC 4 2-21 320-660 50-70 70-280 680 210-268 320-535 YEGUA 
HUDSON IISC 3 12-19 273-372 64-77 150-200 500 100-275 173-281 YEGUA 
LUFKIN INDUSTRIES 1 7 521 50 300 300 235 268 YEGUA 
PRAIRIE GROVE IISC 2 367-512 40-60 35-47 82 YEGUA 
RAYBURN IIATER, INC. 5 3-23 232 YEGUA 
ZAVALLA IICID 2 16-23 754 70 92-93 185 175-250 240-272 YEGUA 

Table 4-2 provides an analysis of maximum daily pumping capacities (based on 
16 hours of pumping) compared against current average daily demands. Additionally, this table 
shows the 16-hour pumping capacity with the largest well out. Although, certainly most of the 
wells will pump for 24 hours per day for at least a number of days, this procedure would 
certainly not be advisable on a sustained basis. Additionally, some areas of the Yegua do not 
recharge adequately to maintain pumping for more than 16 hours per day, and even less in some 
instances. 
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NO. OF 
IIATER AGENCY IIELLS 

ANGELINA IISC 3 
BEULAH IISC 1 
BURKE IISC 4 
CITY OF DIBOLL 4 
PRAIRIE GROVE IISC * 2 
CITY OF LUFKIN 8 
CENTRAL IICID 3 
HUDSON IISC 4 
M & M IISC 2 
POLLOK-REDTOIIN IISC 1 
RED LAND IISC 2 
\IOOOLAIIN IISC 2 
CITY OF HUNTINGTON 2 
FOUR-IIAY IISC 4 
RAYBURN IIATER, INC. * 5 
ZAVALLA IICIO 2 

TOTAL 
PRODUCTION 

RATE 
(GPM) 

605 
130 
695 

1030 
82 

8900 
1150 
1100 
625 
125 
425 
370 
302 
680 
232 
185 

TABLE 4-2 
WELL USE ~Y 

AVERAGE MAXIMUM 
DAILY DAILY 

PRODUCTION PRODUCTION 
(1987,88) (16 HRS) 

(MGO) (MGO) 

0.231 0.581 
0.034 0.125 
0.225 0.667 
0.852 0.989 
0.026 0.079 
5.433 8.544 
0.417 1.104 
0.424 1.056 
0.143 0.600 
0.075 0.120 
0.138 0.408 
0.144 0.355 
0.238 0.290 
0.213 0.653 
0.134 0.223 
0.079 0.178 

TOTAL MAXIMUM 
PRODUCTION OAILY 

RATE IIITH PRODUCTION 
LARGEST LARGEST 

IIELL OUT IIELL OUT NAME OF 
(GPM) (MGO) REGION FORMATION 

390 0.374 CENTRAL YEGUA 
0 0.000 CENTRAL YEGUA 

320 0.307 CENTRAL YEGUA 
730 0.701 CENTRAL YEGUA 
35 0.034 CENTRAL YEGUA 

7450 7.152 LUFKIN CARRIZO 
700 0.672 NORTHERN CARRIZD 
500 0.480 NORTHERN CARR,YEG 
175 0.168 NORTHERN CARRIZO 

a 0.000 NORTHERN CARRIZO 
150 0.144 NORTHERN CARRIZO 
120 0.115 NORTHERN CARRIZO 
142 0.136 SOUTHERN YEGUA 
400 0.384 SOUTHERN YEGUA 
132 0.127 SOUTHERN YEGUA 
92 0.088 SOUTHERN YEGUA 

LUFKIN INDUSTRIES 1 300 INCLUDED IN FOURIIAY FIGURES 0.000 SOUTHERN YEGUA 

CARRIZO TOTAL 19 12195 6.581 11. 707 8595 8.251 
YEGUA TOTAL 30 4441 2.225 4.263 2741 2.631 

4.1.1 CARRIZO AQUIFER 

The total supply available from the Carrizo Sand is 32 MGD as established by the Texas 
Water Development Board, Report 110, Ground-water Conditions in Angelina and Nacogdoches 
Counties. Texas. This correlates with studies accomplished by Guyton & Associates for 
Champion International. 

Current and projected well use from the Carrizo is shown in the following Table 4-3. 
As can be noted in the table, 6.6 MGD is being used by the public entities of Angelina County. 
Champion reports that their usage has dropped from lS.1 MGD as recorded in the TWDB report 
to 12 MGD today. This has been accomplished through a combination of reuse of water, 
conservation, and a greater use of surface water combined with the ground-water. City of 
Nacogdoches usage is 4.S MGD, while other systems in Nacogdoches County are estimated to 
be using 0.6 MGD. 
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Under wet cycle conditions 
there appears to be an additional 8.0 
MGD of water available. However, 
under dry cycle usage this figure drops to 
2.0MGD. 

Figure 4-1 shows the favor
able areas of development for the Carrizo 
Aquifer. This figure must be correlated 
with the positions of existing wells. 
Generally, according to Report 110 "it is 
not believed that the Carrizo Sand should 
be developed much more in Angelina and 
Nacogdoches Counties." However, since 
Champion has cut back in production 
there appears to be some availability of 
water. Any development should consider 
either the use or retirement of existing 
Champion wells. 

An important issue in the 

Table 4-3 

TABLE 4-3 
ANGEUNA COUNTY WATER snJDY 
USE OF CARRIZO AQUIFER GROUNDWATER 

ENTITY PRESENT PRESENT 
USAGE USAGE 

WET CYCLE DRY CYCLE 

CHAMPION 12.0 12.0 
CITY Of LUPKIN 5.4 8.1 
CITY Of NACOGDOCHES 4.8 7.2 
ANGELINA CO. SYSTEMS' 1.2 1.8 
NACOGDOCHES CO. SYSTEMS 0.6 0.9 

TOTAL USAGE 24.0 30.0 
TOTAL AQUIPER CAPACITY 32.0 32.0 

TOTAL AVAILABLE 8.0 2.0 

• PRESENT USAGE BASED ONLY ON TIIOSESYSTEMS CURRENTLY 
USING CARRIZO WELLS. 

efficient use of the Carrizo Sand is the uniform placement of wells. To some degree entities 
which have produced wells have attempted to maintain proper spacing. However, some wells 
have been developed to the maximum capacity of the Sand at that location, while others have 
been sized only to address a particular entity's needs. Figure 4-2 shows existing Carrizo wells 
with their pumping rate. 

Figures 4-3,4-4,4-5,and 4-6 are bar charts illustrating current pumpage rates along 
with existing well capacities. Figure 4-3, which addresses the northern region, shows the usage 
from the Carrizo Sand with the exception that Lufkin is not included, and that Hudson WSC also 
gets water out of the Yegua. 

Existing wells allow for the extraction of 11.7 MGD from the Carrizo by public 
entities in Angelina County. This figure coupled with the 18.0 MGD currently drawn by the 
City of Nacogdoches, other Nacogdoches County systems, and Champion Paper Mill yields a 
total current potential pumpage of 29.1 MGD. Certainly, none of these systems produces their 
wells at absolute potential at this time. 

These totals are an indicator that including the Champion wells (pumping at a 
greater rate), there appear to be enough existing wells to fully pump the Carrizo to its highest 
potential. 
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However, the placement of 
these wells is not necessarily 
ideal. Therefore, some agree
ments may be needed so that 
in the future replacement wells 
will be drilled in a more ideal 
location with a maximum 
capacity for that location. 

An area of concern is 
that the cone of depression in 
the piezometric surface of the 
Carrizo Sand could cause some 
brackish water to move updip 
toward the larger well fields. 

~ 

NORTHERN REGION 

La 

,. , 

a., 

a., 

a.7 

a .• 

a., 

a .• 

a.3 

a .• 

a., 

This movement has not been IZl .,. .AO" ""'" 
registered to-date in any of the 
well qualities, but this point 
should be continuously noted. Flgure 4-3 
The wells nearest the fault line 
are those of Hudson WSC and 
Woodlawn WSC but other wells 
could be affected first ,..-----------------------, 
depending on the degree of 
pumpage in any given area. 

Flgure 4-4 

LUFKIN AND AQUIFERS 

,a -r----------::::-=----------, 

yeGlJ,lt, Tor..--L 
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4.1.2 YEGUA AQUIFER 

The Yegua 
Formation is far more broken 
than the Carrizo. Sands are 
often not continuous, and at 
times wells indicate a far 
greater capacity in an initial 
pumping test than can actually 
be sustained under continuous 
operating conditions. Addi
tionally, many of the Yegua 
Wells have shown a degrada
tion of water quality under 
years of pumping. 

This worsening 

a., 

a .• 

0.1 

0.0 

~ a., 

0 .• 

a.l 

0.' 

0.' 

water quality generally has EZI .'" QA,,, """ 
been in the amount of color, 
iron, or hydrogen sulfide, or a 
combination of those qualities. Figure 4-5 

The best Yegua 
wells are located in the Fuller 
Springs and Homer area, and 
in the Diboll area. However, 
test holes between those two 
areas either did not find good 
water availability, or found 
high color in the water. Bur
ke's wells require ozonation in 
order to adequately deal with 
the color, which appears to be 
attributable to organic leach
ates. 

Figure 4-7 
locates the wells and plants of 
systems in Angelina County. 
Those lying south of Highway 
103 are Yegua wells. 

~ 

Figure 4-6 

0.1 

O.S 

0.' 

a.' 

0.3 

0.' 

a.' 

CENTRAL REGION 

OII!J)LL PAAIRIE GR(1.'1! 

ISS! ,~ .... PAllO. 

SOUTHERN WELL USE 

lSSI ,.,.HA. I"AOO. 
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The estimated yield of the Yegua Formation according to Report 110 is 7 MGD. 

The estimated 1988 pumpage by Angelina County entities is 2.23 MGD. Current 
wells have the capacity of producing 4.26 MGD. We do not recommend further development 
of the Yegua due to the broken nature of the sands, the difficulty in locating good sands and of 
proving them out, the relatively poor recharge which generally exists, and the worsening water 
quality which seems to be pervasive in most of the formation. 

In some of the better areas where proper well spacing can be attained, some 
further development might take place. This area should probably be generally confmed to the 
region between Lufkin and Huntington. 

4.1.3 SAM RAYBURN RESERVOIR 

Table 4-4 charts the potentially available water in Sam Rayburn Reservoir. The 
City of Lufkin is currently paying for storage and 0 & M Costs for 43,000 acre-feet of water 
storage to the Corps of Engineers. The storage payments will continue through the Year 2017. 
In addition, the City is on a take-or-pay contract with the Lower Neches Valley Authority for 
28,000 acre-feet per annum of water from Sam Rayburn which will be paid out in the year 2014. 

CURRENT OR PROPOSED 
PURCHASER 

CITY OF LUFKIN 

COUNTY ENTI 11 ES 

QUANTITY 
(AC' FT> 
43000 
43000 
28000 
14467 
9420 

TABLE 4-4 
POTENTIAL YATER AVAIlABILITY 

SAM RAYBURN RESERVOIR 

QUANTITY 
(MGD) 

COST 
ITEM 

PAYEE 

24.997, 
24.997, 
24.997 

8.409, 
8.409 

STORAGE 
o & M 
TAKE OR PAY 
STORAGE ,0&14 
TAKE OR PAY 

CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
LNVA 
CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
LNVA 

ANNUAL 
COST 

S 19,748 
S 31,000 
S 16,190 
S 91,903 
S 43,804 

COST/lOOO 
GALS 

SO.0021 
SO. 0034 
SO.0018 
SO.0338 
SO.0117 

Quantities for MGO shown on actual yield and not on storage amounts. 

Talks with the Lower Neches Valley Authority and the Corps of Engineers have 
established that there is 3000 acre-feet of water that is currently available subject to working 
out contracts with the Corps and LNV A and getting permitted with the State of Texas. 
Additionally, a preliminary contract (shown in Appendix F) has been prepared for a take-or-pay 
of another 11 ,467 acre-feet of water which involves a study by the Corps of Engineers. A 
preliminary study has been made and has concluded that a variation in conservation pool 
elevation of .1 foot would provide the additional water. 

Assuming that these contracts could be consummated and permits obtained, there 
should be up to 14,467 acre-feet of water available in Sam Rayburn Reservoir not including that 
already owned by the City of Lufkin. 

----------------------
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4.1.4 LAKE EASTEX 

The following Angelina County entities have maintained a right to purchase water 
in Lake Eastex. 

City of Lufkin 
Redland WSC 
Woodlawn WSC 
Angelina WSC 
Temple-Inland 

Table 6-1 fully lists all participants with water reserved. 

There is, of course, much work remaining before Lake Eastex becomes a reality. 
Estimates are that the Lake will probably be constructed in 10 years. This lake, which will be 
upstream on the Angelina River, could serve entities through releases which could either be 
picked up out of the river, possibly out of some existing off-river reservoir such as Kurth Lake, 
or out of Sam Rayburn Reservoir. 

There is a general assumption that, although all the water in Lake Eastex is tied 
up at this time, that by the time construction begins and true take-or-pay costs are established, 
there will be some water available. Therefore, this possibility is addressed in this report. 

A detailed report on cost to deliver to the entities above is being prepared for the 
Angelina and Neches River Authority by Lockwood, Andrews, & Newnam, Inc. 

4.2 ELEVATED, STORAGE, AND PUMPING FACILITIES 

In the overall assessment of needs of the systems of the County, the elevated, 
storage, and pumping facilities must be considered. These affect the ability of an entity to 
provide water. They also control to some degree how water from a regional entity can be 
delivered to the system. The following Table 4-5 indicates the various system capacities in the 
County. 

These capacities will be further analyzed in Chapter 5. Generally, Burke WSC, 
Central WCID, the City of Diboll, Hudson WSC, the City of Huntington, M & M WSC, 
Redland WSC, the City of Lufkin, and Zavalla WCID are operating off of Elevated Storage type 
systems. The other systems have pressure maintained by hydro-pneumatic pressure tanks. 
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Plant locations are shown in Figure 4-7. 

TABLE 4-5 
TOTAL CONNECTIONS AND CAPACITIES 

SYSTEM 
',GROUND " BOOSTER', ',PRESSURE ,'ELEVATED ',NUMBER ',NUMBER OF 
,STORAGE PUMPS ,IIELL ,TANK ,STORAGE ,OF ,CURRENT 
i CAPACITY ICAPACITY iCAPACITY iCAPACITY iCAPACITY iPLANTS iCONNECTIONS 
, (GAL.) ,(GPM) ,(GPM), (GAL.) , (GAL.) , , 

-------------------------,------------------------------------------------------- ----------.-------------
ANGELI NA IISC 
BEULAH IISC 
BURKE IISC 
CENTRAL IICID 
CITY OF DIBOLL 
FOUR·IIAY IISC 
HillSON IISC 
CITY OF HUNTINGTON 
CITY OF LUFKIN 
M & M IISC 
POLLOK-REDTOIIN IISC 
PRAIRIE GROVE IISC· 
RAYBURN IIATER, INC. 
REDLAND IISC 
IIOOOLAIiN IISC 
ZAVALLA IICID 

280000 
80000 

200000 
200000 
750000 
330000 
315000 
191000 

4000000 
165000 
60000 
26000 
46600 

113500 
130000 
25000 

1700 
270 
600 

1400 
1100 
2690 
1200 
1200 
8000 
1150 
580 
150 
350 

1400 
960 
240 

605 : 
130 ' 
695 ! 

1150 " 
1030 , 
640 ' 

1100 ! 
302 ' 

9000 ! 
625 ' 
125 ! 
72 ' 

237 ! 
425 ' 
370 ! 
185 : 

22500 : 
6500 i 

o , 
o ' o , 

22000 
10000 
8000 

o 
o 

6000 
3500 
5830 
7500 

15000 
o 

o 
o 

150000 
250000 
500000 

o 
250000 
50000 

2400000 , 
75000 

o 
o 
o 

50000 
o 

75000 

3 
1 
3 
2 
4 
6 
4 
2 
4 
3 
1 , 
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4.3 SUPPLY AND DISTRIBUTION LINES 

The scope of this report does not allow for a full mapping of all systems in the 
County. However, as a general rule most of the improvements in the Water Supply 
Corporations consist of thin wall PVC pipe. Normally, pipe of 4" diameter and below is of a 
Class 200 pipe, and sizes above are generally Class 160 (SDR 26). The improvements in the 
cities have normally been of Asbestos Cement, C900 PVC pipe, Concrete Cylinder Pipe, or 
Ductile Iron. Lines in Central WClD are primarily Asbestos Cement with some steel and some 
SDR 21 and SDR 26 PVC pipe. 

None of the rural systems have been able to fully design for fire flows, although 
some have attempted to provide such flows in critical areas and to provide flre hydrants in some 
locations. The larger pipe sizes(6" and above) have generally been conflned to the larger 
systems and areas with greater densities. The preponderance of pipe in the rural areas is 4" 
diameter or smaller. 
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include: 
The systems with some potential for transporting water through to other areas 

City of Lufkin 
Central WCID 
Burke WSC 
Four-Way WSC 
City of Huntington 
ZavallaWCID 

Of these, only the City of Lufkin and Central WCID appear to have lines large 
enough accommodate such pass-through flows. Probably the City of Lufkin will need 
improvements which can be shared with the regional system, while Central's ability to transport 
through to Pollok-Redtown is marginal and will depend upon the amount of water needed. 
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5.0 DETERMINATION OF NEEDS 

The primary purpose of this report is to determine the extent of needs of sources 
for water supply, and what solutions would provide the most cost-efficient benefits. However, 
as a secondary concern, the study also addresses needs in pressure, storage, and somewhat in 
supply and distribution. 

The design parameters used to determine needs are in most instances drawn from 
Rules & Regulations for Public Water Systems as adopted in 1988 by the Texas Department of 
Health, Water Hygiene Division. Additional considerations include rules by the State Fire 
Insurance Board. 

Relevant excerpts are listed below. 

For more than 250 connections, the system must meet thefollowing requirements. 
(i) Total storage capacity of 200 gallons per connection must be provided. 
(ii) Pressure maintenancefacilities must either have elevated storage based on 

100 gallons per connection or pressure tank capacity of 20 gallons per connection with a 
maximum of 30,000 gallons for systems with less than 2,500 connections. Elevated storage in 
the amount of 100 gallons per connection is required for systems with over 2,500 connections. 

(iii) Well capacity must be such that two or more wells having a total capacity 
of o. 6 gallons per minute per connection are provided. Where an interconnection is provided 
with another acceptable water system capable of supplying at least 0.35 gallons per minute for 
each connection in the combined system under emergency conditions, an additional well will not 
be required as long as the 0.6 gallons per minute per connection requirement is met for each 
system on an individual basis. 

(iv) Service pump capacity must be such that each pump station or pressure 
plane shall have two or more pumps having a total capacity of 2.0 gallons per minute per 
connection or total capacity of 1000 gallons per minute and be able to meet peak demands, 
whichever is less. 

5.1 NEEDS IN SOURCES OF WATER 

The needs for sources of water is examined both in the perspective of the 
individual entities, and as a regional group. Estimates of alternatives are also based in this way 
so that each entity can compare cost factors for individual courses of action as opposed to group 
effort. 
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WELL CAPACITY VS. CONNECTIONS 
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Figure 5-1 

5.1.1 INDIVIDUAL ENTITIES 

Generally, the design parameters for sources of water are identified in the excerpt 
from the Rules & Regulations for Public Water Systems quoted above. The general rule is that 
each system must have 0.6 gpm capacity 
per connection. 

Water production needs are 
illustrated in Figures 5-1,5-2,5-3, and 5-
4. These bar graphs show current water 
production capacities in connections 
(based on 0.6 gpm per connection) against 
1990, 2000, and 2010 projected number 
of connections. All entities will be short 
of water production capabilities by the 
Year 2010. Table 5-1 shows entities by 
the year they will require more water pro
duction. Figure 5-2 
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Four entities need to address immediate water production shortage needs. These 
include the Cities of Diboll and Huntington, Pollok Redtown WSC, and Zavalla WClD. 
Diboll's shortage is based on equivalent water connections. When considering that a large part 
of their consumption is commercial or industrial with lesser peaking factors, the shortfall at 
Diboll may not be of as serious nature. 
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All other enhhes besides 
the City of Lufkin will 
need greater water pro
duction capacities by the 
Year 2000. Surface water 
alternatives, at best, would 
require several years for 
implementation. Even a 
regional well supply sys
tem might require at least 
two years to bring to fru
ition. This indicates that 
efforts should begin imme-
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diatel,y to meet the needs of the short-tenn future. This shorter-tenn plan should be compatible 
with an overall plan that best addresses all the needs of the County entities. 

5.1.2 REGIONAL ENTITY 

A regional entity would be required to best address the water production needs 
in the most economical and beneficial manner. If surface water becomes the option, then 
minimum cost-effective sizes of treatment plants becomes a major consideration. Additionally, 
great lengths of pipe would be required to bring water from a surface water source. Significant 
economies of scale can be recognized by a regionally operated system. 

If a groundwater alternative is selected, an orderly development of the well field 
would be absolutely required. With proper spacing and sizing, aquifers such as the Carrizo 
could be fully developed. Additionally, lines coming in from the well field could be shared in 
order to minimize costs of transporting the water back to the users. 

Financing has become a major consideration, especially for non-tax base entities 
such as non-profit water supply corporations. Savings of as much as 2-3 % in interest can be 
accomplished by either cities or properly organized districts. 

Operation and maintenance is becoming increasingly complex, even for basic 
operations such as production of water from water wells. A regional entity might well have 
advantages in being able to address the ever-changing nature of federal and state regulations. 

Although the supply of water probably accommodates well the idea of 
regionalization, the other operations of the systems seems to best be handled on an individual 
basis by the respective boards. 

The needs of the regional system would essentially be the compilation of the needs 
of all of the entities. Some savings might be recognized if the Health Department is willing to 
consider a relaxation of its 0.6 gpm minimum well capacity in light of the expected overall lower 
peaking factors of a larger entity. 

5.2 NEEDSINELEVATEDSTORAGE,GROUNDSTORAGE,ANDPUMPING 
FACILITIES 

The Health Department has general guidelines as outlined above in Section 5.0. 
These parameters must be considered in conjunction with a consideration of fire flows, actual 
flow conditions, and computer modelling of systems. However, they do serve a valid function 
of providing a rule against which each system's existing capacities can be measured. 
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Figure 5-7 

Figure 5-8 
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5.2.1 INDIVIDUAL ENTITIES 

Figures 5-5, 5-6, 5-7, and 5-8 illustrate through bar graphs the capacities of the 
individual systems in storage, pressure, and pumping capacity in connection capacities. These 
calculations are compared to connections expected in the years 1990, 2000, and 2010. The 
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water purveyors have been grouped by regions as discussed previously. The charts should be 
self-explanatory . 

Table 5-1 lists those entities deficient at the given year in the listed parameter. 

TABLE 5-1 
WATER PLANT NEEDS 

YEAR STORAGE PRESSURE WATER PRODUCTION PUMPING 

1990 Pollok'Redtown M & M WSC Diboll Beulah WSC 
Pollok'Redtown Huntington Pollok-Redtown 

Pollok·Redtown Woodlawn WSC 
Zavalla WCID Zavalla WCID 

2000 Angel ina WSC Ange l ina WSC Angelina WSC 
Four'Way WSC Four·Way WSC Beulah WSC 
M & M WSC Huntington Burke WSC 
Woodlawn WSC Woodlawn WSC Central WCID 

Four'Way wse 
Hudson WSC 
M & H wse 
Redland WSC 
Woodlawn wse 

2010 Burke WSC City of Lufkin Hudson wse 
Central welD 

The most immediate problems include water supply and booster pump capacity. 
Most of the water production shortfall occurs in the central and southern part of the County 
which is drawing from the Yegua Formation. 

Four systems are currently short of water production capabilities, and will be 
joined within ten years by eight others. The remaining two systems will be short by 2010. 

Due to changes in Health Department regulations which now allow Elevated 
Storage tank capacities to count in the overall storage capacity, most of the systems with elevated 
tanks are in good condition relevant to storage. The only system with elevated storage tanks that 
will fall short in storage capacity in the next twenty years is M & M WSC. Those systems 
which are currently on Hydro-pneumatic systems would be well advised to consider, where 
possible, the construction of elevated storage in the future to address both pressure and storage 
requirements. The only system with immediate needs in storage is the Pollok-Redtown WSC, 
which has grown rapidly since its inception a few years ago. 
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The systems needing immediate attention to pressure capacities include Pollok
Redtown, a hydro-pneumatic type system, and M & M WSC, which operates with an elevated 
tank. Three more water supply corporations and the City of Huntington will be short of 
pressure facilities by the Year 2000. 

Tables 5-2, 5-3 and 5-4 describe in detail the projected needs of the County 
systems for the years 1990, 2000 and 2010. 
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WATER AGENCY " STORAGE 

II 

TABLE 5-2 
YEAR 1990 

ANGELI NA COUNTY 
WATER SYSTEM NEEDS-PLANTS AND WATER SUPPLY 

TEXAS STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH REQUIREMENTS 
FOR DRINKING WATER ONLY 

8-3-88 

'ELEVATED ' WATER I STORAGE I PRODUCT! ON 

II 
II 

NEEDS PRESENT OVERAGE I NEEDS TYPE PRESENT OVERAGE II NEEDS PRESENT 
CAPACITY (SHORTAGE, • CAPACITY (SHORTAGE), CAPACITY 

1. ANGELI NA WSC 
2. BEULAH WSC 
3. BURKE WSC 
4. CENTRAL WCID 
5. DIBOLL 

CONNECTION EQUIV. 
6. FOUR-WAY WSC 
7. HUDSON WSC 
8. HUNT! NGTON 

9. LUFKIN 
12. M & M WSC 
13. POLLOK-REDTOWN WSC 
14. PRAIRIE GROVE WSC 
15. RAYBURN WATER, INC 
16. RED LAND WSC 

17. WOODLAWN WSC 
18. ZAVALLA WCID 

, , 189000 
II 33800 
,I 180400 
II 348000 
II 294200 I! 372796 
I, 212400 ! I 320200 
, I 157600 
II 

280000 
80000 

350000 
450000 

1350000 
1350000 
330000 
565000 
241000 

91000 
46200 

169600 
102000 

1055800 
977204 
117600 
244800 
83400 

Ii 

1\ 
\I 
\I 

2340400 6500000 4159600 

II 
II 
II 

150200 240000 89800 
65400 60000 -5400 

128400 

119200 
78800 

163500 

130000 
100000 

35100 

10800 
21200 

·PT=Pressure Tank, 
ET=Elevated Storage Tank 
·*Over 1000 gpm DUst be analyzed on individual basis 

18900 PT 
3380 PT 

90200 ET 
174000 ET 
147100 ET 
186398 ET 
21240 PT 

-I 160100 ET 

I 78800 ET 
PT 

111170200 ET 

1 
75100 PT 

I 6540 PT 

I 
I 
1 , 

64200 ET 
PT 

11920 PT 
39400 ET 

22500 
6500 

150000 
250000 
600000 
600000 

22000 
250000 
50000 
8000 

2500000 
75000 
6000 

50000 
7500 

15000 
75000 

3600 
3120 

59800 
76000 

452900 
413602 

760 
89900 
11200 

1329800 
-100 
-540 

23300 

3080 
35600 

567 
101 
541 

1044 
883 

1118 
637 
961 
473 

7021 
451 
196 

385 

358 
236 

605 
130 
695 

1150 
1010 
1010 
- 640 
1100 
302 

9000 
625 
125 

425 

370 
150 

'BOOSTER ' 
1 PUMP 1 
1 OVERAGE 1 

OVERAGE I NEEDS PRESENT (SHORTAGE) II 
(SHORTAGE), CAPACITY··, 

38 
29 

154 
106 
127 

-108 
3 

139 
-171 

1979 
174 
-71 

40 

12 
-86 

1890 
338 

1804 
3480 
2942 
3728 
2124 
3202 
1576 

23404 
1502 
654 

1284 

1192 
788 

1600 
270 

1400 
1400 
1100 
1100 
2690 
1600 
1200 

8000 
1150 
580 

1400 

960 
240 

-290 
-68 

-404 
-2080 
-1842 
-2628 

566 
-1602 
-376 

-15404 
-352 
-74 

116 

-232 
-548 
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WATER AGENCY 

1. ANGE Ll NA WSC 
2. BEULAH WSC 
3. BURKE WSC 
4. CENTRAL IICID 
5. DIBOLL 

CONNECTION EQUIV. 
6. FOUR·WAY WSC 
7. HUDSON WSC 
8. HUNTI NGTON 

9. LUFKIN 
12. M & M WSC 
13. POLLOK-RED TOWN WSC 
14. PRAIRIE GROVE WSC 
15. RAYBURN WATER, INC 
16. RED LAND WSC 

17. WOODLAWN WSC 
18. ZAVALLA WCID 

11 STORAGE 

II NEEDS 

" " 
" 305000 
" 52600 

I, 262400 

I 
474600 

I 412200 
490796 

I
I 302000 

PRESENT 
CAPACITY 

280000 
80000 

350000 
450000 

1350000 
1350000 
330000 
565000 
241000 

, 487200 
I 181400 , 

2792600 6500000 
251600 240000 
101000 60000 

I 
I 
I , 
I 

II 
170000 

178000 
110800 

163500 

130000 
100000 

·PT=Pressure Tank, 
ET=Elevated Storage Tank 

TABLE 5-3 
YEAR 2000 

ANGELI NA COUNTY 
WATER SYSTEM NEEDS-PLANTS AND WATER SUPPLY 

TEXAS STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH REQUIREMENTS 
FOR DRINKING WATER ONLY 

8-3·88 

',ELEVATED 
, STORAGE 

, WATER 
IPRODUCTION 

OVERAGE " NEEDS TYPE PRESENT 
(SHORTAGE) CAPACITY 

OVERAGE " NEEDS PRESENT 
(SHORTAGE), CAPACITY 

-25000 
27400 
87600 

-24600 
937800 
859204 
28000 
n800 
59600 

3707400 
-11600 
-41000 

-6500 

-48000 
-10800 

30500 PT 
5260 PT 

131200 ET 
237300 ET 
206100 ET 
245398 ET 
30200 PT 

243600 ET 
90700 ET 

PT 
1396300 ET 
125800 ET 
10100 PT 

85000 ET 
PT 

17800 PT 
55400 ET 

22500 
6500 

150000 
250000 
600000 
600000 

22000 
250000 
50000 
8000 

2500000 
75000 
6000 

50000 
7500 

15000 
75000 

-8000 
1240 

18800 
12700 

393900 
354602 

-8200 
6400 
-700 

1103700 
-50800 
-4100 

2500 

-2800 
19600 

915 
158 
787 

1424 
1237 
1472 
906 

1462 
544 

8378 
755 
303 

510 

534 
332 

605 
130 

1400 
1150 
1010 
1010 
640 

1100 
302 

9000 
625 
125 

425 

370 
150 

'BOOSTER I' I PUMP , 

, OVERAGE " 
OVERAGE I NEEDS PRESENT (SHORTAGE)',', 

(SHORTAGE), CAPACITY·· 

-310 ' 
-28 
613 

-274 
-227 
-462 
-266 
-362 
-242 

622 
-130 
-178 

-85 

-164 
-182 

3050 
526 

2624 
4746 
4122 
4908 
3020 
4872 
1814 

27926 
2516 
1010 

1700 

1780 
1108 

1600 
270 

1400 
1400 
1100 
1100 
2690 
1600 
1200 

8000 
1150 
580 

1400 

960 
240 

-1450 
-256 

-1224 
-3346 
-3022 
-3808 
-330 

-3272 
-614 

-19926 
-1366 
-430 

·300 

-820 
-868 

··OVer 1000 gpm rust be analyzed on individual basis 
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TABLE 5-4 
YEAR 2010 

ANGELI NA COUNTY 
WATER SYSTEM NEEDS-PLANTS AND WATER SUPPLY 

TEXAS STATE DEPARTMENT Of HEALTH REQUIREMENTS 
fOR DRINKING WATER ONLY 

8-3-88 
----.-------.-------.--.--.-.--.-----.-------.--.----.-------------.-_.-.---------------------------.----.-.------.--.----.--.--.-.------------

WATER AGENCY II STORAGE IELEVATED I WATER I BOOSTER II 
" , STORAGE ,PROOUCT! ON , PUMP " 
II , , OVERAGE 

" 

NEEDS PRESENT OVERAGE , NEEDS TYPE PRESENT OVERAGE ,NEEDS PRESENT OVERAGE I NEEDS PRESENT (SHORTAGE)"I' 
II CAPACITY (SHORTAGE), CAPACITY (SHORTAGE) I CAPACITY (SHORTAGE), CAPACITY ** , 

----.-------.--.--.-.----.--.-----.--.----.-.---.--------------------------------.--.----.--.-------.--.----------------.--------------_.-----. 
I.ANGElINAWSC ',1351800280000 -71800 35180PT 22500 -12680 1055 605 -450 0 1600 1600',', 
2. BEULAH WSC 60800 80000 19200 6080 PT 6500 420 182 130 -52 608 270 -338 
3. BURKE WSC " 302800 350000 47200 151400 ET 150000 -1400 908 1400 492 3028 1400 -1628 " 
4. CENTRAL WCID ',I 547400 450000 -97400 273700 ET 250000 -23700 1642 1150 -492 5474 1400 -4074 ',', 
5. DIBOLL 475600 1350000 874400 237800 ET 600000 362200 1427 1010 -417 4756 1100 -3656 

CONNECTION EQUIV. ,'I 554196 1350000 795804 277098 ET 600000 322902 1663 1010 -653 5542 1100 -4442 ',', 
6. FOUR-WAY WSC 348400 330000 -18400 34840 PT 22000 -12840 1045 640 -405 3484 2690 -794 
7. HUDSON WSC " 562000 565000 3000 281000 ET 250000 -31000 1686 1100 -586 5620 1600 -4020 " 
8. HUNTINGTON ", 209200 241000 31800 104600 ET 50000 -14600 628 302 -326 2092 1200 -892 ',', 

I, PT 8000 
9. LUFKIN ,,' 3221400 6500000 3278600 1610700 ET 2500000 889300 9664 9000 -664 32214 8000 -24214 ,", 

12. M & M WSC 290200 240000 -50200 145100 ET 75000 -70100 871 625 -246 0 0 
13. POLLOK-REDTOWN wsc II 116400 60000 -56400 11640 PT 6000 -5640 349 125 -224 0 0 II 
14. PRAIRIE GROVE WSC " " 
15. RAYBURN WATER, INC ' 
16. REO LAND WSC ',', 196000 163500 -32500 98000 ET 50000 -10500 588 425 -163 1960 1400 -560 "I' 

PT 7500 
17. WOODLAWN WSC "205400 130000 -75400 20540 PT 15000 -5540 616 370 -246 2054 960 -1094 ! 
18. ZAVALLA welD II 128000 100000 -28000 64000 ET 75000 11000 384 150 -234 1280 240 -1040 ,! 

*PT=Pressure Tank, 
ET=Elevated Storage Tank 
**Over 1000 gpm must be analyzed on individual basis 
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5.2.2 REGIONAL SYSTEM 

The water plant and supply line requirements of a regional system will depend 
upon the source of water. The requirements of the Health Department of a supply of 0.6 gpm 
per connection must be met. In the case of a surface water solution, a plant is normally 
operated 24 hours per day. However, the 0.6 gpm parameter is such that a water well supplying 
the required minimum 0.6 gpm will operate only about 7 hours per day to meet normal daily 
demands. 

On the other hand, a surface water plant should normally be operated on a 24-
hour per day basis. Therefore, if it is sized to meet the 0.6 gpm requirement but is operated 
on a 24-hour basis, the participating entities will be required to purchase a much greater quantity 
than they might otherwise. With this larger sized plant, some of the other plant improvements 
will be increased as well. 

Tables 5-5 and 5-6 illustrate this difference in required takes for each entity with 
the surface water and water well alternatives. Total design demands for the surface water 
alternatives would be 4.4 MGD in the Year 2000 and 7.4 MGD in 2010. For the water well 
option those same year demands would be only 3.2 MGD and 6.3 MGD respectively. 

accordingly. 
Water plants, storage, pumping stations, and supply lines must be sized 
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TABLE 5-5 
SURfACE ~TER OPTION 
PROJECTED WATER TAKE QUANTITIES 
WET WEATHER DEMANDS 

WATER AGENCY 

ANGELINA WSC 
BEULAH WSC 
BURKE WSC 
CENTRAL WC&ID 
DIBOLL 
fOUR-WAY WSC 
HUDSON WSC 
HUNTINGTON 
LUFKIN 
M&M WSC 
POLLOK-RED TOWN WSC 
PRAIRIE GROVE WSC 
RED LAND WSC 
WOODLAWN WSC 
ZAVALLA WC&ID 
OTHER PUBLIC ENTITIES 

TOTALS 

" II 
II 1987-88 
II AVERAGE 
II DAILY 
!! USAGE 

" I " 'PROJECTED" 'PROJECTED " " 
1111 1990 II LIKELY II SUPPLY 1111 LIKELY II SUPPLY 1111 2000 WATER SUPPLY 111 2010 WATER SUPPLY 

CURRENT SUPPLY 'WEll SHORTAGE WEll SHORTAGE I 
II! WELL ISHORTAGE IIICAPACITIESII(OVERAGE)IIICAPACITIES !(OVERAGE)!! GROUND SURfACE III GROUND SURfACE 

'CAPACITIES , (OVERAGE) , 2000 2000' 2010 ' 2010 "WATER WATER WATER WATER 
!! (GPM) ! GPM) !! (GPM) ! (GPM) !! (GPH) ! (GPH) !! (DAilY) (DAilY) !! (DAilY) (DAilY) 

II 230,600 II 
II 34,200 II 
'I 224,849 I' 
II 417,050 Ii 
II 851,614 II 
II 212,8n II 
'I 423,829 II 
II 237,591 II 
11 5,433,355 II 
II 142,875 II 
II 74,941 II 

II 138,463 II 
II 143,618 II 
II 79,258 II 
II II 

605 
130 
695 

1,150 
1,030 

680 
1,100 

302 
8,900 

625 
125 
100 
425 
370 
150 

o 

118,236,700 II 15,182 I 

(38) I" 
(8) I 

(154) II 
(106) II 

73 II 
(43) II 

(139)1
1

1 
171 I 

(123) III 
(175) II 

71 'I (40) 
( 13) 
86 
o 

I 
! 

605 
130 
375 

1,150 
1,030 

500 
1,100 

160 
8,350 

625 
125 
40 

425 
370 

92 
o 

310 " 
28 II 

412 II 
274 II 
516 II 
406 II 
362 III 
384 I 

2,122 II 
130 II 
178 II 

II 
II 
II 
II 
II 

85 
164 
241 
432 

" 
402 II 13,932 I 5,542 II 

425 ' 
130 I 
375 I , 

1,150 I' 
730 
430 I 
950 I , 

o ' 
7,350 I 

300 I 
125 I 
40 

300 I 
370 I 

92 I 
o I , 

630 
52 

533 
492 

1,053 
615 
736 
628 

4,730 
570 
224 

288 
246 
292 
504 

I I 195,418 298,817 I 0 
II 42,385 27,021 I 29,640 
" 22,847 397,691 I 0 
II 458,862 264,162 I 359,056 
'I 569,034 497,957 I 214,412 
II 0 387,386 I 0 
" 486,035 349,095 I 253,030 
II 0 zn,066 I 0 
,,4,365,9102,047,547 12,834,490 
Ii 191,875 125,020 I 0 
II 0 150,636 I 0 

II I II 0 231,532 I 0 
II 119,453 158,227 I 82,891 
I' 0 142,587 II 0 
, I 283,135 , 

570,087 
50,418 

485,285 
474,875 

1,016,334 
446,905 
710,270 
313,760 

4,563,745 
365,530 
173,605 

266,943 
237,534 
164,470 
330,324 

11,802 10,667 116,094,564 5,148,814 113,660,998 9,312,046 

TOTAL OF ALL 118,645,118 II 16,387 
NON-PARTICIP. TOTAL "408,418,, 1,205 

402 II 15,on 6,043 II 
(0)" 1,145 502" 

12,767 I 11,595 11 6,451,8205,632,880 113,773,52010,170,085 
965, 929 " 357,256 484,066" 112,531 858,038 
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TABLE 5-6 
WATER WELL OPTION 
PROJECTED WATER TAKE QUANTITIES 
WET WEATHER DEMAND 

WATER AGENCY 

ANGELI NA WSC 
BEULAH WSC 
BURKE WSC 
CENTRAL WC&ID 
DIBOll 
fOUR·WAY WSC 
HUDSON WSC 
HUNTINGTON 
LUfKIN 
M&M WSC 
POLLOK· RED TOlIN 
PRAIRE GROVE 
RED LAND WSC 
WOODLAWN WSC 
ZAVALLA WC&IO 
OTHER PUBLIC ENTITIES 

01 

" , 1987·88 ! AVERAGE 
1 DAILY 
, USAGE 
1 _________ _ , 
, 230,600 
, 34,200 
, 224,849 
1 417,050 
, 851,614 
, 212,877 
, 423,829 
1 237,591 
,5,433,355 I 
, 142,875, 
I 74,941, 

I 138,463 I 
, 143,618, 
, 79,258, , , 

" 'PROJECTED 'I 'PROJECTED 
1990 " LIKELY , SUPPLY , LIKELY 'SUPPLY 

CURRENT SUPPLY" WELL 'SHORTAGE" WELL 'SHORTAGE 
I WELL ,SHORTAGE ','CAPACITIES I(OVERAGE) IICAPACITIES !(OVERAGE) 
,CAPACITIES, (OVERAGE), 2000 , 2000 " 2010 1 2010 
, (GPM) ,(GPM) (GPM) , (GPM) , (GPM) , (GPM) , ....................• , ......••.•............ " ••....•...........•.•. 

" 605 (38)', 605 310 III, 425 630 
130 (28) 130 28 130 52 
695 (154) I 375 412 !! 375 533 

1,150 (106), 1,150 274 ,',' 1,150 492 
1,030 73 1,030 516, 730 1,053 

680 (43) 500 406 I 430 615 
1,100 (139) 1,100 362 ,II 950 736 

302 171 160 384 I, 0 628 
8,900 (123) 8,350 2,122 " 7,350 4,730 

625 (175) 625 130 " 300 570 
125 71 125 178 " 125 224 
100 40 40 
425 (40) 425 85 III, 300 
370 (13) 370 164 " 370 
150 86 92 241 " 92 

o 0 0 432 01 0 

288 
246 
292 
504 

---------------------------------------------------, I ' 2000 WATER SUPPLY 2010 WATER SUPPLY 
'GROUND WAT. GROUND WAT. ,GROUND WAT. GROUND WAT. 

FROM EXIST. fROM NEW ,fROM EXIST. fROM NEW 
WELLS WELLS WELLS WELLS 

(DAILY) (DAILY) '(DAILY) (DAILY) 
...................... _. , .................. _-----

336,278 157,957 248,734 321,353 
55,122 14,284 53,407 26,651 

210,316 210,222 213,251 2n,034 
583,387 139,638 582,909 251,022 
n6,349 340,642 535,493 695,253 
180,326 207,060 133,153 313,752 
650,596 184,534 , 587,846 375,453 
76,124 195,942 , 0 313,760 

5,012,772 1,400,685 , 4,276,270 3,121,965 
250,809 66,086 , 74,632 290,898 
59,856 90,780 , 59,263 114,342 

188,182 
, 

120,063 146,880 43,350 'I 
194,040 83,640 " 194,863 125,562 
19,838 122,750 " 15,681 148,789 

220,320 " 257,040 

TOTALS 118,236,700 II 15,182 402 II 13,932 I 5,542 II 11,802 10,667 I I 7,958,554 3,222,009 II 6,598,561 6,301,190 

TOTAL 
NON·PARTIC. TOTAL 

11 8,645,118 1 i 
" 408,418" 

16,387 
1,205 

402 ii 
o 01 

15,077 
1,145 

6,043 1 i 
502 " 

12,767 11,595 i 1 8,543,995 3,477,889 ii 7,095,564 6,774,756 
965 929 " 585,441 255,880" 497,003 473,566 
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6.0 WATER SUPPLY ALTERNATIVES 

6.1 GENERAL 

This study is not intended to be an exhaustive survey of every water supply alternative. 
It is intended to address the more significant and viable options. Those are outlined below. Reference 
is made to Chapter 4 where current water sources are identified and current usage is summarized. 

6.2 GROUNDWATER SUPPLY SOURCES 

A report prepared in 1981 by Temple Associates, Inc. in conjunction with Turner Collie 
& Braden, Inc. summarized an "Analysis Of Groundwater Availability in the Lufkin-Diboll Area" with 
the following statements. The St. Regis plant referred to is now the Champion Paper Mill. 

"1. The three major users of groundwater in the two counties are the St. Regis Paper 
Company and the cities of Lufkin and Nacogdoches. The average pumping rates from 
the Carrizo in Angelina and Nacogdoches counties in 1980 were 23.0 and 7.1 million 
gallons per day (mgd) , respectively for a total average pumping rate in 1980 of 
approximately 30.1 mgd. 

In 1977, the average pumping rate of the counties was approximately 34.5 mgd. 
The reduction in pumping rate from 1977 to 1980 resulted from reductions in pumpage 
at the St. Regis plant and the City of Nacogdoches. 

2. Water levels in observation wells of the Carrizo in northern Angelina County 
declined at a rate of 4 feet per year between 1971 and 1978. Since 1978, the levels in 
these observation wells have stabilized. 

The stability of the water levels is a result of water level recovery caused by 
reductions in pumpage by the City of Nacogdoches and St. Regis. All of the drawdown 
to be caused by previous increases in pumpage is not believed to have occurred. It is 
estimated that water levels will decline an additional 5 to 20 feet throughout the area. 
Wells in the St. Regis "Old Field" indicate the most critical conditions in the area. 

3. Static water levels in public wells in northwest Angelina County indicate that the 
potential for additional drawdown exists, and that if future wells are to be developed, this 
area of the county appears most favorable. 
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4. Chemical analyses in recent years (1975-1980) do not reveal any recognizable 
deterioration of the chemical quality of groundwater north of a line extending across 
Angelina County north of Lufkin. South of this line, dissolved solids are higher than 
1,000 milligrams per liter (mg/l). The probability of brackish water encroachment 
increases significantly with increases in the rate of groundwater withdrawal. 

5. System wide groundwater withdrawal is in excess of annual effective recharge. 
Additional pumpage from the Carrizo will be satisfied by the existing storage of water 
in the aquifer. While the exact amount of recoverable storage is unknown, static water 
levels in existing wells indicate that a reliable quantity of groundwater storage exists for 
the immediate future; however, this source of water should not be relied upon on a 
sustained basis. 

6. Projected average-day demands for the Angelina-Nacogdoches area are expected 
to exceed 50 mgd by the year 2011. Based on current relationships of groundwater 
withdrawal and draw-down, it is expected that resources of the Carrizo aquifer could be 
substantially depleted within the next 15 to 20 years if major additional well fields are 
constructed to meet area demands. 

7. Alternative sources of groundwater such as the Sparta aquifer can offset, to a 
limited degree, the future demands for water in Angelina County. The northwest area 
of the county is a favorable location for future pumpage from the Sparta aquifer." 

6.2.1 CARRIZO AQUIFER 

With the decrease in production of water by the Champion Paper Mill, there appears to 
be about 8 MGD of water available in wet cycle conditions. Under a dry cycle situation the available 
quantity decreases to 2 MGD. This aquifer generally yields good quality water in Angelina County with 
a relatively high pH and significant amounts of Hydrogen Sulfide. The hydrogen sulfide can generally 
be removed through aeration. The major well field areas are readily accessible to the larger population 
centers of Angelina County. 

6.2.2 SPARTA AQUIFER 

There is an estimated 8 MGD of water available in Angelina County from the Sparta 
Aquifer. Though not currently developed, this sand could be considered for future development by 
those systems nearest to the favorable areas for development shown in Figure 4-1. This would probably 
include the Pollok-Redtown W.S.C. and Central W.C.LD. It is conceivable that Woodlawn W.S.C. 
and Hudson W.S.C. might also draw from this source. 
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Normally wells would be limited to 200 to 500 gpm and total development costs to bring 
water back to the other population areas would be higher than that of surface water. Since this source 
is limited it is not considered further in this report but is noted for information for areas in the 
northwestern part of the County. 

6.2.3 YEGUA AQUIFER 

As noted in Item 4.1.2 of this report the Yegua Aquifer does not appear to offer a 
prospect for any future significant development although some well located wells might be placed in the 
area between Lufkin and Huntington, and possibly east of Diboll. Additionally, Temple-Inland has 
located a well field known as the Eason Lake Field which shows some promise for development. That 
field is located on Temple-Inland land and is not available for municipal development. 

Generally, due to the broken nature of the formation and the erratic water quality which 
often includes color, iron, and hydrogen sulfide, this aquifer is not considered a good source for future 
development. 

6.3 SURFACE WATER SUPPLY SOURCES 

Although some run-of-the-river sources might be available in the Neches River, the 
surface water sources considered by this report included Lake Sam Rayburn and Lake Eastex. Lake 
Striker is also mentioned although essentially all the water from that reservoir is accounted for. Lake 
Striker does provide surface water for the Champion Mill. 

6.3.1 LAKE SAM RAYBURN 

As discussed in Item 4.1.3, Lufkin has approximately 43,000 acre-feet of storage 
available in Lake Sam Rayburn with a yield of approximately 28,000 acre-feet per annum. An 
additional 14,467 acre-feet of storage is evidently available according to a Corps of Engineers' study 
conducted at the request of the Lower Neches Valley Authority. 
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6.3.2 LAKEEASTEX 

Although all water of the future Lake Eastex is currently tied up in the planning phase, 
it is assumed that some water will probably become available as the construction process begins and 
each entity reconsiders its position and the take-or-pay cost it will incur. The entities with current water 
rights in Lake Eastex are listed in Table 6-1. 

TABLE 6-' 
LAICE EASTEX PROJECT 
PRELIMINARY LIST Of PARTICIPANTS AND 
RESERVED ~TER RIGHTS 

DEPENDABLE YIELD 
RESERVED 

PARTICIPANT 

1. Angelina WSC 
2. Arp, City of 
3. Blac~jac~ WSC 
4. Chero~ee County 
5. Childs, Leo F. 
6. Craft-Turney WSC 
7. Henderson, City of 
8. Jac~sonville, City of 
9. Jac~son WSC 
10. Luf~in, City of 
11. Nacogdoches, City of 
12. New London, City of 
13. New Summerfield WSC 
14. OVerton, City of 
15. Redland WSC 
16. Re~law WSC 
17. Rusk, City of 
18. Star Mountain WSC 
19. T~le-Eastex, Inc. 
20. Troup, City of 
21. Walnut Grove WSC 
22. Woodlawn WSC 
23. Wright City wsc 

TOTAL 

(MGD) 

2.290 
1.145 
0.596 
5.000 
0.076 
1.000 

11.451 
11.451 
0.500 
5.725 
7.634 
1.908 
1.000 
2.290 
0.500 
0.382 
4.412 
1.000 
9.186 
2.290 
5.000 
0.500 
1.000 

76.336 

-ill 
3.00 
1.50 
0.78 
6.55 
0.10 
1.31 

15.00 
15.00 
0.66 
7.50 

10.00 
2.50 
1.31 
3.00 
0.66 
0.50 
5.78 
1.31 

12.03 
3.00 
6.55 
0.66 
1.31 

100.00 
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7.0 RAW WATER QUALITY AND TREATMENT 

7.1 RAW WATER QUALITY - SAM RAYBURN RESERVOIR 

Extensive testing of raw water from the Angelina River and Sam Rayburn Reservoir was 
perfonned by the United States Geological Survey during the years 1974-1979. A summary of those 
test results at four separate locations is presented in Tables 7-1 through 7-4. 

A separate more recent raw water testing program was conducted by the City of Lufkin 
at the location of a planned intake structure north of Stanley Creek on the west side of Sam Rayburn 
Reservoir. This testing program began in May of 1988 and is continuing at this time. Results of these 
tests are shown in Table 7-5. 

7.2 RAW WATER QUALITY - CARRIZO SAND AQUIFER 

From infonnation included in "Report 110", prepared by the Texas Water Development 
Board in 1970, it can be concluded that "The Carrizo Sand contains water ofexcellent chemical quality 
throughout most of Nacogdoches County and the northernmost 8 miles of Angelina County. The 
fonnation tends to be a continuous, massively embedded sand, and the quality of water is very consis
tent from one place to the next, as well as from top to bottom in the fonnation." Some existing wells 
in the aquifer show evidence of water containing greater than 1,000 ppm dissolved solids, some have 
high iron concentrations and some contain hydrogen sulfide. All of these characteristics are relatively 
minor and treatable and are not common to all wells in this sand. 

In the "Report on Pumpage and Water Levels in the Lufkin -Nacogdoches Area" prepared 
by William F. Guyton Associates, Inc. for Champion International Corporation in 1988, chemical 
analysis of Carrizo wells is presented for the period 1939-87. The report concludes that "no appreciable 
increase in dissolved solids has occurred over the last 23 years of pumpage. " 

7.3 WATER TREATMENT 

The surface water quality is such that it should be treatable with conventional methods 
discussed in Chapter 8 of this report. However, a detailed study of the raw water quality and specific 
treatment requirements has not been perfonned since the recommended initial phase water supply 
alternative is groundwater. 
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As discussed in paragraph 7.2, the quality of the groundwater in the Carrizo Sand is 
generally excellent. Experience with the City of Lufkin's Carrizo wells indicates that aeration will be 
required for hydrogen sulfide removal. Other than that, chlorination and fluoridation are the only 
treatments considered for this water. 
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PARAHEIER 

1. CaleiUD 

2. Hagnesiun 

3. Sodiln 
4. Carbonate 
5. Bicarbonate 

6. Sui fate 
7. Chloride 

8. Fluoride 

9. Nitrate (as N) 

10. Oissolved Sol ids 

11. Phenolphthalein 

AlltaUni ty as CaCOl 

12. Total Alkal inity 

as CaC03 

U. Total Hardne5S CaC03 

14. pH 

15. oi luted Conductance 

16. Arsenic 

17. Bari ..... 

18. Cachillft 

19. ChrOdlillA 

ZOo Copper 

21. Iron 

22. Lead 
23. Manganese 

24. Hercury 

1973' 74 I 1974·75 I 

TABLE 7·1 

~A TER QUALJ TY SUHHARY 

AHGElUIA RIVER BElOJ 

PAPER Mill CREEK 

8·3·88 

1975·76 I 1976·n I 19n·78 I 1978· 79 I 
I UN'TS I····················································· •....•••.•••••.••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••.••..•.•••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ······1 

I I INov. IFeb. IApr. IAug. INov. IFeb. IApr. IAug. INov. IFeb. IApr. IAug. INov. IFeb. IApr. IAug. Ifr,lov. IFeb. IApr. IAug. INov. IFeb. IApr· IAug. 

mg/l 12 18 14 31 

mg/l 5.1 4.9 5.2 4.1 

mg/l 52 120 

mgll 0 0 0 0 

... /1 46 62 40 112 

mgll 40 43 49 90 

... /1 37 60 62 110 

mgll 0 0.1 

... /1 0.09 0.04 0.26 0.35 

... /1 165 223 218 450 

mgll 

... /1 

1119/1 51 65 56 94 

6.3 6.5 6.2 I 6.7 I 

_os I I I 
mgll I I I 
... /1 I I I 
mgll I I I 
II1!l/I I 1 1 

""II 1 I I 
ug/I I 700 1800 "r I 1470 Spl 

II1!l/I I 1 1 I 1 
ug/l 1 o I I 1190 spl 

ugll I I I I I 

131 14 I 18 Myl 13 14 16 14 I 20 18 I 11 11 

3.3 I 5.3 14.4 Myl 4.1 3.2 5 5.1 I 4.4 4 I 4.3 4.6 

40 I 46 Ino Hyl 57 39 38 37 I 110 54 I 28 37 

o I o I o Hyl 0 0 0 o I 0 o I 0 0 

46 I 36 I 76 Myl 57 31 40 43 78 59 I 21 29 

43 I 41 I 70 Hyl 41 47 51 43 58 39 I 42 39 

44 I 57 1120 Hyl 64 51 48 44 140 69 I 35 49 

I 0.1 10.1 Myl 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.8 0.3 I 0.1 0.1 

0.01 I 0.01 1.04 Hyl 0.06 0.02 0.11 0.15 0.21 0.2 I 0.04 0.03 

I I I 

I I I 

I I I 
I I I 

I I I I 
46 1 57 I 63 Myl 49 48 61 56 681 61 45 46 1 

6.8 I 6.5 16.6 Hyl 6.8 6.3 6.2 6.4 6.5 I 7 6.7 6.8 I 

I I I I I 

I I I I I 

I I I I I 

I I I I I 

1 I 1 1 I 

1 1 I 1 1 
~60 1970 "r11000 HI 630 1520 Hrl800 "y1650 spl 630 1430 Hrl740 "yl 

1 1 I I I I 1 I I I 
o I 70 .r1830 Hyl 140 11'0 Hrl140 "y1300 spl 170 I 60 Hr1460 "yl 

I I I I 1 I I I I I 
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.. _. -- .. --_. _ .. --. -------. -----------_. -------.. --
19 15 111 14 21 131 III 10 I 11 

4.7 3.2 5.3 I 5.9 5.6 I 3.2 I 4.2 I 3.8 I 3.9 

110 110 37 I 80 210 I 45 I 31 I 30 I 78 

0 0 o I 0 o I o I o I o I 0 

n 50 21 I 47 94 I 31 I 16 I 30 I 73 

76 n 53 I 59 110 I 45 I 39 I 33 I 51 

130 130 42 I 95 230 I 58 I 49 I 35 I 87 

0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 I 0.1 I 0.1 I 0.1 I 0.2 

0.03 0.58 0.11 I 0.26 I 0.01 I 0.02 I 0.42 

I I I 
I I I 

I I I 
I I I 
I I I 

67 I 51 49 59 76 I 46 1 50 I 41 I 49 I 

6.7 I 6.9 6.7 6.8 7 I 6.7 I 6.4 I 6.9 I 6.8 I 

I I I I I I 

I I I I I I 

I I I I I I 

I I I I I I 

1 1 1 1 1 I 

I 1 I I 1 1 

I 1 I I I I 

I 1 I I I I 

I I I I I I 

I I I I I I 



1973· 74 I 1974· 75 I 

TABLE 7·1 

WATER QUALI TY SUHllARY 

ANGELINA RIVER 8ElCloi 

PAPER Hill CREEK 

8·3·88 

1975·76 I 1976·n I 19n·78 I 1978· 79 I 
PARAMETER I UNITS I··············································· .................................................•.•......•................................................. ············1 

I I lt4ov. IFeb. 

25. Seleniun ug/l 
26. Si lver ug/l 
27. Zinc: ug/l 
28. Potenti.l THH 

29. Volatf le Organic mg/l 
C~s 

30. Radon IpCi/l 
31. Radh.m 226 IpCi/l 
32. RadiU!l 228 ,pCi/l 
33. Gross Alpha 'pCi/l 

34. Gross Beta ,pCi/l 

35. Trfth.n ,pCi/l 

36. StrontiUA 90 IpCi/l 
37. Corrosivity I 
38. foa.inQ Agents I 
39. Odor I 
40. Asbestos Fiber COlIlt I 
41. Semi-votatiles I 
42. Organochlorine , 

Pesticides I 
43. Chlorinated I I 

Herbicides , , 
44. C.,.t..Mte Pesticides I I 
45. NitrIte I 1119/1 o I 0 

46. Color I , 
47. Hydrogen Sulfide , mg/l I 

IApr. IAug. INov. IFeb. IApr. IAug. INov. IFeb. IApr. IAug. INov. IFeb. IApr. IAug. IWov. IFeb. IApr. IAug. INov. IFeb. IApr· IAug. 
• •••.•.•..••....••••.•..••••••••••...••.•••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••...•.•••••••• , ••••••.••••..••..••....•••••••• ··1 

I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I , 
I I I 
I , I 
I , , , , 
I , 
I I , , 
I , 
I I 
I , 
I I 
I I 
I I 

I , I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I , 
I I I I I 

0.02 I 0.06 I 0.01 I 0.01 1.04 Myl 0.06 I 0.01 0.01 I 0.01 0.02 I 0 0.01 

I I I 
I I , I I I I I 

I I I I , 
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I I I I I 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 
I I I I , , I , 
I I I I 
I I , I 
I I , I , , , I 
I , I , 
I I , 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I , I I 
I I I , I I 
I I I I 

0.01 I 0.04 I 0.01 I 0.01 0.12 I o I 0.06 

I , I I I 
I I I I I 



1973·74 I 1974·75 I 

TABLE 7·1 

WATER QUALITY SUHHARY 
ANGEliNA RIVER BElOlJ 

PAPER MILL CREfK 

8·3·88 

1975·76 I 1976·77 I 1977·78 I 1978·79 I 
PARAMETER I UNITS I·· ..................•......•.....•..•.•...........................•.......................................•••.•.....•................ ··································1 

I INov. IFeb. IApr. IAUg. INov. IFeb. IApr. IAUg. INov. IFeb. IApr. IAUg. INov. IFeb. IApr. IAUg. INov. IFeb. IApr. IAUg. INov. IFeb. IApr· IAUg. I 
...•..•.•••.........•........•..........................•..................•.•..•...•................................•....•...••.....•...•..•.........•..... ··,··································1 

48. Turbidity I NTU I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
49. Total Col Harm I mg/l I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

Bacteri. I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
50. Dissolved Oxygen I mgtl I 8.6 I 7.6 I 7.3 I 7 I 6.8 I 7.8 16.4 Myl 4 I 7.1 I 7.5 I 7.4 I 3.8 I 8.5 I 9.6 I 8 I 
51. T~ratu,.e I <leg. ct 12 I 14 I 22 I 30 I 15 I 
52. Total Dissolved I mg/l I I I I I I 

Sol ids I I I I I I I 

NOTES 

1) Data for period 1973 thru 1979 from reports "\later Resources 
Data for Texas" publ i shed by the U. S. Department of the 
Interior Geological Survey. 

2> "'ere dates for testing differ IrOll coLUlI'l headillSJ$ the actual 
date of the test is designated by abbreviation of the IIIOflth 

and shown next to the test resul t. 

15 122 My I 27.5 I 19.5 I 15.1 I 20.5 I 27 I 12 I 9.6 I. 19 I 
I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I 
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I 
I 

I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I 

1.8 I 6.3 I 11.6 I 6.2 I 4.2 I 6.9 I 9 I 7.7 I 2.3 I 
28114.51 7.5 I 22.5 I 29 1 14 I 9.5 I 18.5 I 291 

I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I 



'973·74 '974·75 

PARAMETER I UNIlS I··············· 

I INov. Ifob. IApr. IAug. INov. Ifeb. IApr. IAug. INov. 

lABLE 7·2 

WA lER DUAl! n SlJHHARY 

ANGELINA RIVER AT SH 

'03 BRIOGE 

8·3·68 

'975·76 

Ifob. IApr. IAug. INOII. 

'976·n ,9n'78 

Ifob. IApr. IAug. INov. Ifob. IApr. IAug. 

-- -- -- --- --. ---- -------- ----- -_ .. ---- ----.'- -" ---_.,. ----_ .... ' ------ ----. - .. -_.' _. ------ -_. --- -_.' ------ --_. --- _ .. '. --- --- -_. -.-- --- -- ---
1. Calehm 

2. Magnesilftl 

3. Sodh.lll 

4. Carbonate 

5. Bicarbonate 

6. sulfate 
1. Chloride 

8. Fluoride 

9. Nitrate (as N) 

10. Dissolved Sol ids 

11. Phenolphthalein 

A'kal inity 8S CaCOl 

12. Tout Atkal inity 

as CaC03 

13. Total Hardness CaC031 

14. pH I 
15. Diluted CordJctance I 
16. Arsenic I 
11. Barh .... I 
18. Cachiun I 
19. ChrOflhn I 
ZO. copper I 
21. I ron I 
22. Lead I 
23. Manganese I 
24. Mercury I 
25. SelentUil I 

mg/l '0 I 6.5 11 131 6.8 7.2 8.8 I 

mg/l 5.' I 3.4 5.3 5.3 I 3 3.2 4.7 I 

mg/l I 25 44 I 17 '5 '9 I 

mg/l o I 0 0 o I 0 0 0 I 

mg/l 30 I '6 36 64 1 ,0 16 28 I 

mg/l 29 21 28 29 I 28 25 28 I 

mg/l 28 17 32 5' I 2' 22 28 I 

mg/l 0 0 I o. , 0.1 I 
mg/l I 0.07 0.09 0 o I 0.01 0.07 0.12 I 
... /1 I I 
... /1 I I 

I I 
mg/l I I 

I I 
... /1 I 46 30 49 I 54 I 

I 6.4 6.4 6.1 I 6.8 I 
..mosl I I 
.... /1 I I I 
... /1 I I I 
... /1 I I I 
1119/1 I I I 
... /1 I I I 
ug/l I 990 1400 "r1300 Jul380 Spi 

",II I I I I I 
ug/l I o I 40 "r1210 Myl150 spl 

ug/l I I I I I 
ug/l I I I I I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

29 31 I 4' I 
6.5 6.8 I 6.9 I 

I I 

I .1 
I I 

I I 
I I 
I I 

540 1660 Mrl690 Myl I 
I I I I 

10 I 20 Mrl 50 "yl I 
I 
I 

I I I 
I I I 
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.1 
I 

I 

'978'79 

INov. Ifob. IApr. IAug. 



1973·74 1974·75 

PARMETER UNITS 

TABLE 7·2 

IJATER QUALITY SlH1ARY 

ANGELINA RIVER AT SH 

103 BRIDGE 

8·3·88 

1975·76 1976·n 19n'78 1978·79 

INov. I Feb. IApr. IAug. INov. IFeb. IApr. IAug. INov. IFeb. IApr. IAug. INov. IFeb. IApr. IAug. INov. IFeb. IApr. IAug. INov. I Feb. IApr· IAug. 

26. Silver 

27. Zinc 
28. Potential THM 

29. volatile Organic 

C~s 

30. Radon 

31. Radh..n 226 

32. RadiUll 228 

33. Gross A.lpha 

34. Gross Beta 

35. Tritiun 

36. strontiUQ 90 
37. Corrosivity 

38. Foaming Agents 

39. Odor 

I ug/l 

I ug/l 

I 
I ... /1 

I 
IpCi/l 

IpCi/l 

IpCi/l 

IpCi/l 

IpCi/l 

IpCi/l 

IpCi/l 

I 
I 
I 

40. AsbestoS Fiber COIJlt I 
41. Seftli-Yolatiles I 
42. Organochlorine I 

Pesticides I 
43. Chlorinated I 

Herbicfdes I 
44. Carbamate Pesticides I 
45. Nitrite I ... /1 

46. Color I 
47. Hydrogen Sulfide I ... /1 

48. Turbidity I NTU I 
49. Totat Coli form I ... /1 I 

I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

o I o I 0.01 o I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 

o I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

o I 0.01 
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J' 
t 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

. I 
I 
I 
I 
I 



1971-74 1974-75 

PAR.AMETER UNITS 

TASLE 7-2 

\lA TER QUAl! T't Sl.MtARY 

ANGELINA RIVER AT SH 

10l SRIDGE 

8-l-88 

1975-76 1976-n 19n-~_ 1978-79 

INov_ IFeb_ IApr- IAug- INov_ IFeb_ IApr_ IAug_ INov_ IFeb_ IApr_ IAug- INoV_ IFeb_ I Apr- IAug_ I"ov_ IFeb_ IAp'- IAug- 100v_ IFeb_ IApr- IAug-

Bacteria I I I I 
50. Dissolved Oxygen moll 8 I 6 I 6_4 6_4 7_6 I 7 I 
51. T~rature I deg_ CI 11.5 14 1 21.5 I 27_5 15_5 10_5 I 17 I 
52. Total Dissolved I moll I I I 

Sol ids I I I I 

NOTES 

1) Data for period 1973 thru 1979 from reports IltJater Resources 

Data for rexas" p..bl ished by the U.S. Department of the 

Interior Geological Survey. 

2) ~ere dates for test ing di fter frORl cotum headings the actual 

date of the test is designated by abbreviation of the InOr'Ith 

and shown next to the test resut t. 

I I 
I I 
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.1 
t 
I 
I 
I 



1973·74 I 1974·75 I 

TASlf 7·3 
WATER QUALI TY $lH(ARY 

SAM RAYBURN RESERVOIR 
AT .H 147 SRIDGf 

8·3·88 

1975·76 I 1976·77 I 1977·78 I 1978·19 
PARAMETER I UN 1 TS I ..•.•.•........••..........................•....••...........•..........•••.............••••.......•••••.•••••....•••••• _ .......••..••••••.........••.......••..•.••• ··1 

lAp<· IAug. I I INov. IFeb. lAp<. IAug. INov. IFeb. IApr. IAug. INov. IFeb. lAp<. IAug. INov. IFeb. IApr. 

1. Catch .. mgll 

2. Magnesiun mgll 

3. Sodh .. mgll 

4. Carbonate mgll 

5. Bicarbonate mgll 

6. Sui fate mgll 
7. Chloride mgll 

8. Fluoride mgll 

9. Nitrate (8S N) mgll 

10. Dissolved Sol ids mgll 

11. Phenolphthalein mgll 

Alk.alinity 8S Caco3 

12. Total Atka' (ntty mgll 

as CaCO] 

13. Totat Harchess CaC031 109/1 

14. pH I 
15. DHuted Conductance I umosl 
16. Arsenic I 109/1 I 
17.8ar1LD I ... /1 I 
18. Cadoha I 109/1 I 
19. Chroaai .... I mg/l I 
20. copper I 109/1 I 
21. Iron I ug/l I 
22. lead I ""II I 
23. Manganese I ug/l I 
24. Mercury I ug/l I 

6.5 I 7 Hyl I 
4.8 3.1 Hyl I 

15 Jul I 
0 0 o I o I 0 0 0 

29 15 20 I 28 I 28 16 16 
23 17 Jul I 

19 16 15 I 20 I 15 25 21 
0 I I 

0.2 0.2 0.03 I 0.01 I 0.08 0.1 0.1 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

381 36 30 Hyl I 
6.5 I 6.4 I 6.3 I 6.3 I 

I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 

180 1200 Hrl1700 JI 50 ,pl 
I I I I 

5 I o Hrl170 Hyl 10 'pl 
I I I I 

6.7 6.7 7.1 

10 1370 Hrl640 Hyl 
I 

o I 
I 

I I 
o Hr 1150 Myl 

I I 
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IAug. INov. IFeb. IApr. IAug. INov. IFeb. 
•..•.......... ····················1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 



1973-74 1974-75 

TABlf 7-3 

~ATER QUALITY StlHHARY 

SAM RAYBURN RESERVOIR 

AT SH 147 BRIDGE 

8-3-88 

1975-76 1976-77 1977-78 I 1978-79 I 
PARAMETER I UN ITS 1- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I 

IApr· IAug. I I INov_ Ifeb_ IApr- IAug- INov_ 

25. seleniun ""II I I 
26. Silver ugll I I 
27. Zinc ugll I I 
28. Potential THH I I 
29. VolatHe Organic ... /1 I I I 

Coq>o<.nds I I I 
30. Rodon IpCill I I I 
31. Radh .... 226 IpC;/1 I I I 
32. Radii ... 228 IpClIl I I I 
33. Gross Alpha IpCi/l I I I 
34. Gross Beta IpC;/1 I I I 
35. Trith ... IpCi/l I I I 
36. strontiua 90 IpCill I I I 
37. Corros i vity I I I I 
38. fOMl.ing Asenu I I I I I 
39. Odor I I I I I 
1.0. Asbestos fiber CCUltl I I I I 
41. Setlli-Yot.tiles I I I I I 
42. Organochlorine I I I I I 

Pesticides I I I I I 
43. Chlorinated I I I I I 

Herbicides I I I I I 
44. Carbanwlte Pesticidesl I I I I I 
45. Nitrite I IIQII I o I o I 0.01 I o I 
46. Color I I I I I I 
47. Hydrogon Sulfide I 109/1 I I I I I 

Ifeb_ IApr_ IAug- IHov. Ifeb- IApr_ IAug- INov. Ifeb_ IApr_ 

I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

I I I 
o I 0.01 I 0.01 I 

I 
I 

I I 
I I 
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IAug- INov_ 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Ifeb. IApr. IAug. IHov. Ifeb. 
-,-- ------ ------------- --- ----. ---·1 

I j .. I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 



TABLE 7-] 

"A TER QUAL fly StHW<Y 

SAM RAYBURN RESERVOIR 

AT SH 141 BRIDGE 

6-3-88 

1973-74 1974-75 1975-76 1976-77 
PARAMETER I UHflS 

I I NOII_ I feb_ IApr_ IAug. INov. Ifeb. IApr. IAug. INov. Ifeb. IApr. IAug. INov. Ifeb. IApr. IAug. 

48. Turbidity NTU I I I 
49. Total Cot itorlA mgll I I I 

Bacteria I I I 
50. Diuolved Oxygen I R>;/I I 9 Del 6.4 I 6 I 7.6 I 7.6 I 9.1 I 6.4 I 
51. T~rature 

52. ToUl Dissolved 
Sol ids 

NOTES 

I deg. Cf 17.5 I 12.5 I 19.5 I 26.5 I 17.5 I 
I mg/l I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 

1) Data for period 1973 thru 1979 trOll reports lI\JaUr Resources 

Data for lexu" publ (shed by the U.S. Department of the 

Interior Geological Survey. 

2) ~ere dates for tuting differ frca colum, heedings the actual 
ct.te of the tnt is designated by abbreviatton of the InOOth 
and shown next to the test resul t. 

14 I 16 I 
I I 
I I 
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1977-76 T9711-79 I 

I 
INov. Ifeb. IApr. IAug. INov. Ifeb. IApr. IAug. I 

/. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

. -I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 



PARAMETER 

1973· 74 I 1974· 75 I 

TABLE 7·4 
\lATER QUALITY SlH4A.RY 

ANGELINA RIVER JUST D(;NNSTREAH 

Of SA14 RAYBURN RESERVOIR DAM 

8·3'88 

1975·76 I 1976·n I 19n'78 I 1978·79 I 
I UHITS I···.···.·.··.·· •..• ··•.·· •. ·• •. ·•.·•.···· .. ·•·.····.···•.··•···.··· .. •· .•. ···.······ .. · .. ·····.·· .. •··•·.··•···•··•·.········ ..............••. ·························1 
I IHov • IFeb. IApr. IAug. INov. IFeb. IApr. IAug. II-Iov. IFeb. IApr. IAug. INov. Ifeb. IApr· IAug. INOV. Ifeb. IApr. IAug. INov. Ifeb. IApr. IAug. I 

•••. ' .. ' .....................•.•.•...••.....••........ ' ....... ' "'" .....•........•...........•.......................•..... ' •......... ' ...................• :0 ....•..•..•......•............. "1 
1. C.leiUII mg/I I 8.5 I 7.5 I 6.7 I 8.5 I 7.5 I 6.5 16.2 Hyl 6.4 I 6.9 I 6.4 6.4 I 7.2 I 6.4 I 5.1 I 5.6 I 6.8 I 6.2 I 6.3 I 6.2 11 I 8.3 16.6 Hrl 5.8 I 6.5 I 
2. Hagnesil.Dl ... 11 3.6 I 4.7 I 2.8 I 2.1 I 2.9 I 2.9 12.4 Hyl 3.5 I 2.9 I 2.5 3.2 I 3.1 I 3.3 I 3.8 I 3.5 I 3.7 I 4.1 I 3.9 I 3.9 3.9 I 5.9 13.9 Hrl 3.5 I 3.3 I 
3. Sodill1l mg/I I I 12 I 18 I 18 I 13 I 13 Hyl 131 19 I 19 14 I 18 I 18 I '8 I 20 I 19 I 25 I 25 I 23 24 I 26 I 22 Hrj 2, I ,5 I 

'. Carbonate mg/I o I o I o I o I o I o I o Hyl o I o I 0 o I o I o I o I o I o I o I o I 0 o I o I o Hrl o I o I 
S. Bicarbonate mgll 30 I 24 I 20 I 36 I 32 I 23 I ,8 Hvi '6 I 30 I 24 20 I 33 I 23 I '9 I 23 I 25 I 3' I 25 I 20 30 I 27 I 22 Hrl 13 1 22 I 
6. Sut fate ... /1 ,6 I 16 I 16 I 16 I 16 I 20 I 22 Hyl 19 I 19 I 21 15 I 21 I 21 I 221 21 I 27 I 25 I 30 I Z7 27 I 29 I 28 "rl 27 I 22 I 
7. Chlodde ... /1 19 I 17 I 16 I 18 I 22 I 18 I 17 "yl 17 I 22 I 23 19 I 2' I 23 I 23 I 24 I 25 I 30 I 31 I 31 30 I Yo I 21 "rl 25 I '8 I 
8. fluoride ... /1 o I o I I I .1 Oel 0.' I ., Hyl 0.' I 0.' I 0.2 0.1 I 0.2 I 0.' I 0.' I 0.' I 0.' I 0.2 I 0.' I 0.' 0.' I 0.' I .1 Hrl 0.' I 0.' I 
9. Nit,..te (8S to ... /1 0.2 I 0.2 I 0.' I o I 0.13 I 0.08 I 0.08 I 0.02 I 0.04 I 0.08 0.07 I 0.02 I 0.06 I 0.06 I 0.08 I 0.02 I 0.05 I 0.'2 I I 0.04 1.09 Hrl 0.'5 I 0.03 I 

10. Dissolved Sol ids ... /1 
11. Phenolphthalein mg/I 

AU::alini ty 85 caC03 

12. Totat Atkat inhy ... /1 
.5 CaC03 

lJ. Total Hardness CaC031 ... /1 

14. pH I 
15. Diluted Conductance I umosl 
16. Arsenic I ... /1 I 
17. B_riun I ... /1 I 
18. Cacirliun I ... /1 I 
19. ChrOlllill1l I ... /1 I 
20. copper I ... 11 I 
21. Iron I ug/I I 
22. Lead I ... /1 I 
2.3. ".~ulg.,,"e I ug/I I 
24. Mercury I ugll I 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

361 331 28 I 30 I 3, I 28 I 25 Myl 30 I 29 1 26 I 29 1 31 I 30 I 28 I 28 I 
6.2 I 6.5 I 6.7 I 7.2 I 6.6 I 7 I 7 I 6.6 I 6.5 I 6.7 I 6.2 I 5.8 I 6.9 I 6.9 I 6.7 I 

I I I I 
1 I o "rl 1 I o spl 

I I so I 80 Spl 
o I o "rl o I I 
o I o Hrl 20 I I 
o I 2 Hrl 9 I I 

90 1190 Hrl 800 I I 
o I o Hrl 5 I I 

240 I o "rl SO I I 
0.6 I .2 Hrl o I I 

I I I I I I I I I I I 
2 I 4 "rl 1 Jul'O Spl 1 I I 1 Jul 2 Spl 1 I 1 "rl ' Jul 

90 I 40 "rl o Jul 50 Spl 90 1 I 40 Jul 30 Spi 100 I o Hr1200 Jul 
1 I o Hrl 1 Jul o spl o I I o Jul o Spi o I o Hrl 0 Jul 
o I o Hrl o Jul o Spl o I I o Jul o spl 4 I 9 "rl o Jul 
1 I 3 Hrl 2 Jul 1 spi 1 I I 2 Jul 1 Spi o I 2 "rl 1 Jul 

40 I 50 Hrl240 Myl 50 Spi 10 I 10 Hrl 30 Hyl 30 spi 30 I 40 "rl 80 "yl 
3 I 1 Hrl 1 Jul o spi o I I o Jul 2 Spi o I o Hrl o JUI 
o I 10 Hrl 5 Myl390 spl 70 1 o "rl 10 HyI130 Spi o I o Hrl 10 Jul 
o I o "rl o Jul o Spl o I I .3 Jul .2 Spi 0.2 I o Hrl o Jul 
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I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I 

32 I 32 I 32 I 32 I 441 45 I 33 "rl 29 1 30 I 
7 I 7.1 I 7 I 6.6 I 6.5 I 6.7 17.1 "rl 6.5 I 6.9 I 

I I I I I I I I I 
I 1 J'I 1 "rl I I 1 I I I I 
I o J.pOO "rl I I 100 I I I I 
I 1 J.I '"rj I I o I I I I 
I o J'I o Hrl I I o I I I I 
I o J.I , Hrl I I 1 I I I I 
I 20 I 30 Hr I 20 Hyl160 Spi 40 I I 160 I I 
I 1 J'I o Hrl I I 1 I I I I 
I 240 I 10 "rl o HyI1400 SI 220 I I o I I 
I o J.' o "rl I I o I I I I 



TABLE 7-4 
~ATER OUALITY S\JHHARY 

ANGELINA RIVER JUST OOUNSTREAH 

Of SAM RAYBURN RESERVOIR DAH 

8-3-88 

1973-74 1974-75 1975-76 1976-n 19n-78 I. 1978-79 I 
PAIW4fTER I UH I TS 1- ----------------------------- --------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------- ----: --- ----- ----- --- -------- - -I 

I INov_ Ifeb_ IAp'- IAug- INoV_ Ifeb- IApr- IAug- INov_ Ifeb_ IApr_ IAug_ INov_ Ifeb_ IApr- IAug- INov_ Ifeb- IApr. IAug- INov. Ifeb. IApr- IAug_ I 
--___ • ___ . __ . --_. -------_. __ . ---__ -_._ -_._ -_. ---_____ -• __ -__ • ___ .• _ -'-- -. --- ... --.- ----- ---- ---------- -------------- ---- --- ----- ------ -- --- -- --- -. ------ ---- ---.- ---- ---. --- ------. ----------.. ---I 

25. Seleni"" ug/l I I I I I 0 0 Hrl 2 Jul I 0 Jal 0 Hrl I I 0 I I 
26. Silver ug/l I I I I I 0 0 Hrl 0 Jul I 0 Jal 0 Hrl I I 0 I I 
27_ Zinc ug/l 10 I 0 Hrl 20 I I 30 I 90 Hrl 40 JU/ 20 Spl 20 / / 10 Jul 20 spl 10 10 Hr/ 10 Ju/ / 20 Ja/ 10 Hr/ / I 10 / / 
28. Potential THH I I I I I I / / I I I I / / / I I I / / 
29. Volatile or.anic mg/l I / I / I / / / I / I / / I / / / / / / 
c~s I / I I I / / / / / / / I / / I I I / 

30. Radon /pCi/l / I I I I I / I I I I / / / I I I 
31. Radii.,. 226 /pCi/l I I I I I / / / I / I / I / I I / 
32. Radi ... 228 /pCi/l / I / / I I / / / / / / I / / / / 
33. Gross Alpha /pCi/l / I I I I / / / / I I / / I I I 
34. Gros. Beta IpCi/l I I I I I / I / I I I I I I I I 
35. Triti... IpCi/l I / I I I I I I / / / I / / I I 
36. Stronti ... 90 /pCilt 70 I 60 Hrl 100 I I 90 I 80 Hr/ 40 Ju/ll0 sp/ 160 / /110 JUpOO spl / / / / I 
37. Corrosivlty I I / / / I / / I / / / / I / / / I 
38. fo_log A.enu / I I I I I / I I I I I I / I I I I 
39. Odor I I I I I I I I I I I I / I I I / / 
40 ••• be .... fiber c ...... t / / I I I I I I I I / I I I / I / I 
41. S ... i -Vol.tile. I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
42. Organochlorine I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

Pesticides I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
43. Chlorinated I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

Herbicides I I I / I I I I I I / I / I I I / I 
44. C .. _t. Pesticidesl I I I I I I I I / I I I I / I I I I 
45. Nitrite / "Ill I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0_01 I 0_01 / 0_01 I 0 I 0 I 0_01 I 0 I 0 I 0 0_01 I 0.01 0 I 0 I I I 0_01 I 0 Hrl 0 I 0.02 
46_ Color I 40 I 60 Hrl 30 Hyl 60 I 20 I 30 I 50 Hyl 20 I 20 I 40 Hrl 20 HI 30 Spi 30 I 30 Hrl 20 Hyl 20 spl 20 I 10 Hrl I I 40 I 40 Hrl 30 I 30 
47. Hydrogen Sulfide I ... /1 I / I I I I I I I I I / I I I I I / I I I I I 
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1973·74 I 1974·75 I 

TABLE 7·4 

\.lATER QUALITY SlHtARY 

ANGELINA RIVER JUST D~STRE~ 

Of SAH RAYBURN RESERVOIR DAH 

8·3·88 

1975·76 I 1976·n I 19n'78 I 1978'79 I 
PARAMETER I UN I TS I ............................................................................•.....•.....•.................•.•....•....•......•.....•........ ' .....................•.... I 

I INov. Ifeb. IApr. IAug. INOV. Ifeb. IApr. IAug. IHov. Ifeb. IApr. IAug. INOV. Ifeb. IApr. IAug. IHov. Ifeb. IApr. IAug. INov. Ifeb. IApr· IAug. I 
-- .. -- ••.••. -- •• -- -- -- •. --. --. -- .•• -- •.. --. -- -- ..•• -- --. -- •. -- •• -- -- -- •••. -- -- -- .• -- -- --. --' --. -- --' -- -- ... ' -- •••••.•••••••• -- •• -- •• -- -- •••.• -- •• -- ••• -- -- •• -- •. -- ••• -- •.•••••••.••.•••.••••.• " • ·1 

1,8. Turbidity I NTU I 5 I 15 Hrl 8 Hyl 10 I 6 I 6 I 10 Hyl 
49. Tout Colifor .. I mgll I I I I I I I I 

Bacteria I I I I I I I I I 
50. Dissolved Oxygen I 019/1 17 .• ocl 10.2 I 9.2 I 2.8 I 10.8 I 9.' I 8.4 I 
51. Teq>er"ture I dog. CI 19 I 14 I 20.5 I 20 I 18.5 I 
52. Totat Dissolved I mg/! I I I I I I 

Sol ids I I I I I I I 

NOTES 

1) Oat.!!ll for per10d 1973 thru 1979 fren reports "water Resources 

Data for Texas" p..bl ished by the U.S. Department of the 

Interior Geological Survey. 

2) lJhere dates for testil"lQ differ froq colt.m'l headings the actual 
date of the test is decsfgnated by abbreviation of the IIOnth 

and shown next to the test resut t. 
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I 
I········ . 

PARAMETER I I u.ns 
I I········· 
I I 163.93 

1. Calc iLni 
2. Ha9f)es i LnI 

3. Sodil..lll 
4. Carboroate 

5. 8icarbonate 
6. Sullat@ 

7. Chloride 

8. fluoride 

9. Nitrate (8S 1\1) 

10. Dissolved sol ids 

11. Phenolphthalein 

Alkalinity as CaC03 

12. Total Atkal ioity 

as CaC03 

019/1 

019/1 

019/1 

"'9/1 

"'9/1 

019/1 

"'9/1 

"'9/1 

"'9/1 

"'9/1 

13. Total Hardness CaC031 mgtl 

14. pH I 
15. Diluted Conductance I ..... osl 
16. Arsenic I mg/l I 
17. BoriUII I ong/t I 
18. C_iUII I ong/t I 
19. ChromiUII I 119ft I 
20. Copper I ong/t I 
21. Iron I 1119/1 I 
22. lead I 1119/1 I 
23. Manganese I ong/t I 

9.000 I 
4.000 1 

24.000 I 
0.000 I 

20.000 I 
36.000 I 
29.000 I 
0.100 1 
0.010 I 

115.000 I 
0.000 I 

16.000 I 

40.000 I 
7.500 I 

222.000 I 
0.010 I 
0.500 I 
0.005 I 
0.020 I 
0.020 I 
0.430 I 
0.020 I 
0.030 I 

HAY 88 

SAHPlE £lEV •• MSl 

IABLE 7·5 

UATER QUALITY SlHlARY 

SAA RAYBUA. RESERVOIR 

NORTH OF STANLEY CREEK 

1988·1989 

8·16·59 

AUG. 88 

SAHPlE ElfV.,HSL 

160.00 I 155.00 I 150.00 I 145.00 157.74 155.00 I 150.00 145.00 151.90 

I I 
7.400 I 7.600 I 

I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

7.500 I 7.200 7.300 I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

10.000 I 
4.000 I 

41.000 I 
0.000 I 

50.000 I 
25.000 I 
47.000 I 

0.100 I 
0.011 I 

155.000 

0.000 

41.000 

41.000 

7.400 I 
320.000 I 

0.010 I 
0.500 I 
0.005 I 
0.020 I 
0.020 I 
0.370 I 
0.020 I 
0.160 I 

7.300 I 7.200 I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
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7.100 I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

NOV. 88 

SAJ1PLE HEV. ,HSl 

150.00 1 147.22 1 145.00 

7.200 

11.000 

5.000 

73.000 

0.000 
45.000 

54.000 

82.000 

0.100 
0.010 

251.000 

0.000 

37.000 I 
I 

46.000 I 
7.200 I 

494.000 I 
0.010 I 
O.OSO I 
0.010 I 
0.020 I 
0.020 I 
1.040 I 
O.OSo I 
0.120 I 

·.·········1 
FEB.59 1 

····························1 
SAAPlE £lEV •• MSl 1 

••••••.••••••••.•.•••.•••. 1 

155.00 I 150.00 1 145.00 1 
································1 

8.000 1 1 
4.000 1 1 

20.000 1 1 
0.000 1 1 

11.000 I I 
34.000 I 1 
25.000 I I 
0.100 1 1 
0.090 1 1 

99.000 I 1 
0.000 1 I 

1 1 
9.000 I 1 

I I 
34.000 I 1 

7.400 I 6.900 I 6.900 I 
I 192.000 I I 
I 0.010 I 1 
I O.OSO I I 
I 0.010 I I 
I 0.020 I I 
I 0.020 I I 
I 1.690 I I 
I O.OSO I I 
I 0.110 I I 



1 HAY 88 
I ................... ' 

PARAMETER 1 UNITS 

1 
1 SAI4PlE ElEV •• HSl 

1 
1 

24. Mercury 

25. Seleoh.lll 

26. Sil .... er 

27. Zinc 

28. Potential TtiM 

29. Volatile organic 

Coop:><.nds 

30. Radon 

31. Radiun 226 
32. Radhn 228 

33. Gross Alpha 

34. Gross Beta 

35. Tritilnl 

36. Stront h.n 90 

37. Corrosivity 

38. foaMing Agents 

39. Odor 
40. Asbestos fiber CountJ 

41. Seai-Volatiles I 
42. Org80CM;hlorine I 

PesticideS I 
43. Chlorinated I 

Herbicide I 
44. Carbamate Pesticidesl 

~5. Nitrite I 

1 163.93 1 160.00 I 155.00 

mg/l 

mg/l 

mg/l 

mg/l 

ug/l 

mg/l 

ug/l 

pCi/Lj 

pCi/Lj 

pCi/Lj 

pCi/ll 

pCi/Lj 

ug/l 1 
1 
1 

TO 1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

mg/l 1 

0.0002 1 
0.002 1 
0.0'0 1 
0.020 1 

1061.000 1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 0.120 1 

150.00 145.00 1 157.74 

TABLE 7'5 

WATER OUAllTY SUMHARY 

SAM RAYBURN RESERVOIR 

NORTH Of STAHLEY CREEK 

1988'1969 
6·16·69 

AUG. 88 

SAAPlE ElEV .• MSL 

·································1 
NOV. 88 1 FE8.69 1 

•• ' ." .' • " •••••••.•••••••••.•••••• ' ••••••.••••.• '" ••••••..••.•• ' •. •• •. . •••. '" - .•. 1 

SAHPlf flfV .• MSL SA.HPLE ElfV .• ;o;Sl I 
......•.•.... -..............•.....•.................. -........ -.. -.. -I 

155.00 1 150.00 1 145.00 1 151.90 1 150.00 1 147.22 1 145.00 1 '55.()() 1 '50.00 1 "5.00 1 

0.0002 

0.002 

0.010 

0.020 
1231.000 

5.000 
0.600 

1.000 

2.000 

3.000 
500.000 

0.500 

2.500 

0.011 

.......................................................... - ...... - ........ -....... 1 

. 0.0002 1 0.0002 1 

0.002 1 0.002 1 

0.0'0 1 0.0'0 1 
0.020 1 0.020 1 

1 "92.000 1 1 
1 1 1 

5./-:' 

0.600 . 

1.000 1 
3.000 1 
0.600 1 

0.500 1 
500.000 1 

1 
1 

1.000 1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

0.026 1 

1 1 
23'1'9 1 1 
0.600 1 1 
1.000 1 1 
2.000 1 1 
3'1'2 1 1 

'522'1. 544 1 1 
0.500 1 1 

1 1 
1 1 

1.000 1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
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PARAKfTER 

----------._-_.--
46. Color 

47. Hydrogen Sulfide 

48. Turbidity 

49. Total Col Horm 
Bacteria 

50. Dissolved O,l(ygen 

51. T~rature 

52. Total Dissolved 
Sol ids 

5l. Color 

Spec trophotometr ic 

NOTES 

UNITS 

I 

mg/l 

NTU 

mg/l 

""II 
deg. fl 

mg/l 1 

1 

1 

1 

163.93 

HAY 88 

SAMPle ElEV .• MSL 

160.00 I 155.00 

35.000 
0.230 

0.290 

10.100 1 10_600 

75.200 1 75.200 

152.000 1 166.000 

1 

1 

I 

1) Data frOll testing prOS"'" per10MAed by Angel ina Neches 

River Authority for the City of lufkin. 

2> 5..,.,le depth based on nonna~ pool elevat ion of 164 feet 
abo .... e MSl. 

Elevation of bottom of reservoir is approximately 140. 

150.00 1 145.00 I 157.74 
----------------------

9.500 

72.500 

136.000 

5_900 

70.700 

151.000 

9.100 

83.300 

173.000 

TABLE 7-5 

WATER QUALITY Sl.I4MARY 

SAM RAYBURN RESERVOIR 

HORTH OF STAHLEY CREEK 

1988-1989 

8-16-89 

AUG. 88 

SAMPLE HEV. ,MSl 

155.00 I 150.00 I 145_00 I 151.90 

38.000 I 1 
0.290 I I 
0.320 I I 

I I 
I I 

8_100 I 9.200 I 7_700 I 9.600 1 
82.400 I 83.300 I 80.600 I 55.400 1 

158.000 I 165.000 I 178.000 I 142.000 I 
I 1 I I 
I I 1 1 

1 1 1 1 
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----- -.- ---- ---I 
NOV. 88 fEB_89 1 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 

S,"PLE ELEV. ,HSL 1 S,"PLE ELEV. ,HSL 1 

150.00 

9.800 

56.300 

148.000 

--------.. -------------_ .. -. -------_. ---. -. ---------I 
147.22 1 145.001 155.00 1 150.00 1 145.00 1 

10.000 1 20.000 

16.000 I 

0.34.0 
0.570 

11.000 

57.200 

172 .000 

67.000 

10.800 

56.300 

168.000 

16.000 1 

0.220 1 

0.290 1 

1 

1 
10.100 1 10.400 

50.000 1 50.000 

170.000 1 174.000 

1 
31.500 1 

1 



8.0 SURFACE WATER TREATMENT AND TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 
ALTERNATIVE 

When this study began the primary alternative for new sources of water appeared to be 
surface water. Therefore, the primary initial effort was directed toward this option. As the study 
progressed, it became evident that there was probably an option of going to the Carrizo Aquifer. 

In order to allow for a comparison of the costs involved in constructing and operating 
the facilities, we have developed fully both the option of surface water from Sam Rayburn Reservoir 
and the use of well water from the Carrizo Aquifer. Initially the study was intended to look at several 
different options regarding the location of an intake structure. However, since the well water proved 
to be the more economical approach, this effort of comparing the different locations was not fully 
developed. 

8.1 INTAKE STRUCTURE AND PUMP STATION 

8.1.1 LOCATION 

The City of Lufkin selected a potential site for an intake structure about two years ago 
based upon the depth of the water in Sam Rayburn Reservoir in a near proximity to the shore. This 
site is indicated on Figure 8-3. This site is located at a point thought to be far enough downstream in 
the Lake to avoid significant impact from both point and non-point dischargers upstream, and yet at a 
point that is not too distant from the main population of the County located in the vicinity of Lufkin. 

A water testing program with sampling at this location was on-going for about one year, 
with the testing being conducted by the Angelina and Neches River Authority. A discussion of this 
program and its results is included in Chapter 7. 

Approximately 25 acres would be needed for the surface water plant if sludge is disposed 
of on-site. Additionally, easements for the raw water and treated lines would be needed. 

8.1.2 INTAKE STRUCTURE 

Figure 8-1 illustrates in schematic form the proposed intake structure. The intake 
structure envisioned is one capable of taking water at three different levels. It would be constructed 
so that four intake pumps could be mounted on top of the intake structure. A vehicular access bridge 
would be constructed from the shore to the intake structure and a raw water pipeline would be attached. 
This approach would require an approval process with the Corps of Engineers. 
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FIGURE 8.1 
INTAKE STRUCTURE 

(IN-LAKE FACILllY) 

~ I 

"" 
int " 100 YEAR FLOOD POOL ELEVATION 

~ 
-

" NORMAL POOL ELEVATION 

, ~ FLOATING AERATORS 
(AT EACH CORNER) 

~l LAKE BOTTOM ELEVATION 

NOTE: 

1. CONCRETE PLATFORM ON CONCRETE PILE 
FOUNDATION. 

2. VEHICULAR ACCESS BRIDGE FROM SHORE 
TO INTAKE ON PILE FOUNDATION, WITH 
RAW WATER MAIN ATTACHED. 

3. FOUR RAW WATER PUMPS ON PLATFORM. 
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8.1.3 PUMP STATION 

The pump station would consist of an intake piping and manifold arrangement anchored 
on the top slab of the intake structure. Three pumps with a capacity of 5 MGD with the largest unit 
out would be located on the intake structure. 

If difficulties are encountered with the Corps of Engineers in the approval process, then 
the option would be to locate a pump station on the shore with a suction line running back out to the 
intake structure. The pumps would be of the same capacity but would require a greater suction lift 
capacity or the construction of a wet-wellldry-well structure. 

Table 8-1 provides a cost estimate for the Intake Structure, Raw Water Pump Station, 
and Raw Water Pipeline. 

TABLE 8-1 
COST ESTIMATE 

INTAKE STRUCTURE AND RAV VATER PUMPS AND RAV VATER PIPELINE 

Facit i ty 
Intake Structure 
(10 "GO capacity, access gangway) 

Pumps and Controls 
( 5 MGO capacity) 

Raw Vater Main 
(24";, 1 mi Ie) 

Geotechnical 
Legal & Administrative 
Engineering 
Cont i ngency 

Total 

Cost 

$ 600,000.00 

300,000.00 

350,000.00 

50,000.00 
25,000.00 

150,000.00 
125,000.00 

$1,600,000.00 

8.2 SURFACE WATER TREATMENT PLANT 

8.2.1 TREATMENT PLANT FACIT.ITIES 

The overall regional plan is based on a regional treatment facility. The cost estimates 
for construction and operations are included in the discussion below in Item 8.2.1.1. For purposes of 
comparison of costs and for distribution of cost factors for determining treated and delivered water costs 
to each entity, a section is included under Item 8.2.1.2. Individual plants or efforts are not envisioned 
under this plan, however. 
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These costs were used to establish the cost factors shown in Chapter 11 where individual system costs 
are developed in order to apportion out capital costs. 

TABLE 8-3 
:METHODOLOGY ON COST ESTIMATES 

1. Intake Structure and Raw Water Pipeline 

(plant Capacity, MGD)o.6 * $402,000 = $ cost 

2. Water Treatment Plant 

(plant Capacity, MGD)o.71 * $2,000,000 - $ cost 

8.2.2 OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS 

As discussed in Chapter 7, generally the raw water quality is very good. There is 
some slight turbidity but most of the parameters of concern are at a reasonable level. Organics can 
often be high and as such there is cause for concern for the formation of trihalomethanes with 
prechlorination. We have considered utilizing Ozonation in lieu of prechIorination. This 
pretreatment process would be aided by location of the treatment plant as close as possible to the 
intake structure to limit the length of raw water line. 

An important operational consideration is the remote location of the plant site. If 
operators and staff live in the larger population centers then they will have nearly a twenty mile trip 
from Lufkin to the plant. This needs to be considered in the proper provision of facilities such as 
office space, showers and lockers, storage room for equipment, etc. 

A sludge and backwash lagoon will be constructed at the plant site. Sufficient land 
should be acquired in order to provide enough volume for this element of the facility to allow for 
the elapse of a long period prior to any removal of sludge being required. 

construction. 
Table 8-4 includes fIrst year operation and maintenance costs for the Phase I 
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TABLE 8-4 
COST ESTIMATE 

0&11 COSTS AT IMTER TREATMEIIT PlAIIT 

Facit i ty 
9.56 MGO 

Cost 
Labor (1) 

Energy (2) 

S 290,000.00 

821,250.00 

chemicals 
1. Alum or Polymers 
2. Caustic or Polymers 
3. Chlorine & Amnonia 

90,000.00 
70,000.00 
40,000.00 

75,000.00 

35.000.00 

Maintenance and Repei r 

Miscellaneous Supplies 

Total SI,421,250.00 

Approximately SO.41/1,OOO gallons 

(1) 3 person day shift 
2 person evening shift 
1 person night shift 

_1_ person fill- in 
7 persons 
14,560 man-hours 

(2) 3,000 kWh per MGO 
i SO.075/kWh 
Includes Pumping Costs 

8.3 TRANSMISSION LINES 

8.3.1 PUMPlNG STATION 

5.00 MGO 
Cost 

S 290,000.00 

400,000.00 

45,000.00 
35,000.00 
20,000.00 

50,000.00 

25.000.00 

S 750,000.00 

$0.47/1,000 gallons 

The pumping station would be constructed to operate initially with four pumps each 
with a capacity of 3800 g.p.m. at 410 feet of Total Dynamic Head. Normal operation would have 
two pumps operating essentially 24 hours per day. The other two pumps could come on during peak 
conditions but total production with all four pumps would drop to about 2500 gpm per pump, or a 
total of 10,000 gpm. 

The manifold and building would be arranged to allow for the installation of larger 
pumps in place of the initial pumps, and for the inclusion of additional pumps as well. 

Yard piping would be sized and constructed to allow for the easy tie-in of an 
additional future supply line. 
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8.3.2 ROUTE AND SIZING 

Figure 8-3 depicts the proposed water transmission system and the possible take point 
on Lake Sam Rayburn for the surface water alternative. As can be noted, the main trunk line takes 
a cross-country route to County Roads 192 and 196, which it then follows to F.M. Highway 2109. 
A smaller 8" line goes south to the Zavalla area, while the main 24" line proceeds up F.M. 
Highway 2109 to Huntington. After offsetting on F.M. Highway 1669, a 21" line continues up 
Highway 69 to Lufkin. 

A significant point of this study includes the concept of using the distribution system 
of the City of Lufkin to transmit the water around Loop 287 and the surrounding area of Lufkin. 
This is feasible in that the City of Lufkin currently is in need of some improvements to its overall 
distribution system, and those needed improvements can be correlated with the needs of the regional 
system. In this way, the efficiency of size can be used to give both the City of Lufkin and the 
regional system the advantage of the needed pipe capacity at a lower cost per unit of water 
conveyed. 

This is further discussed in Chapter 11, PROPOSED PHASING. 

Additional smaller lines branch off of the Lufkin System to serve M & M WSC, 
Redland WSC, Central WCID and Pollok-Redtown WSC, Hudson WSC, and Burke WSC and the 
City of Diboll. The main 21" line coming up Highway 69 will be metered into the Lufkin System, 
and each of these branch lines will be then be metered back out to the surrounding systems. 

8.4 PHASING 

The following is intended only as a general discussion of the potential for phasing for 
this project. Certainly, as much as practicable, only work required now should be constructed 
initially. However, sometimes the economics are such that it's less expensive, even when 
considering the cost of interest, to build a larger facility now. Generally, in comparing the various 
phasing options, the component was amortized over its life at 8 % interest to compare the feasibility 
of building a larger facility initially. 
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8.4.1 INTAKE AND RAW WATER PUMPING STRUCTURE 

Since the intake structure requires a major undertaking in an inundated area, the effort 
to construct the structure should include making it large enough for a fifty year time frame. The 
pumping station itself can be designed such that additional pumps could be added or the existing 
pumps upsized. This would include the provision of a proper foundation(the top of the intake 
structure) and good sizing and design of the manifolding and other piping and controls. 

The raw water line should be sized sufficiently for forty years capacity since it would be 
accessible(being mounted on the access bridge) but could be upsized only with great difficulty. The 
access bridge would be essentially the same for today's needs as well as those for tomorrow. 

8.4.2 SURFACE WATER TREATMENT PLANT 

8.4.2.1 WATER TREATMENT PLANT SIZING 

As discussed in Chapter 5 and illustrated in Table 5-5, surface water demands must 
be based on the capacity to meet overall demands of the regional system. Since one of the Health 
Department requirements is that each system have at least the ability to provide a source of water 
with a capacity of .6 gpm per connection, this parameter becomes the controlling factor in sizing 
a surface water treatment plant. 

With a water well supply, an entity can simply go out and flip on the well when 
additional water is needed, then cut it off when demand is met. In this way the systems might 
operate a well only four hours a day or up to twenty-four hours per day. Thus the impact of the 
0.6 gpm, which requires enough well capacity that effectively the average well only operates about 
seven hours per day, is not significant. 

However, in the case of the surface water plant, which cannot be readily turned on 
and off, this parameter becomes critical. In fact, with a surface water option, the regional entities 
will be required to commit for more water from the regional system than they would if the supply 
is from wells since the surface water plant must be sized to meet(in conjunction with available well 
capacity) the 0.6 gpm parameter. 

8.4.2.2 OTHER PHASING CONSIDERATIONS 

Certain elements of the plant cannot be efficiently phased for construction purposes. 
These include the chemical building and facilities, flash mix facility, the administration/laboratory 
building, and most of the site work, piping, and electrical. 
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Since the plant needs to have stand-by units in certain areas, these areas will begin 
with two units each sized to handle the initial phase loads. Expansion which would include adding 
one more unit of that size would effectively double capacity since only one stand-by unit is required. 
For example, initially two solids contact units, each with a capacity of 5 MGD, would be 
constructed. Later, the addition of another 5 MGD unit would double the capacity to 10 MGD with 
one of the 5 MGD units serving as a back-up. Included in this category are the solids contact units 
and granular filters. 

Ground storage facilities can also be easily duplicated although close attention must 
be paid to the economics of various sized tanks. The pump station would be constructed with the 
capacity for expansion both by the addition of additional pumps and/or the replacement of the initial 
pumps with larger pumps. 

8.4.3 TRANS~SION LINES 

Table 8-5, which follows, compares the cost-effectiveness of constructing the main 
part of the supply lines in two phases. Essentially, this would involve constructing a line sized to 
handle about 10 years of growth initially. In about 10 years an additional line could be constructed 
to accommodate additional needs. 

Cost estimating factors for pipeline costs are outlined in CHAPTER 10, on Page 90 
in Table 2. 

In reality, since most parts of a water supply system have a life of over 40 years, the 
needs of forty years could have been properly considered. However, as can be noted, the only 
instance in which a lesser sized line might be cost-effective was for the 24-inch line. Due to the 
much greater capacity of the 24-inch over the option of an 18-inch line and a 15-inch line built later, 
the decision was made that in terms of overall cost-effectiveness the 24-inch design was the wiser 
choice. The other realistic option would be construction of a 21" line instead of the 24"-inch line. 

Another item that should be noted is that in the methodology for estimating 
construction costs for the linework different factors were used to address differences in cost for 
laying in a city type environment as opposed to placing line in the more rural areas. Additionally, 
in some cases in this report, cost factors for C -900, Class lOOP. V. C. pipe were used since that pipe 
will do the job and is superior to the S.D.R. 26, Class 160 Thin Wall P. V.C. pipe often used for 
transmission lines for the rural water supply corporations. 
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TABLE 8-5 
ANGELINA COUNTY WATER STUDY 
TRANSMISSION LINE PHASING 
ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY 

:OPTION 1-20 YR. CAPACITY :OPTION 2·10 YEAR CAPACITY :ADDITIONAL PIPE NEEDED FOR :OPTION 2 +:CAPACITY 
:INITIALLY :INITIALLY :OPTION 2 AT YEAR 10 :ADDITIONAL:OPTION 1 
: ••.. - .... - ••. ---------.-------:-----------------------··-----:--------------·---------------:OPTION 1: PIPE : VERSUS 

CARRYING FRICTION COST: CARRYING FRICTION COST: CARRYING FRICTION COST : PRESENT: PRESENT :OPTION 2 
LINE LINE CAPACITY LOSS/ PER: LINE CAPACITY LOSS/ PER: LINE CAPACITY LOSS/ PER: WORTH: WORTH : PLUS 

SEGMENT LENGTH: SIZE (MGD) 1000 FT. FOOT : SIZE (MGD) 1000 FT. FOOT : SIZE (MGD) 1000 FT. FOOT :(PER FT.) (PER FT.): (MGD) 
------.--------"------------------.----------."----------------------------_."----------.-------------------".-------.--------------------. . . . 
Al 5260: 24 12.00 3.00563.20: 16 5.10 3.00 $39.99: 16 3.75 3.00 $32.60 563.20 $55.09 3.15 
Bl 33264: 24 12.00 3.00563.20: 16 5.10 3.00 $39.99: 16 3.75 3.00 $32.60 563.20 $55.09 3.15 
B2 11616: 24 12.00 3.00563.20: 16 5.10 3.00 $39.99: 16 3.75 3.00 $32.60 563.20 $55.09 3.15 
B3 4224: 24 12.00 3.00563.20: 16 5.10 3.00 $39.99: 16 3.75 3.00 $32.60 563.20 $55.09 3.15 
B4 37466: 20 7.07 3.00 $46.36: 16 5.10 3.00 $39.99: 16 3.75 3.00 $32.60 $46.36 $55.09 ·1.76 
01 6976: 6 0.62 3.00 $14.14 6 0.30 3.00 $9.53 6 0.30 3.00 $9.53 $14.14 $13.94 0.02 
El 13726: 16 5.10 3.00 $52.92 12 1.60 3.00 $34.52 16 3.75 3.00 $44.15 $52.92 $54.97 -0.45 
E2 3696: 12 1.60 3.00 $22.52 6 0.62 3.00 $14.14 10 1.10 3.00 $16.96 $22.52 $22.01 0.08 
E3 12144: 12 1.60 3.00 $22.52 6 0.62 3.00 $14.14 10 1.10 3.00 $16.98 $22.52 $22.01 0.06 
E4 4752: 12 1.60 3.00 $22.52 6 0.62 3.00 $14.14 10 1.10 3.00 $16.96 $22.52 $22.01 0.08 
E5 13726: 6 0.62 3.00 $14.14 6 0.30 3.00 $9.53 6 0.30 3.00 $9.53 $14.14 $13.94 0.02 
HI 4224: 6 0.62 3.00 $14.14 6 0.30 3.00 $9.53 6 0.30 3.00 $9.53 $14.14 $13.94 0.02 
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9.0 WATER WELL SOURCE SUPPLY SYSTEM 

Champion Paper Mill, upon realizing the increasing water needs of the county, 
opened up a whole new option with an offer to consider the transfer of some of their current well 
capacity either through actually conveying some of the water wells or by backing off of current and 
past production rates from their wells located in the Carrizo Aquifer. All of the entities currently 
use groundwater, and most of that is from the Carrizo Aquifer, a source that the entities are very 
comfortable with. Additionally, since water wells allow for better addressing of Health Department 
regulations and peak flow demands(which generally are greater for residential needs), wells are 
better suited to the needs of the predominately domestic usage of the County. 

A number of questions remain for this option and should be explored with Champion 
Paper. These include the following items: 

1. Would Champion be interested in selling or gifting some of their wells to the 
regional system? If these would be sold, what would be the methodology for placing 
a value on the facilities? 

2. Could a new transmission line be constructed parallel to the Champion supply 
lines on the present Champion right-of-way? 

3 . Would Champion be interested in a trade of water rights which would include 
them gaining surface water rights in exchange for their loss of groundwater? 

Another major consideration is the fact that in Texas there are no "groundwater 
rights" similar to surface water rights. Champion, then cannot, convey any groundwater rights. 
Instead, Champion can negotiate with the Regional entity on an agreement under which they would 
limit groundwater pumpage to a fIxed amount, probably based on a daily average over a year of 
time. In tum, Champion might either sell facilities and/or acquire surface water rights in exchange. 
Unless such an agreement is made, Champion could increase pumpage at a later time frame, thus 
eliminating the availability of groundwater. 

Additionally, there is no guarantee that another entity won't come into the area and 
begin pumping from groundwater. Such an occurrence is unlikely for a major industry since they 
would immediately be moving into conflict with public entities in the area. However, the City of 
Nacogdoches or other Nacogdoches County entities could increase pumpage, or other public entities 
might choose to begin drawing water from the Carrizo. Each of these possibilities must be carefully 
considered and appropriate alternatives should be available. 
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9.1 WATER WELlS 

For purposes of analysis and cost estimating, we have assumed two options as 
follows. 

Case 1) Champion would convey their western-most wells to the regional 
system. We further assume that this transfer would include the collection lines for these wells. 
These wells include the Champion wells shown in Table 9-1. 

Case 2) The Regional Entity would construct new wells and a collections system 
while Champion would agree to a maximum pumpage rate out of the Carrizo Aquifer for their 
wells. 

Table 9-1 outlines those wells that would be the easiest to incorporate into a regional 
system. These may well not be the wells that Champion might be willing to negotiate on. 

WELL NO. 

P-2 
P-4 
P-5 
P-13 
P-14 

TOTAL 

TABLE 9-1 
CHAMPION WEllS CONSIDERED FOR REGIONAL USE 

CURRENT 
PRODUCTION RATE 

(GPM) 

678 
458 
620 

1,194 
1,302 

4,252 

POSSIBLE 
PRODUCTION RATE* 

(GPM) 

1,200 
1,200 
1,200 
1,194 
1,302 

6,096 

*Has not been confirmed, but this rate is indicated by ~ing curves. 

Actually, as can be noted in Table 5-6, the needs of the regional system for the Year 
2000 would include a production rate increase of 5,542 gpm. The needs for the Year 2010 would 
be 10,667 gpm. Champion's total current production is only 11,060 gpm, but by pumping up to 
20 hours per day(wbich is generally acceptable on a Carrizo well), these Champion wells can 
actually produce over 13 MGD. Additionally, many of these wells are throttled back at this time. 

The seeming shortage of capacity involves the fact that in providing 0.6 gpm per 
connection, a well need only be pumped about 7 hours per day in order to provide normal daily 
demands. 

In the case of the regional system, if Champion is willing to initially convey some 
of its wells, then they can be used to meet immediate demands. However, the 4,252 gpm noted 
above will cover about the next 8 years. At that time, either a waiver of the 0.6 gpm rule can be 
requested(wells producing 4,252 gpm pumped 20 hours per day would provide 5.1 MGD) or new 
wells could be constructed. In either case the water would be available in the Carrizo Aquifer due 
to Champion cutting back on their production rate. 
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For purposes of this study for either Case I or 2 noted above, the assumption is made 
that approximately 5-6 additional wells would be constructed beginning at Year 2000. These wells 
would be about 1200 gpm each, and could be constructed as necessary. Collection lines and plant 
would be designed to allow for this expansion. 

9.2 WATER WELL COLLECTION SYSTEM 

Although well pumps can be designed to pump several miles to a central collecting 
plant and pump station(such as is the case for the City of Lufkin system), the current Champion 
system is designed for wells to pump to a central station located in the vicinity of the wells near 
Kurth Lake. Therefore, if any of the Champion wells are to be used with present well pumps, that 
type of logic would have to be continued. 

Additionally, present well collection lines were designed to convey quantities of water 
only the shorter distances to the collecting station. An effort to use existing collection lines will 
involve placement of a new collecting and pumping station somewhere in the well field vicinity. 

Figure 9-1 shows the general layout of the proposed well field, collection system, 
pumping station, and two options for transmission of the water back to the loop of the Lufkin 
system. 

A pumping station would consist of a 2 million gallon ground storage tank( or possibly 
2-1MG tanks), pumps with a firm capacity of 8,500 gpm, aeration facilities, fluoridation and 
chlorination equipment, and buildings and piping constructed to allow for further expansion. 

Additionally, a radio control system would be needed to be able to properly utilize 
all of the wells in both the existing Lufkin well field, and those available in the Champion well 
field. A radio control system linked with a PC would be placed at the existing Lufkin Water Plant. 
Cost of this system could vary depending on a number of parameters and the degree of 
sophistication, but preliminary estimates would be that a good system might cost $120,000. This 
would allow for full control and monitoring of the entire well field systems. 

9.3 WATER TRANSMISSION LINES 

Figure 9-1 shows two different routes for construction of a new pipeline facility to 
bring water from the Champion well field back to the Lufkin system. Generally, Option 1 would 
be somewhat preferable if the right-of-way is available from Champion. The tie-in to the Lufkin 
system would ease the demand in the northeastern quadrant of the Loop by supplying water to the 
south of that area. The present water supply could then be used predominately to supply to the west 
and to the central part of the City. 

Other distribution lines would be in about the same locations as for the surface water 
option, providing no impediment to future conversion to a surface water system. Line sizes on U.S. 
Highway 69 would vary due to the fact that they would be supplying water out to the City of 
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Huntington, Four Way WSC, and Zavalla WCID, as well as to other users in the southern part of 
the County. Some consideration has been given to upsizing this line to provide the potential for 
ultimately bringing in water from Lake Sam Rayburn. However, this does not appear to be 
economical. The acquisition of sufficient easements/rights-of-way for the future surface water 
transmission main should be included with the initial acquisitions. 
The overall transmission and distribution systems for the water well source of supply system is very 
compatible with the anticipated future surface water supply system from either Lake Sam Rayburn 
or the Angelina River (from Lake Eastex). 

9.4 CONSTRUCTION COST ESTIMATES AND OPERATING COSTS 

9.4.1 CONSTRUCTION COSTS 

Table 9-2 lists expected construction costs for the water plant and collection system 
for the well field option. Variations of these cost estimates have been used for Table 11-3 to 
estimate the cost of individual entities providing their own facilities. 

TABLE 9-2 
COST ESTIMATE FOR WATER WELL OPTION 

WATER COLLECTION AND PUMPING STATION 

ITEM 

LAND(3 ACRES) 
SITE IMPROVEMENTS 
2 MG GROUND STORAGE TANK 
BUILDING, PUMPS, PIPING, ETC. 
AERATORS AND TOWER 
CHLORINATION AND FLUORIDATION 
TIE-IN-WELL FIELD COLLECTION 
RADIO CONTROL SYSTEM 

TOTAL ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION 
ENGR_, SURVEYING, INSPECTION 
LEGAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE 
CONTINGENCIES 

COST 
ESTIMATE COMMENTS 

59,000 PROVIDES FOR EXPANSION 
550,000 SUfFICIENT FOR EXPANSION 

$400,000 
S330,OOO 
S200,OOO TOWER SIZED FOR EXPANSION 
S120,OOO 
S100,OOO 
$120,000 

S1,329,OOO 
5125,000 
$60,980 

S120,OOO 

TOTAL ESTIMATED PROJECT COSTS S1,514,OOO 

9.4.2 OPERATING COSTS 

The following Table 9-3 shows estimated construction and operating expenses for 
a typical small and larger Carrizo well as well as for a Yegua well. These have been compiled 
from the files and records of Everett Griffith, Jr. & Associates, Inc. and from those of several 
of the water systems of the area. Though not precisely correct for each system, they are 
generally representative. 
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These figures have been used to compare costs of surface water to well water, 
avoided costs that systems might incur by buying from the regional system(either surface or 
ground water), and for the operating costs for the regional system if the well field option is 
selected. 

ITEM 

TYPICAL DEPTH(FT.) 
TYPICAL CONSTRUCTION COST* 
TYPICAL PROOUCTION RATE(GPM) 
TYPICAL OPERATING DAY(HRS) 

HORSEPOWER OF PUMP 
ELECTRICAL COST(PER TYP. YEAR) 
MAINTENANCE COST 
LABOR COST 
CHLORINATION,AERATION,FLUORID.,ETC 

DEPRECIATION 
INTEREST COSTS 

TOTAL ANNUAL PUMPAGE(1000 GAL) 

a & M COST/l000 GAL 
DEPR. & INT. COST/l000 GAL 
TOTAL COST/l000 GAL 

AVOIOED COST FOR EXIST. FACILITIES 

*INCLUDES ONE MILE OF SUPPLY LINE 

TABLE 9-3 
ANGELINA CWIITY VATER STIllY 

TYPICAL \/ELL OPERATIONAL COSTS 

SMALLER LARGER 
YEGUA CARRIZO CARRIZO 
~ELL ~ELL ~ELL 

700 1200 1200 
$196,800 $331,320 $579,120 

225 600 1150 
8.5 8.5 8.5 

40 
$6,943 
$4,500 
$8,213 
$2,513 

$9,761 
S10,748 

41883.75 

SO.529 
SO.490 
Sl.019 

SO.529 

150 300 
$26,038 $52,075 
$7,500 $10,000 
$8,213 $8,213 
$6,701 $12,844 

$20,213 $35,725 
S18,095 S31,629 

111690 214072.5 

$0.434 
SO.343 
$O.m 
SO.434 

$0.388 
SO.315 
$0.703 

$0.388 
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10.0 DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF RECOMMENDED FACILITIFS 

The following chapter is intended to summarize and explain the recommended 
alternative for the regional system to provide water to the various county entities. Since the 
selected option is groundwater from the Carrizo Aquifer based on its cost-effectiveness, this 
chapter will of necessity duplicate somewhat the previous Chapter 9. 

Table 10-1 summarizes the major cost components for the two water source 
alternatives considered and clearly demonstrates the relative cost benefits of the groundwater 
wells. Although the cost per thousand exclusive of surface water is only $ 0.11 difference, the 
annual costs are much higher for surface water and each entity would be required to have a 
much higher take-or-pay quantity. 

CONSTRUCTION COSTS 
Wells and Wellfield Collection 
Intake Structure 
Water Treatment and Pumping Plant 
Surface Water System-South County 
Transmission Lines 

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS 

ANNUAL COSTS 
Construction Amortization 
o&M 
Raw Water 

TOTAL ANNUAL COSTS 

COSTS PER 1,000 GALLONS 
Construction Amortizatl0n 
o&M 
Raw Water 

TOTAL COST PER 1,000 GALS. 

TABLE 10-1 
ClJ4PARATIVE COST SlHlART 

TEAR 2010 FACILITIES 

SURFACE WATER GROUND WATER 
OPTION OPTION 

5 -0' 
1,561,585 
9,936,183 

-0-
8,516,150 

$20,013,919 

$ 2,038,416 
$ 1,779,719 
$ 187,183 

5 4,005,318 

$ 0.584 
$ 0.51 
5 0.054 

S 1. 148 

5 1,025,000 

2,039,000 
1,540,000 
6,786,959 

511,390,959 

51,160,168 
S 1,103,397 

-0-

S 2,263,565 

S 0.505 
S 0.48 

-0-

S 0.985 
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10.1 WATER WELLS 

Initially it is anticipated that the five western wells of Champion will be acquired. 
Since an agreement has not been made, this assumption may not end up being the actual 
alternative. However, for overall planning and cost-estimating this assumption will probably be 
close enough to the actual final agreement to allow for valid cost-estimating and planning. 

These wells are described as Well Nos. 2,4,5,13, and 14. According to the report 
entitled "Pumpage and Water Levels in the Lufkin-Nacogdoches Area" by Guyton & Associates, 
these wells should produce about 6000 gpm total, although they are currently throttled back to 
4,252 gpm. 

This report anticipates that if a further agreement is reached with Champion Paper 
pertaining to further ground water(in the case that Champion would convert wholly to surface 
water), future needs from about Year 2010 would be met either with the acquisition of other 
Champion wells or the drilling of new wells in the area of the Champion well field. 

10.2 WELL COLLECTION FIELD 

This report envisions that if an accord is reached for Well Nos. 2,4,5,13, and 14, 
then the collecting system for these wells can also be conveyed to the regional system. In this 
way only a short stretch of line would be required to tie in the existing collection line to the 
proposed plant site. The current wells, existing collection system, and two different possible 
water plant sites are illustrated in Figure 9-1. 

If future acquisition of other Champion wells occurred, then probably the 
collection system for those wells could also be obtained. If new wells were drilled, then new 
collection lines would be required as well. 

10.3 PUMPING STATION 

Figure 10-1 shows a typical layout with probable dimensions ofland needed for 
a pump station. Cost estimates for this facility were included in Table 9-2. The pump station 
should be designed to be flexible enough to be expanded from 2 million gallons of storage and 
a pumping capacity of 3.37 MGD to up to 8 million gallons of storage and a pumping capacity 
of 14 MGD. 
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10.4 TRANSMISSION LINES 

Figure 10-2 presents the proposed regional layout with the water well supply 
alternative. The numbering system is the same as that for the surface water alternative in order 
to allow for comparison of the two options. A line is not shown to Zavalla since that line does 
not appear to be cost-effective at this time. 

10.4.1 REGIONAL LINES 

The proposed system assumes Option 1 in Figure 9-1 is used for the routing of 
the supply line in from the pumping station. This supply line would intersect the State Highway 
103 right-of-way and continue west along that right-of-way to Loop 287, where it would tie in 
to the transmission lines of the City of Lufkin. The mutual conveyance of water is discussed 
in Item 10.4.2 below. 

The regional lines would radiate out from the Lufkin transmission system with an 
8" and 6" line following Highway 69 north to Central and Pollok-Redtown, a 6" conveying 
water to Redland's water plant, a 12" line carrying water to Huntington and Four-Way WSC, 
a 12" and 8" line carrying water to Burke and Diboll, and an 8" line following Highway 94 to 
the Hudson Water Plant No.1. 

Table 10-2 shows line types and sizes with estimates of costs for each line type 
and size. These cost factors can be correlated with the various charts and tables to determine 
the type that was envisioned. 

The pipe laying costs include material, labor cost of installation, valves, fittings, 
fire hydrants in city and some open areas, bores and pavement repairs, air release valves, trench 
safety system, embedment, and right-of-way costs. Engineering, surveying, inspection, 
administration, and contingencies are also included in the unit cost factors. Normally, the first 
cost shown for a line size in open conditions does not include fire hydrants. 

Generally, pipe material of smaller size pipe is for C-900 PVC, Class 100 pipe 
(DR 25). In some city installations regular C-900 PVC pipe (DR 18) is estimated. In sizes 12" 
to 24" C-905 PVC pipe is estimated. In the larger sizes concrete lined steel cylinder pipe is 
estimated. 
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TABLE 10-2 
ANGELINA caJIITY \lATER STUll 

RllL aIST Of STAIIIlARD LINE INSTALLATION 
REVISED: AUGJST 28, 1989 

PIPE ENGR. , TOTAL 
LINE AREA QUANT. PIPE LAYING ADMIN., CONTING. UNIT 
SIZE MATERIAL COST ETC. COST 

6 OPEN 1000 C900,DR25 57.20 51.08 51.24 59.53 
6 CITY 1000 C900,DR25 $11.99 51.80 52.07 515.85 
8 OPEN 1000 C900,DR25 $10.70 51.60 51.84 $14.14 
8 CITY 1000 C900,DR25 $17.57 52.64 53.03 523.24 

10 CITY 1000 C900,DR18 $21.91 53.29 53.78 $28.98 
12 OPEN 1000 C900,DR25 $17.03 52.55 52.94 $22.52 
12 OPEN 1000 C900,DR25 $18.49 52.77 $3.19 524.46 
12 OPEN 1000 C900,DR18 $21.09 53.16 53.64 527.89 
12 CITY 1000 C900,DR18 $26.10 53.92 $4.50 534.52 
16 OPEN 1000 C905 $24.65 53.70 $4.25 532.60 
16 OPEN 1000 C905 $26.52 53.98 $4.57 535.07 
16 CITY 1000 C905 533.38 55.01 55.76 $44.15 
18 OPEN 1000 C905 530.24 $4.54 55.22 539.99 
18 OPEN 1000 C905 532.37 $4.86 55.58 $42.81 
18 CITY 1000 C905 $40.01 56.00 56.90 $52.92 
20 OPEN 1000 C905 535.05 $5.26 56.05 $46.36 
20 OPEN 1000 C905 $37.72 55:66 56.51 $49.89 
20 CITY 1000 C905 $46.63 56.99 $8.04 561.67 
24 OPEN 1000 C905 $47.79 $7.17 $8.24 563.20 
24 OPEN 1000 C905 550.45 57.57 $8.70 $66.73 
24 CITY 1000 C905 561.49 59.22 510.61 $81.33 
30 OPEN 1000 RCCP $83.84 $12.58 514.46 5110.87 
30 OPEN 1000 RCCP $87.17 513.08 515.04 5115.28 
30 CITY 1000 RCCP 5102.34 515.35 $17.65 $135.34 
36 OPEN 1000 RCCP 5104.72 515.71 518.06 5138.49 
36 OPEN 1000 RCCP 5108.05 516.21 $18.64 $142.89 
36 CITY 1000 RCCP 5128.11 519.22 522.10 5169.43 

10.4.2 USE OF LUFKIN TRANSMISSION SYSTEM 

The regional plan rests on the concept of use of the City of Lufkin's transmission 
system around Loop 287. This is due to the economies recognized in not paralleling existing 
or planned lines of the City of Lufkin. 

An important consideration is that accurate metering is absolutely neces in that 
a meter will measure flow into the Lufkin system, and five meters will measure flows 
inaccuracies could result in Lufkin being charged more than the actual quantity u by the 
City( due to the normal tendency of meters to measure low if they are inaccurate, thou h in this 
type of larger meter that assumption is not always valid). 

Table 10-3 tabulates the regional system needs exclusive of those of ufkin to 
establish what size of lines would be required for a system on Loop 287 parallel to th lines of 
Lufkin. This parallel system would also follow a route down F .M. Highway 58 to void the 
Highway 59-Loop 287 intersection. 
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TABLE 10-3 
ANGELINA COOIITY !lATER ST1J)Y 

LINE FUlII REQUI REMEllTS 
aJIIJlNATJOII SYSTEM IIITH CITY OF LUFKIN 

YEAR 2000 YEAR 2010 LINE LINE LINE LINE LINE LINE LINE LINE LINE LINE LINE 
SYSTEM FLOW FLOW C- lA c-3 C-4 C-5A C-58 C-6A C-68 E- lA E-18 E-1C E-1D 

(MGD) (MGD) 
BURKE IISC 0.210 0.272 0.272 0.272 0.272 0.272 0.272 0.272 
CENTRAL IICID 0.140 0.251 0.251 0.251 0.251 
CITY OF DIBOLL 0.341 0.695 0.695 0.695 0.695 0.695 0.695 0.695 
FOUR-IIAY IISC 0.207 0.314 0.314 
HUOSON IISC 0.185 0.375 0.375 0.375 0.375 0.375 0.375 
CITY OF HUNTINGTON 0.196 0.320 0.320 
LUFKIN INDUSTRIES 0.100 0.200 0.200 
M & M IISC 0.067 0.291 
POLLOK-REDTOWN IISC 0.091 0.114 0.114 0.114 0.114 
RED LAND IISC 0.043 0.147 0.147 
ZAVALLA IISC 0.123 0.149 0.149 
OTHER ENT IT I ES 0.220 0.257 0.257 

TOTAL FLOW 11/0 LUFKIN 1.923 3.385 0.967 2.207 0.887 0.740 0.740 0.375 0.375 0.967 0.967 0.967 0.967 
CITY OF LUFKIN 1.400 3.122 

TOTAL·ALL ENTITIES 3.323 6.507 
LINE SIZE NEEDED 12 16 12 12 12 8 8 12 12 12 12 
OTHER POSSIBLE ENTITIES 
ANGELI NA IISC 0.158 0.321 0.321 
BEULAH IISC 0.014 0.027 0.027 0.027 0.027 0.027 0.027 0.027 
PRAIRIE GROVE IISC 
WOOOLAIIN IISC 0.084 0.126 0.126 0.126 0.126 0.126 

SUBTOTAL 0.256 0.474 0.027 0.348 0.126 0.126 0.126 0.126 0.000 0.027 0.027 0.027 0.027 
TOTAL-ALL POSSIBLE 3.579 6.981 0.994 2.555 1 .013 0.866 0.866 0.501 0.375 0.994 0.994 0.994 0.994 
LINE SIZE NEEDED 12 16 12 12 12 12 8 12 12 12 12 

Table 10-4 shows in a combined chart the required size of line for the county 
regional system, the line for the City of Lufkin, and the required line size for joint use. As can 
be noted, significant savings are accomplished on the part of both the regional system and the 
City of Lufkin. This win/win situation is due to the economies of larger line sizes, and due to 
the fact that the City of Lufkin will need to build some new lines either now or in the near 
future. These new lines can be constructed to provide for the regional system needs as well as 
for those of the City of Lufkin. 
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LINE 
F-l 

0.27 
0.25 
0.69 
0.31 
0.37 
0.32 
0.20 
0.29 
0.11 
0.14 
0.14 
0.25 

3.38 

16 

0.32 
0.02 

0.12 

0.47 
3.85 

18 



LINE 
SEGMENT 
C-1A 
C-2 
C-3 
C-4 
C-5A 
C-5B 
C-6A 
C-6B 
E-1A 
E-1B 
E-1C 
E-1D 
F-1 
TOTALS 

Table 10-4 shows on a line by line basis the proposed split of costs to be borne 
by the City of Lufkin and the regional system. In some cases an existing line is sufficiently 
sized to handle the proposed regional flows. In that instance, the cost of a new similarly sized 
line is calculated, and distributed just as in the case of a new line. The City's share of that cost 
is deducted back out in the line that is entitled "Actual New Construction". 

As can be noted on that same line, the regional system realizes a savings of 
$714,623($2,169,811 less $1,455,188) while the City of Lufkin has a savings of $896,398($2,0-
63,837 less $1,167,439). These figures are carried forward in the calculations shown in Tables 
12-1 through 12-6. 

TABLE 10-4 
ANGELI NA CWNTY IIA TER STtJ) Y 

FLOW THROUGH CITY Of LUFKIN DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 
IMPROVEMENTS AND COST SHARING 

REVISED: MAY, 1990 

SIZE SIZE SIZE PCT. COST COST 
REQUIRED REQUIRED REQUIRED PAID BY BORN BORN NEil OR 

LENGTH BY COUNTY ESTIMATED BY CITY ESTIMATED FOR JOINT ESTIMATED COUNTY COUNTY CITY OF EXISTING 
SYSTEM COST SYSTEM COST USE COST SYSTEM SYSTEM LUFKIN LINE 

3,370 12 577,510 16 5148,280 18 5178,610 36.00X $64,300 5114,310 NEil 
13,860 NA 50 NA 50 NA 50 
13,390 16 5589,160 16 5589,160 18 5709,670 50.00X 5354,835 5354,835 NEil 
8,448 12 5194,304 12 5194,304 12 5194,304 50.00X 597,152 597,152 EXISTING 
5,016 12 5115,368 12 5115,368 12 5115,368 50.00X 557,684 557,684 EXISTING 
9,768 12 5224,664 16 5429,792 16 5429,792 36.00X 5154,725 5275 ,067 NEil 
3,160 8 544,240 12 572,680 12 572,680 30.m 522,363 550,317 EXISTING 

11,310 8 5158,340 12 5260,130 12 5260,130 30.m $80,040 5180,090 EXISTING 
6,800 12 5156,400 16 5299,200 18 5360,400 36.00X 5129,744 5230,656 NEil 
2,900 12 566,700 12 566,700 18 5153,700 50.00X 576,850 576,850 NEil 
3,700 12 $85,100 16 5162,800 16 5162,800 36.00X 558,608 5104,192 EXISTING 
5,800 12 5133,400 12 5133,400 18 5307,400 50.00X 5153,700 5153,700 NEil 
6,125 18 5324,625 18 $324,625 24 5410,375 50.00X 5205,188 $205 , 188 NEil 

93,647 52,169 ,811 52,796,439 $3,355,229 $1,455,188 $1,900,041 
ACTUAL NEil CONSTRUCTION 52,169,811 $2,063,837 $2,622,627 51,455,188 51,167,439 

NOTE: NEil ESTIMATES OF CONSTRUCTION COST ARE USED FOR BOTH 
NEil LINES AND EXISTING LINES IIHICH WILL BE SHARED. COSTS ARE 
PRO-RATED BASED ON PERCENTAGE OF VOLUME OF THE NEil LINE. 

10.5 SERVICE FOR THE SOUTHERN PART OF THE COUNTY 

Since the water well alternative does not appear to be a cost-effective one for the 
southern part of the County, this plan proposes that the regional system consider constructing 
a smaller intake structure and water treatment plant in the vicinity of the Highway 147 bridge. 
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A fairly substantial number of people live in the area along Highway 147 east of 
Zavalla, and along Highways 63 and 69 south of Zavalla. For the most part these people are 
not served by a community system. Additionally, quality of the ground water is very poor, and 
the Yegua Aquifer, which is the only source, generally has wells with very limited output. 

Some of the systems lying south of Zavalla off of Highway 63 have either non
approved surface water treatment systems, or plants which are at best marginal. 

Either the Zavalla W.C.LD. could extend lines to serve these areas if its Board 
so chose, or the regional entity could construct lines and plants to serve these people. 

Cost estimates for this option are outlined below. 

TABLE 10-5 
ESTIMATED COSTS FOR SEPARATE 
SURFACI: IIA TER SYSTEJI TO SERVE 
ZAVALLA II.C.I.D. AND HIGHI/AY 147 AREA 

CONSTRUCTION COSTS 
Intake Structure 
Treatment and Pumping Plant (0.34 MGO) 
Transmission line 

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS 

ANNUAL COSTS 
Construction Amortization 
O&M 
Raw lIater 

TOTAL ANNUAL COSTS 

COSTS PER 1.000 GALLONS 
Construction AmortiZation 
O&M 
Raw lIater 

TOTAL COST PER 1,000 GALLONS 

10.6 TERMINATION FACIDTIES 

$ 290,000 
950,000 
300,000 

$1,540,000 

$ 156,800 
58,000 
7,600 

$ 222,400 

$ 1.26 
0.47 
0.06 

$ 1.79 

In laying out the proposed regional system, the lines radiating out from Lufkin 
would carry water to one or more plants of the entities being served. Some strong consideration 
was given to serving the systems on a floating basis whereby the tie-in was made directly into 
their system. 
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However, when the complexities of the various operating pressure planes of each 
system were considered along with the requirements of the Health Department pertaining to 
maintaining some type of air gap between approved and non-approved systems, the determination 
was made that the best option was to deliver water to one or more ground storage tanks of each 
entity. 

10.6.1 REGIONAL IMPROVEMENTS 

The proposed regional system includes the costs of the line and tie-in necessary 
to deliver water to each system. In this way responsibilities remain well-defmed. The system 
buys water delivered to its plant. The system maintains its independence fully in the operation 
of its delivery system. 

One area requiring further consideration is the advisability of constructing fire 
hydrants along the regional transmission lines. Since most of the rural areas do not have true 
fire protection lines that are based on U.L. fire-approved water line, construction of a regional 
system would be an opportunity to provide true fire protection in at least the areas along the 
lines. Additionally, this would provide locations for refilling fire trucks for fighting fires in 
other rural areas. 

Generally, pipe of 12" and smaller was estimated as being C-9OO, Class 100, 
which has the capacity to serve as pipe for fire protection in accordance with U.L. regulations. 

10.6.2 IMPROVEMENTS REQUIRED BY INDIVIDUAL SYSTEMS 

Generally, no further improvements are required of individual entities in order 
to make the tie-in to the regional system. Certainly, the individual needs of the system must 
continue to be met by that system. The regional system can be used, however, to some degree 
to meet requirements for storage, pressure, and service pump capacity, depending on the 
particular layout of the system and approval by the Texas State Department of Health. This 
would be an additional plus tacked on to the provision for meeting water supply requirements. 
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11.0 PROPOSED PHASING 

11.1 WATER SUPPLY 

The best alternative at this time is to use the groundwater available in the Carrizo 
Aquifer. This should be accompanied by an effort to iron out an agreement with Champion 
Paper in regards to their continued lower usage of water from that source. The 8 MOD now 
available is based on wet cycle usage. If a dry cycle develops, or if new users or changes in 
growth demand more water than projected, then the second phase of going to surface water will 
be moved up in time. The alternative to that rests on the possibility that Champion might 
consider converting entirely to surface water at some stage. In that case, surface water rights 
would probably be traded with Champion. 

One of the dangers of planning is that it is often too short-sighted. This is 
particularly true when future water supplies are being determined. If a larger water line than 
that originally constructed is needed, then it is a relatively simple matter to construct another. 
However, if it is determined in the future that more water supply is needed, there mayor may 
not be any available water at that time. 

Therefore it is critical for all the entities involved in this study to think seriously 
about not only shorter term needs of twenty years, but also about needs over the next fifty and 
even one hundred years. Certainly, changes in water usage may have dramatic effects. Very 
possibly we will be reusing wastewater that has been satisfactorily purified for even human 
consumption. But in fifty years most of the water now available will be owned by some other 
entities. Anyone not owning sufficient water rights at that time will be in very bad shape. 

As can be noted in Figure 111-6-4 taken from Water For Texas, Technical 
Appendix, Volume 2, shown on Page 95, there is a total of 973.1 thousand acre-feet projected 
to be available in Zone 2 of the Neches River Basin in 1990. In-zone demand is only expected 
to be 285.1 thousand acre-feet. However, export demand is projected at 320.7 thousand acre
feet. 

In the Year 2030, water supply is projected to be 1645.4 thousand acre-feet, and 
in-zone demand is expected to be 540.1 thousand acre-feet. In that year 1226.8 thousand acre
feet is projected to be transferred to another river basin because by then demand will have 
outstripped available water supply in every river basin in Texas with the exception of the Neches 
and Sabine River Basins. 

Water is currently plentiful in East Texas, but that will probably not always be 
the case. With these thoughts in mind, the following needs are addressed along with 
recommendations about the acquisition of needed water rights. 
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Figure 111-6-4. Reported Use and Supply Source, With Projected Water Supplies 
and Demands, Neches River Basin, Zone 2, 1980-2030 
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11.1.1 WATER NEEDS BY SYSTEMS 

Table 11-1 summarizes water system needs(in addition to existing supplies) for 
the County including those entities not participating in this study. 

TABLE 11-1 
YATER NEEDS BY SYSTEM WITH PROPOSED PHASING 

WATER AGENCY 

BURKE IISC 
CENTRAL WCID 
DIBOLL 
FOUR-IIAY WSC 
HUDSON IISC 
HUNTINGTON 
LUFKIN 
M & M WSC 
POLLOK-REDTOIIN IISC 
RED LAND IISC 
ZAVALLA IICID 
OTHER PUBLIC ENTITIES 

TOTAL OF PARTICIPATING ENTITIES 

ANGELI NA IISC 
BEULAH IISC 
PRAIRIE GROVE IISC 
IIOOOLAIIN IISC 
NEil INDUSTRIES 

TOTAL OF NON-PARTICIPATING ENTITIES 

COUNTY TOTAL 

CITY OF LUFKIN TOTAL 
OTHER PARTICIPATING ENTITIES 
NON-PARTICIPATING ENTITIES 

AVAILABLE IIATER SOURCES 
AVAILABLE GROUNDIIATER, 
LUFKIN SURFACE WATER 
OTHER RAYBURN IIATER 
LAKE EASTEX IIATER, 

WATER NEEDED FROM REGIONAL SYSTEM 
(In Million Gallons Per Day) 

2000 2010 2040 2090 

0.210 
0.140 
0.341 
0.208 
0.185 
0.196 
1.401 
0.066 
0.091 
0.043 
0.123 
0.220 

3.224 

0.158 
0.014 
0.030 
0.084 
0.150 

0.436 

3.660 

1.401 
1.823 
0.436 

8.000 
24.995 
8.409 
9.015 

0.2n 
0.251 
0.695 
0.314 
0.375 
0.320 
3.122 
0.291 
0.114 
0.147 
0.149 
0.257 

6.307 

0.321 
0.027 
0.040 
0.126 
0.200 

0.714 

7.021 

3.122 
3.185 
0.714 

8.000 
24.995 
8.409 
9.015 

0.503 
0.762 
1.251 
0.556 
0.811 
0.473 
6.n2 
0.456 
0.246 
0.268 
0.224 
0.488 

12.760 

0.579 
0.063 
0.080 
0.270 
0.400 

1.392 

14.152 

6.n2 
6.038 
1.392 

8.000 
24.995 
8.409 
9.015 

1.062 
2.000 
2.597 
1.143 
1.864 
0.842 

15.432 
0.855 
0.565 
0.560 
0.404 
1.047 

28.371 

1.202 
0.151 
0.160 
0.619 
0.800 

2.932 

31.303 

15.432 
12.939 
2.932 

8.000 
24.995 
8.409 
9.015 

AMOONT CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IIITH CHAMPION USAGE AT 12.0 MGO. 
CHAMPION HAS INDICATED A IIILLINGNESS TO CONSIDER FURTHER 
REDUCTION IN USAGE IF NECESSARY. THIS IIOULD PROBABLY REQUIRE 
A TRADE·OFF OF SURFACE WATER RIGHTS. 

OIINED BY PUBLIC ENTITIES OF ANGELINA COUNTY. 
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PERCENTAGE OF WATER NEEDS The totals shown are 
grouped in three amounts 
including the City of Luf
kin, participating entities, 
and non-participating 
entities. This reflects the 
fact that the City of Lufkin 
has had its own source of 
surface water for over 
twenty years and that the 
participating entities will 
probably want to consider 
the purchase of some of 
the water available in Sam 
Rayburn for future use. 

:mER F¥..RTIMTIIIG err. (-45.-4110 

Figure 11-1 
The non-

participating entities, if they wanted to ultimately participate in the county-wide study, could line 
up their own water rights. This is already the case for Angelina WSC and Woodlawn WSC who 
are holding rights in Lake Eastex. 

PERCENTAGE OF WATER NEEDS 

OTHER PARTIP .... TlNQ &NT. C"2.~ 

Figure 11-2 

CITY ~ LUFC1N TOTAL C"'.5J': 

The avail
able well water would be 
split between the City of 
Lufkin and the participat
ing entities initially. As 
that source was no longer 
able to fully meet de
mands, either further water 
might be made available 
from Champion's well 
field, or the regional sys
tem could proceed with 
plans for a surface water 
plant. If Champion made 
more ground water avail
able, then they would 
probably need to arrange 
for some trade of surface 
water for ground water. 

In either case, the entities should plan on acquiring necessary surface water rights. 
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Figures 11-1, 11-2, and 11-3 indicate in pie chart form the water needs of the 
County in the three groupings described above. In each case the City of Lufkin will need nearly 
50% of the additional water. 

~ERCeNTAGE OF WATER NEEDS 

CITY OF- L~I N TOTAL (49. 3J5) 

~R PARTIPATINe;; eHT. C.1.JtQ 

Figure 11-3 

Figure 11-4 shows in stacked bar-graph format the overall county needs for the 
next 100 years. 

WATER NEEDS BY YEARS 

~,---------~~----------~===== .. .. .. ,. 
" .. .. 
" ,. 

e:ZJ LUA::IN 

Figure 11-4 
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Figure 11-5 
illustrates the additional 
water needs of the City of 
Lufkin as compared to the 
additional ground water 
available and the sum of 
that ground water and the 
available water that Lufkin 
has in Sam Rayburn Reser-
voir. 

As can be 
noted, the addition of 4 
MGD of ground water 
(half of the 8 MGD 
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identified) would provide Figure 11-5 
Lufkin's needs until about 
the Year 2015. The large amount of water available at Sam Rayburn would provide for needs 
throughout the twenty-first century. 

Additionally, Figure 11-6 displays the needs versus the available ground water and 
against the total of the well water and the maximum available water from Sam Rayburn (exclu
sive of that owned by the City of Lufkin. 

Like Lufkin's supply, the additional ground water would provide needs through 
about the Year 2015, and the additional surface water would provide fully the needs throughout 

most of the twenty-first 
century. 
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Figure 11-6 

OTHER PARTICIPATING ENTITIES 
These quan

tities should also provide 
for dry cycle conditions as 
well as for large users who 
might move into the area, 
and for unexpected increas
es in population or per 
capita usage rates. 
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11.4 ANNUAL 0 & M COSTS BY PHASING 

Annual operation and maintenance costs are estimated in Table 11-2 below. These 
costs include all operation and maintenance costs including power, chemicals, and labor and 
annual costs for the purchase of surface water. 

/OPTION 
ITEM/YEAR 

TREATMENT & PUMPING COSTS 
LINE MAINTENANCE COSTS 
MANAGEMENT & PLANNING COSTS 

TABLE 11-2 
TOTAL SYSTEM 0 & M COSTS 

SURFACE IIATER 
2000 2010 

$926,370 $1,430,654 
$90,000 $120,000 

$175,637 $229,065 

GROUND IIATER 
2000 2010 

5481,873 
S65,OOO 

5128,687 

$850,815 
$85,000 

$167,582 

TOTAL COSTS 

PRODUCTION RATE(MGO) 

$1,192,007 $1,779,719 S675,560 51,103,397 

5.4 . 9.56 3.22 6.3 

o & M COSTS/l000 GALS. 50.60 50.51 $0.57 $0.48 

11.5 CAPITAL COST BY PHASING 

Tables 11-3 and 11-4 show the proposed phasing of the overall project for the next 
twenty years. Costs shown for 1990 are for the initial phase of construction and are intended 
to address needs through the Year 2000. In the case of transmission lines the first phase would 
be satisfactory through at least the Year 2010. Table 11-3 envisions the purchase of wells from 
Champion while Table 11-4 includes wells being donated by Champion or being traded for 
surface water rights. 
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ITEM 

ADDITIONAL WATER NEEDED 

WATER NEEDS TO BE MET BY: 
GRaJNDWATER 

WATER PLANT 
WATER WELLS 
WELL COLLECTION SYSTEM 
WELL TRANSMISSION LINE 
OTHER TRANSMISSION LINES 
LOOP SYSTEM IMPROVEMENTS 
SURFACE WATER-SOUTH COUNTY 
ELEVATED STORAGE TANK·REGIONAL 
TOTAL SYSTEM COSTS 

AMORTIZATION COSTS ~ 8%, 20 YEARS 
ANNUAL a & M COSTS 
RAW WATER COSTS-SURFACE WATER 

TOTAL ANNUAL COST 

AVERAGE a & M COST/1000 GALS 
AVERAGE AMORTIZATON COST/1000 GALS 
AVERAGE RAW WATER COSTS/1000 GALS* 
AVERAGE COST PER 1000 GALLONS 

TABLE 11-3 
ESTIMATED alNSTRUCTlai COST OF IlATER SERVICE PlAII 

2000 

3.220 

3.220 

S 1,414,000 
S 450,000 
S 100,000 
S 1,489,410 
S 2,674,922 
S 2,622,627 
S 1,540,000 
S 400,000 

2010 

6.300 

6.300 

S 400,000 
S 450,000 
S 125,000 

S10,690,959 S 975,000 

S 1,088,873 
S 675,560 
S 186,660 

S 1,951,093 

SO,57 
SO.93 
SO.16 
51,66 

S 1,188,177 
S 1,103,397 
S 186,660 

S 2,478,234 

50.48 
50.52 
SO.08 
51.08 

*Raw surface water costs distributed on total gallonage of well water sold, and not on actual per thousand cost 
of raw surface water. 

As can be noted, total construction costs including those involving the trans
mission system of the City of Lufkin would total $10,690,959. This would also include paying 
$ 900,000 for six wells and paying $ 400,000 for the regional share of a 2 million gallon 
elevated storage tank. 

Other figures indicate the cost to operate these facilities as well as the cost to 
purchase available water in Sam Rayburn Reservoir. 
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Table 11-4 shows similar costs as Table 11-3 but is intended to show the lower 
side of cost estimates by including no additional costs for the purchase of wells(they would be 
traded for surface water), and a southern county surface water system would not be included. 

TABLE 11-4 
ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION CDST OF IlATER SERVICE PLAN 

(NO PAYMENT FOR \lEllS, NO SOOTH SURFACE IlATER) 

ITEM 

ADDITIONAL WATER NEEDED 

WATER NEEDS TO BE MET BY: 
GRaJNDWATER 

WATER PLANT 
WATER WELLS 
WELL COLLECTION SYSTEM 
WELL TRANSMISSION LINE 
OTHER TRANSMISSION LINES 
LOOP SYSTEM IMPROVEMENTS* 
ELEVATED STORAGE TANK-REGIONAL 
TOTAL SYSTEM COSTS 

AMORTIZATION COSTS; 8X, 20 YEARS 
ANNUAL 0 & M COSTS 
RAW WATER COSTS-SURFACE WATER 
TOTAL ANNUAL COST 

o & M COST/1000 GALS 
AMORTIZATION COSTS/1000 GALS 
RAW WATER COSTS/1000 GALS PURCHASED* 
AVERAGE COST PER 1000 GALLONS 

2000 

2.8n 

2.8n 

$ 1,414,000 $ 
S 0 $ 
$ 100,000 $ 
S 1,489,410 
$ 2,674,922 
S 2,622,627 
S 400,000 
S 8,700,959 S 

2010 

5.894 

5.894 

400,000 
o 

125,000 

525,000 

S 886,192 
S 598,560 
S 186,660 

S 919,663 
S 1,032,629 
S 186,660 

S 1,671,412 S 2,138,952 

SO.57 
$0.82 
$0.18 
S1.57 

SO.48 
$0.43 
$0.09 
S1.00 

*Raw surface water costs distributed on total gallonage of well water sold, and not on actual per thousand 
costs of raw surface water, 

11.6 FUTURE PHASING TO SURFACE WATER 

The Carrizo Aquifer, according to studies by Guyton & Associates, is capable of 
safely yielding approximately 32 MGD, However, it has been overproduced during the 1960's 
and 1970's at rates of up to 40 MGD. Some mining did occur in this time frame with pumping 
levels dropping significantly. There does not appear to be any serious damage to the aquifer due 
to this overpumping which continued for a period in excess of ten years. 
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The regional entity should consider 32 MGD as the maximum safe yield of the 
Carrizo with the realization that some slight overpumping may be permissible for a couple of 
years. With this in mind, this report recommends the following approach in regards to a 
"triggering device" for beginning the use of surface water in addition to ground water. 

1. Sufficient surface water should be identified and contracted for at this time 
to provide for the water needs for the next 100 years. 

2. When the pumpage rate from the Carrizo Aquifer in Angelina and 
Nacogdoches Counties reaches 28 MGD, the regional entity should begin 
the planning and evaluation for conversion to supplementing groundwater 
supplies with a surface water delivery system. The decision of which 
surface water supply to use should be made during this process. 

3. When the pumpage rate reaches 30 MGD, the regional entity should begin 
the actual conversion to supplementing groundwater supplies with a 
surface water delivery system. 

4. This process should allow for approximately 4-5 years for planning and 
evaluating the conversion to surface water and should allow for approxi
mately 2-4 years for the actual implementation of a surface water delivery 
system. 

Figure H-1, a map in Appendix H, exhibits the ability of this plan to expand the 
proposed groundwater delivery system to allow for the use of water from either Lake Sam 
Rayburn or from the future Lake Eastex (via Kurth Lake or some other off-river reservoir). In 
either case, proposed lines will tie in well with the surface water concept. 

11.7 SURFACE WATER AVAILABILITY BY PHASING 

The groundwater supply would be sufficient for about another twenty years of 
growth. At that time, surface water would be needed. Tables 11-5, 11-6, and 11-7 show 
different options that were originally proposed by the Corps of Engineers and the Lower Neches 
Valley Authority for the possible purchase of raw water rights in Sam Rayburn Reservoir. 
Although at this time it appears that a regional entity will probably purchase the water with a 
lump sum payment with bond proceeds, the tables are included for informational purposes. 
Additionally, the Lower Neches Valley Authority has asked the Corps of Engineers to reconsider 
the cost factors assigned to this water since they do reflect a much higher cost than that 
originally incurred in the construction of Sam Rayburn Reservoir. 
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The initial investigation by the Corps was for a total of 11,467 acre-feet. 
Subsequently the Corps discovered that about 3,000 acre-feet had never been allotted in addition 
to the 11,467 acre-feet. No dollar figures were ever received on that amount. Additionally, 
these discussions were taking place in 1987 and 1988, and current interest rates are considerably 
lower, so annual capital costs will probably be lower. 

TABLE 11-5 
DETERMlNATlOII OF WATER RATES FOR RAIl WATER 

rur OF SAIl RAYBURII RESERVOIR 
SEGMENT 1 - 6000 &c_ ft. 

Charges Due 01-01-88 to 01-01-2016 

1. Fixed cost: AFYlUIII capital cost and o&M cost payable to 
U.S. Government annually. 
6000 ac. ft. x sa.185 per ac. ft. = $49,110.00 

2. ~ater cost payable to LNVA 
6000 ac. ft. x S3.82 per ac. ft. = S22.920.00 
Total cost per year for 6,000 ac. ft. = S72,029.50 
Cost per ac. ft. = S12.00 
Cost per 1,000 gals. = S .057 
based upon an anticipated yield of 3910 acre-feet per annu. 

Table 11-5 provides for the initial purchase of 6000 acre-feet of storage of water 
and approximately 3910 acre-feet per annum yield. This water would be paid out over a 28 year 
period. In the Year 2016 the water would be fully paid for. Payments would continue for 
maintenance costs of the reservoir. 

A preliminary contract for form is included in Appendix F. 
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Table 11-6 shows calculations for the remaining 5,467 acre-feet which is inflated 
due to payment not beginning until 1995. Payments would be completed in 21 years. 

TABLE 11-6 
DETERMIIlATlOli Of IlATER RATES Fa! RAil IlATER 

WT OF SAIl RAYBUR/I RESERVOIR 
SEGMENT 2 - 5467 &C_ ft. 

Charges Due 01'01-95 to 01-01'2016 

1. Fixed cost: Annual capital cost and O&M cost payable to 
u.s. Government annually. 
5467 ac. ft. x $18.00 per ac. ft. = $ 98,422.00 

2. lIater cost payable to LNVA 
5467 ac. ft. x $3.82 per ac. ft. = $ 20.884.00 
Total cost per year for 5,467 ac. ft. $119,306.00 
Cos·t per ac. ft. = $ 21.82 
Cost per 1,000 gals. = $ .103 
based upon an anticipated yield of 3560 acre-feet per annum 

Table 11-7 includes calculations if all 11,467 acre-feet of water were purchased 
at one time with payments continuing for 28 years. If the purchase of that water were made 
outright with money borrowed at 8.0% with a twenty year payback, annual costs would be 
$91,903 and total costs would be $135,707. Per thousand costs would be $.0558 per thousand 
gallons of raw water. After twenty years the only costs would be about $.0012 per thousand 
to the LNVA. 

TABLE 11-7 
DETERMIIlATlOli OF IlATER RATES Fa! RAil IlATER 

WT OF SAIl RAYBURN RESERVOIR 
OIIE SEGMENT- 11,467 &c. ft. 

Charges Due 01-01-88 to 01-01'2016 

1. Fixed cost: Annual capital cost and O&M cost payable to 
U.S. Government annually. 
11467 ac. ft. x $9.15 per ac. ft. = $104,903.00 

2. lIater cost payable to LNVA 
11467 ac. ft. x $3.82 per ac. ft. = $ 43.804.00 
Total cost per year for 11,467 ac. ft.= $148,707.00 
Cost per ac. ft. = $ 12.97 
Cost per 1,000 gals. = $ .061 
based upon an anticipated yield of 7467 acre-feet per annlln 
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U.O FINANCIAL FEASmILITY 

The question asked repeatedly when different systems are asked if they wish to 
participate in a regional system is what will the costs be? One of the primary thrusts of this 
report was to establish the possible water sources, and then estimate the cost factors involved 
in delivering treated water to each system. 

The assumption was made that the regional system would actually deliver treated 
water to an existing take point in each system, so that the system could begin accepting water 
with no other construction costs required. Certainly, if the system already has shortages, these 
would have to be addressed on an individual basis although to some degree service pumps, 
storage, and pressure facilities might be addressed by the regional system. 

12.1 ESTIMATED COSTS AND COST DISTRIBUTION 

The following tables, which have been reduced in order to accommodate the 
format of this report, provide in spreadsheet format the estimated individual costs of delivering 
treated water as well as the cost on a regional basis. The regional costs are listed under the 
column Year 2000 and Year 2010 Total System. 

Table 12-1 
Table 12-2 
Table 12-3 
Table 12-4 
Table 12-5 

Year 2000 Surface Water Option 
Year 2010 Surface Water Option 
Year 2000 Groundwater Option 
Year 2010 Groundwater Option 
Year 2000 Groundwater 

Table 12-6 
(Surface Water in Southern Part of County) 

Year 2010 Groundwater 
(Surface Water in Southern Part of County) 

12.1.1 ESTIMATED COSTS 

Total system costs are outlined below. 

Year 2000 Surface Water Option 

Year 2010 Surface Water Option 
Year 2000 Groundwater Option 

Year 2010 Groundwater Option 

$ 14,803,302 
$ 2,296,886 
(Reserve Capacity) 
$20,413,919 
$ 9,150,959 
(without South County) 
$10,125,959 
(without South County) 

Essentially the groundwater option is from 30-50% less expensive than the surface 
water alternative. 
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In Tables 12-1 through 12-6, the format shows line segments in the left column, 
the length of the line segment next, and the following columns yield cost estimates for that 
particular segment for each system. There is a figure on that line under a particular system only 
if that system would use that line segment in deriving its own water source. 

Additionally, a water plant size is given along with supply line costs, intake 
structures, and water plant costs. These columns are useful in determining what the individual 
system costs would be to develop the same source of water. 

12.1.2 COST DISTRIBUTION METHODOWGY 

By determining what each system would spend to obtain its own water source, a 
total of all systems added together is derived. By dividing each system's individual total by the 
aggregate, a percentage of the regional costs is obtained. This percentage is then multiplied by 
the total regional cost(not the aggregate of the individual system costs) for each entity's share 
of the regional costs. 

However, it was determined during the study that this method might not be wholly 
fair in that the systems closest to the source would not only have the least expensive water, but 
that it would be far less expensive than if the more distant systems were not participating in the 
regional effort. If the systems further away chose not to participate, then the costs of the closer 
systems would go up substantially. Therefore, a damping factor was used which essentially 
distributed a portion of the cost on a straight cost per thousand gallons capacity basis. 

median. 
This factor tended to bring the per thousand costs for each system closer to the 
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12.2 SUMMARY OF TAKE-OR-PAY COSTS 

Table 12-7 summarizes the take-or-pay quantities and costs. This table includes 
factors for both surface water and groundwater. As was discussed previously in the report, 
generally take quantities for surface water are larger. In some cases, the cost per thousand is 
less for surface water, but because systems are required to purchase larger quantities of surface 
water, the overall impact on the system is greater though the cost per thousand is less. 

TABLE 12-7 
SlM4ARY Of PROBABLE TAKE-OIl-PAY QUANTITIES AND COSTS 
SURFACE ~TER VERSUS GROUND~ATER 

IIATER NEEDS TAKE-OR-PAY ANNUAL COSTS COST PER THOUSAND GALS. 
SURFACE IIATER GROUNDWATER SURFACE IIATER GROUNDIIATER SURFACE IIATER GROUNDIIATER 

ENTITY 2000 2010 : 2000 2010 2000 2010 2000 2010 : 2000 2010 2000 

BURKE lise 0.40 0.49 : 0.21 0.27 $210,314 5233,478 $129,161 $142,682 : $1.44 51.32 51.69 
CENTRAL IICIO 0.26 0.47 : 0.14 0.25 5237,688 $305,083 $63,248 579,886 : 52.50 $1.78 $1.24 
DIBOLL ,0.50 1.02 : 0.34 0.70 5317,038 5441,270 S214,973 5303,003 : 51.74 $1.19 $1.73 
FOURIIAY lise 0.39 0.45 : 0.21 0.31 $181,830 5194,507 5126,751 $148,639 : 51.28 $1.18 $1.67 
HUDSON lise 0.35 0.71 : 0.19 0.38 $269,862 5367,400 $86,884 $116,209 : 52.11 $1.42 $1.29 
HUNTINGTON 0.27 0.31 : 0.20 0.31 $139,931 $119,716 $121,090 $145,689 : 51.42 $1.06 51.66 
LUFKIN 2.05 4.56 : 1.40 3.12 $1,073,393 $1,582,978 5592,710 $872,545 : $1.43 50.95 51.16 
M & M IISC 0.13 0.37 : 0.07 0.29 5129,175 5198,115 541,944 592,733 : 52.72 $1.49 $1.64 
POLLOK-RED TOlIN IISC 0.15 0.17 : 0.09 0.11 $135,664 5151,967 549,171 $52,519 : 52.48 $2.45 51.50 
RAYBURN IIATER INC 0.25 0.25 : 0.00 0.00 $102,261 $99,999 N/A N/A : $1.12 $1. 10 N/A 
RED LAND IISC 0.23 0.27 : 0.04 0.15 $153,344 5169,704 $26,421 548,092 : 51.83 $1.72 51.81 
ZAVALLA IICID 0.14 0.17 : 0.12 0.15 $65,635 572,014 N/A N/A : 51.28 51.16 N/A 
HIIY.147AREA 0.28 0.33 : 0.22 0.26 5122,101 $132,072 N/A N/A : S1. 19 $1. 10 N/A 

: : 
TOTAL 5.40 9.56 : 3.22 6.30 $3,138,23654,068,303 $1,452,353 $2,001,997 : $1.59 $1.17 51.23 

As can be noted, the groundwater cost for Zavalla and the southern part of the 
County do not appear to be cost-effective. Therefore, another possibility of a smaller surface 
water plant is being pursued for that area as part of the regional plan. 

Table 12-8 further includes the cost of purchasing additional surface water as 
outlined in Chapter 11. This would take average costs up $0.13 in Phase I and $0.07 per 
thousand in Phase II. Lufkin is already purchasing their own surface water, while the other 
systems would need nearly 10 MGD of water. 

Table 12-8 also includes costs for annualizing interest during construction. This 
figure is not included in Tables 12-1 through 12-6 because it is an approximate figure, it can be 
offset by investment of bond proceeds during the construction phase, and because each system 
may choose to pay this cost out of pocket rather than borrowing the money to pay for it. 
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2010 

$1.45 
SO.88 
51.19 
51.31 
50.84 
51.29 
50.77 
50.88 
51.31 

N/A 
50.88 

N/A 
N/A 

SO.87 



ENTITY 

GROUNDIIATER 

BURKE IISC 
CENTRAL IICID 
DIBOLL 
FOURIIAY IISC 
HillSON IISC 
HUNTINGTON 
LUFKIN 
M & M IISC 
POLLOK-REO TOlIN IISC 
RED LAND IISC 
SUBTOTAL 

SURFACE IIATER 

ZAVALLA IICID 
Hill. 147 AREA 
SUBTOTAL 

TOTAL 

TABLE 12-8 
AllIlUAL AlII) PER TIKlJSAIID COSTS FOR GRWlllIlATER OPTION 
INCLIIlING PURCHASE COSTS FOR ADDITIOIIAL SURFACE IlATER 

AND FOR AllNUALlZED INTEREST DURING CONSTRUCTION 

IIATER NEEDS 

2000 2010 2090 

0.21 0.27 1.06 
0.14 0.25 2.00 
0.34 0.70 2.60 
0.21 0.31 1.14 
0.19 0.38 1.86 
0.20 0.32 0.84 
1.40 3.12 15.43 
0.07 0.29 0.86 
0.09 0.11 0.57 
0.04 0.15 0.56 
2.88 5.9026.92 

0.12 0.15 0.40 
0.22 0.26 1.05 
0.34 0.41 1.45 

3.22 6.30 28.37 

TAKE-OR-PAY 
ANNUAL COSTS 

2000 2010 

5135,335 5133,961 
$68,704 586,297 

$221,854 $289,395 
$132,963 $141,679 
$93,369 $122,770 

5127,208 5139,522 
5609,918 5929,458 
S45,653 598,986 
$53,146 $53,913 
529.999 $53.293 

51,518,14952,049,274 

$77,668 $82,387 
5138.919 5142.103 
5216,587 $224,490 

51,734,736 52,273,764 

ANNUALIZED 
PURCHASE OF ADD. INTEREST 
SURFACE IIATER DURING 
ANNUAL COSTS CONSTRUCT. 

QUANT. COST COST 

0.67 513,746 S4,059 
1.02 $20,824 $1,674 
1.67 $34,188 $7,491 
0.74 515,195 $3,975 
1.08 $22,163 52,218 
0.63 512,926 53,850 

25.00 566,938 $14,019 
0.61 512,462 51,883 
0.33 56,723 $1,549 
0.36 57.324 $1.130 

32.125212,489 S41,848 

0.30 56,122 52,584 
0.65 513.336 S4.456 
0.95 519,458 57,040 

33.075231,947 S48,888 

ADJUSTED 
COST PER 

1000 GALS. 

2000 2010 

52.00 51.54 
51.78 51.19 
$2.12 51.30 
52.00 $1.42 
51.7451.08 
51.97 51.34 
51.35 50.89 
52.49 $1.07 
51.87 $1.55 
$2.6351.13 
51.69 51.07 

51.92 51.67 
51.9551.70 
$1.94 51.69 

51.7151.11 

12.3 PROPOSED TAKE-OR-PAY QUANTITIES AND COSTS 

Table 12-9 summarizes the total project costs along with outlining the 
methodology for take-or-pay and proportioning of costs. The column title "Pct. of Capital 
Costs" would show the percentage of construction costs for which each entity would be 
responsible. The money for construction would be borrowed by the regional entity but the 
individual systems would make annual payments which would retire the debt. 

The column labeled "Pct. of Production" establishes the percentage of the total 
system production to which that entity is entitled. Therefore, assuming the total system could 
produce 3.22 MGD in the fust phase(which would cover till the Year 2000), then Burke W.S.C. 
would be entitled to 4.29% of the production, or .21 MGD. Their costs would include the 
payback on 8.36% of construction costs, as well as the actual cost per thousand gallons of 
operation and maintenance costs. 
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TABLE 12-9 
~1' Of TOTAL rosTS AND APPORTIONING OF rosTS 

YR. 2010 
PROJECTED PCT. OF 

IIATER NEEDS TOTAL PCT. OF TOTAL PCT. OF 
ANNUAL CAPITAL ANNUAL PRODUCTION 

ENTITY 2000 2010 2090 COSTS COSTS COSTS 

GROUNDIIATER 

BURKE IISC 0.21 0.27 1.06 5160,487 8.36% 6.40% 4.29% 
CENTRAL IICID 0.14 0.25 2.00 5102,384 3.42% 4.08% 3.97% 
DIBOLL 0.34 0.70 2.60 5344,682 15.31% 13.75% 11.11% 
FOURIIAY IISC 0.21 0.31 1.14 5167,809 8.13% 6.69% 4.92% 
HUDSON IISC 0.19 0.38 1.86 5140,590 4.53% 5.61% 5.95% 
HUNTINGTON 0.20 0.32 0.84 5162,465 7.87% 6.48% 5.08% 
LUFKIN 1.40 3.12 15.43 5953,502 28.65% 38.03% 49.52% 
M & M IISC 0.07 0.29 0.86 5107,078 3.85% 4.27% 4.60% 
POllOK'REDTOIIN IISC 0.09 0.11 0.57 560,791 3.16% 2.42% 1.75% 
RED LAND IISC 0.04 0.15 0.56 556,546 2.31% 2.26% 2.38% 
SUBTOTAL 2.88 5.90 26.92 $2.256.334 85.60% 89.99% 93.56% 

SURFACE IIATER 

ZAVAllA IICID 0.12 0.15 0.40 591,092 5.16% 3.63% 2.36% 
HIIY. 147 AREA 0.22 0.26 1.05 5159,895 9.24% 6.38% 4.08% 
SUBTOTAL 0.34 0.41 1.45 5250,988 14.40% 10.01% 6.44% 

TOTAL 3.22 6.30 28.37 52,507,322 100% 100% 100% 

12.4 PROJECTED lMPACT ON INDIVIDUAL SYSTEMS 

Because each system has its own particular financial structure, the 
projecting of impacts of purchase of water is very difficult and very risky. 
However, in an effort to give some concept of the relative impact of the proposed 
project on the individual system, Table 12-10 makes some rough projections using 
general rules of thumb of operating procedures. 
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TABlE 12-10 
PROBABLE I"'ACT 011 EXI STING RATE STRUCnJRES 

YR. 2000 PROJECT. PROJECT. CURRENT PROJ. 
CURRENT CURRENT CURRENT CURRENT PROJ. ESTIMATED WATER ANNUAL NEil AVG. AVG. 

BASE PER 1000 NO. OF USAGE YR. 2000 CURRENT PURCH. PURCHASES AVOIDED ANNUAL HO. MO. 
-=NTlTY RATE RATE CONNECT, ~MGD 1 USAGE BUDGET ~MGDl YR. 2000 COSTS BUDGET BILL BILL 

URICE IISC $14.50 $2.50 837 0.23 0.42 $300,593 0.24 $148,434 $63,860 S385,167 529.93 $38.35 
CENTRAL WCID $6.50 $1.30 1635 0.42 o.n $248,902 0.14 $91,232 $22,177 $317,957 $12.69 $16.21 
DIBOLL $5.50 $1.35 1375 0.85 1.07 5443,558 0.47 $295,788 $90,750 5648,596 $26.88 $39.31 

-OURIIA Y IISC $7.00 52.00 990 0.21 0.39 $238,560 0.25 $150,444 548,271 5340,733 $20.08 $28.68 
UDSON IISC $7.00 $2.00 14n 0.42 0.84 $397,715 0.19 $117,131 $33,357 5481,489 $22.52 527.26 
UNTINGTON $9.50 $3.50 766 0.24 0.27 $326,503 0.24 $144,808 546,340 5424,971 $35.52 546.23 

LUFKIN $6.04 $1.48 11296 5.43 6.41 $3,352,599 1.40 $n9,752 $198,268 53,884,083 $24.73 $28.65 
M & M IISC $9.00 52.00 677 0.14 0.32 5161,167 0.14 587,374 522,177 5226,364 $19.84 $27.86 

-OLLOIC-REDTOIIN 510.00 51.50 300 0.08 0.15 $60,830 0.10 559,688 519,309 5101,210 516.90 528.11 
EDLAND IISC $8.50 51.00 607 0.14 0.23 590,601 0.08 550,300 $12,673 5128,228 $12.44 $17.60 

_AVAllA IICID $11.00 51.50 368 0.08 0.14 $75,410 0.13 587,432 $25,101 5137,741 $17.08 531.19 

$8.59 $1.83 20323 8.24 10.96 55,696,438 3.38 51,962,383 $582,285 $7,076,537 

NOTE: This chart is based on rates in 1989 and on approximations based on connections and rate 
structures. It is intended only to give some general idea of the impact of the new water source and 
its cost on current rate structures. This approach is very cautious and does not consider the impact 
of growth and the resulting greater income from that source. 

523.36 $29.02 

Table 12-10 uses some very general assumptions, one of which is that the system 
is not putting money into reserve and that all current debt payments will continue. Additionally, 
this table does not take into consideration any additional income from new growth within the 
system. This means that Table 12-10 should represent a worst case scenario since systems 
would be purchasing water sufficient for at least the Year 2000 but paying for it on the basis of 
the current number of connections. Each system should perform its own individual analysis of 
the impact of purchasing regional water. 

Generally, the Phase I impact will be the greatest since most of the lines would 
be constructed under that Phase. This cost would be distributed on a lesser base of water usage 
than at the later time when the system's water usage and sales will have grown. 

Two of the columns estimate the current average monthly bill per user and the 
projected average monthly water bill. These columns should give some rough idea of the degree 
of the impact of the costs of this new water source. 

Zavalla welD would show the greatest increase, 82.7%, due to the relatively 
small current amount of usage, the location in the southern end of the county which would be 
served by a surface water plant, and the relatively low current water rates. Pollok-Redtown also 
shows a significant increase, again primarily due to the low amount of water usage and the low 
current average bill. Most of the entities would increase rates from 15.9-46.2% based on the 
assumptions made above. 
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PCT. 
INCREASE 
REQUIRED 

28.14% 
27.74% 
46.23% 
42.83% 
21.06% 
30.16% 
15.85% 
40.45% 
66.38% 
41.53% 
82.66% 

24.23% 



13.0 ORGANIZATIONAL OPTIONS 

13.1 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

The decision on the type of entity to be selected to pursue the regional system is 
dependent on a number of critical issues. Those that are readily evident include the following: 

1. Control of the system. In this case, the City of Lufkin would be using 
roughly half of the water from the system, and in addition would be "sharing" 
lines around Loop 287 and to the south. On the other hand, there is some 
concern that Lufkin might simply dictate the operation of the system, and the 
other entities would simply have to comply. 

2. Financing. Due to various legal requirements, different types of fmancing 
are available to different types of entities. Tax-free bonds and the accompanying 
lower interest rates can only be issued by tax-free type entities. For instance, in 
this case, non-profit water supply corporations would not individually have access 
to tax-free bonds, but cities and districts would. 

A concern in this area is that if more than ten percent of the bond proceeds are 
used to provide for entities that are not tax-free, then the issuance of the bonds 
in a tax-free status is clouded. However, if twenty-five percent of the water is 
used for residential purposes, then a bond issue could be made but it would be 
on a taxable bond basis. Probably in excess of eighty percent of the water of 
these entities is being used for residential purposes. There are then probably 
different ways to structure the overall program to comply with these regulations 
in order to sell tax-free bonds. 

One area that will require consideration involves the possible conversion 
of the Water Supply Corporations to Special Utility Districts. This would allow 
them to be eligible for tax-exempt status saving money on fmancing, ad valorem 
taxes, and sales taxes. This conversion process would require a confirmation 
election, and elections may be difficult if residents do not understand that Special 
Utility Districts cannot levy property taxes. 

3. Legal Requirements. In addition to the fmancing considerations outlined 
above, there are also legal restrictions as to types of entities and the activities 
they can be involved in. A number of entities can provide water to the area, but 
the most likely candidates appear to be either a water control and improvement 
district, a special utility district, a municipal utility district, or a regional authority 
such as a River Authority. 

In each of these cases, fmancial arrangements will have some ramifications since, 
for instance, in the case of a special utility district, no tax base exists and legally 
taxes cannot be implemented. Therefore revenue bonds could not have a cross
pledge of taxes. Although in any of the financing cases, taxes have not been 
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13.2 

13.2.1 

considered as a means of paying for improvements, the cross-pledge security 
might provide a lower interest rate on bonds. 

Generally, the means of formation for a regional district includes legislative 
action. Therefore, the timing of formation is dictated somewhat by legislative 
activity. 

4. Public Acceptability. No matter how good a solution looks, it must be 
palatable to the general public. This probably includes all of the items above, 
although certainly the actual impact on the pocket-book should be the greatest 
factor. 

5. Operation of System. Much of the decision about the type of entity is 
dependent on how the system will be operated. Will the individual system have 
its own staff and do the operations of the regional system, or should they be con
tracted out to an entity? 

Since the well field option appears to be the most feasible, since the City of 
Lufkin has well fields in the same general area as the Champion fields, and since 
the water production operations are very similar, it stands to reason that one 
strong option would be that the City of Lufkin would operate the system. This 
has the additional advantage of not building a staff which would essentially 
parallel the Lufkin staff. 

REGIONAL WATER AUTHORITY 

REGIONAL WATER DISTRICT 

One of the early options with the Executive Committee included the formation of 
a district with a diverse board. Potential composition of the board would include the following: 

ENTITY 
NO. OF 

REPRESENT ATIYES 

City of Lufkin 1 
City of Diboll 1 
City of Huntington 1 
Water Districts 1 
Water Supply Corporations 2 
Angelina County 1 
A.N.R.A. 1 

NO. OF 
VOTES 

6 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1/2 
112 

Mathematically, this gives the City of Lufkin half of the votes, so that the City 
of Lufkin can effectively veto any action, but also cannot dominate the activities of the District. 
Since the regional effort appears to be good for all parties involved, there are not any readily 
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evident conflicts, and certainly at this time there is a sound, sharing attitude. However, the 
composition of the board can insure against possible future conflicts. 

By legislative action, a regional agency could be established without taxing power, 
but with broad powers to provide services supported by contract revenue bond financing. This 
entity would act as an umbrella agency with County-wide responsibilities and would be 
responsible for planning and flnancing the services to be provided on a regional basis, including 
raw water supplies, transmission mains, water treatment plants and regional storage facilities. 
This agency could operate or contract for operation of the regional facilities and provide 
wholesale services to customer entities. The regional agency would facilitate joint funding of 
major facilities, and with the agreement of affected, could facilitate the creation of sub-regional 
systems with powers to flnance local facilities through taxes where utility revenues are not 
sufficient. The regional agency could implement the County-wide plan as an interconnected 
network and provide for emergency interconnections with water systems in adjoining counties. 

PROS: 

1. A county-wide district would be a truly regional, County-wide agency that 
can be made capable of implementing the objective. 

2. It could be tailor-made to precisely suit the needs and desires of the 
County entities, with appropriate powers, duties and responsibilities as are 
considered necessary to achieve the objective. 

3. Provides flexibility. 

4. Can contract on a regional needs basis without any separate entity 
becoming responsible for the debts of another. 

5. Can easily define boundaries as those of the County. 

6. No general elections required since no general taxing powers are to be 
requested, except in the case of speciflc subregions having special needs 
and desiring taxing power. 

7. Ability to easily contract with other agencies. 
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CONS; 

1. Is required to explicitly address geopolitical/legal questions such as 
method of selecting governing board and the types of services and powers 
to be vested in the agency. 

2. Requires passage of legislation and requires substantial support of general 
population of County. 

The district might also be formed as an Underground Water Control District to 
meet other state requirements as well. Since it would be the predominant underground water 
user of the county, this might make good sense. 

The negative side of this approach is the difficulty of forming a district. 
Additionally, the bond rating would be somewhat in doubt initially since it is not an existing 
entity. Another consideration is that this option would require a confirmation election, and the 
public would have to understand the need for the district, and the other options. However, 
bonds would also probably require an election, so the educational process is needed anyway. 

13.2.2 INDIVIDUAL CITY OR WATER ENTITY 

The City of Lufkin appears to be the only entity that would be large enough to 
handle a project of this size. Additionally, since the system would share lines with the City of 
Lufkin, an option with another city or water entity being the owner would probably not be 
acceptable to Lufkinites. 

This option is far more streamlined than that of the district in the issuing of 
bonds, and in fact in the decision-making process. Future reactions to changes in operations and 
costs would be quicker and more decisive. 

However, this option would leave the City in control of the entire system--a 
situation that might not be acceptable to at least some of the entities of the County. If an 
agreement cannot be reached on the formation of a district, this option might become the best. 
Ultimately, in that case, the City would probably extend lines to those entities desiring to buy 
water and the regional system would be completed in that way. 

Another option might be the formation of a separate board under the City of 
Lufkin which would be the "Water Supply Board." This board would have authority over the 
water supply system, and the accounting of this system would be separated from other City 
activities. This would be similar to the regional system except that the City of Lufkin would 
actually issue the bonds and own the system. 
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13.2.3 RIVER AUTHORITY 

River authorities have historically played a role in the construction and operations 
of regional water systems. In this case the Angelina and Neches River Authority has its offices 
in Lufkin. In addition, some negotiations on surface water rights might well ensue with the 
Lower Neches Valley Authority. However, since the Angelina and Neches River Authority 
generally serves this area, an option to go with a river authority would probably include working 
with A.N.R.A. 

Since the Board of A.N.R.A. is appointed by the governor and is in theory, at 
least, subject to some political activities, the executive board has been cautious about considering 
the option of the use of a river authority. 

However, this remains an option, both for ownership and for operations. 
Additionally, it is conceivable that even if the river authority were not the entity to construct the 
system they might still be the financing vehicle. This could be accomplished through an 
agreement to issue bonds with a contract for construction and operations with the regional 
district. Ownership of the facilities would pass to the regional authority upon retirement of the 
bonds. 

This same scenario might occur with the formation of some sort of legal 
corporation whose membership would consist of the participating entities, and which would 
contract with A.N.R.A. for financing arrangements. 

13.3 COST FACTORS 

13.3.1 FORMATION AND OPERATIONAL COSTS 

Since the City of Lufkin and A.N.R.A. are existing entities, there would be no 
costs for the formation of a new entity. On the other hand, costs to form a new countywide 
entity such as a water district could be in excess of $75,000-$100,000. Additionally, where 
Lufkin and A.N.R.A. have existing staff and office space, the new entity would require starting 
from scratch. The estimated "extra costs" which would be incurred annually by an independent 
entity would be about $60,000 including the full salary of a general manager(as opposed to 
partial salaries in the other cases) and the costs of a secretary. Office space would be required, 
as well as all of the equipment and furnishings required. If the system fully operated the 
system, then operators and other field personnel would be required. This would also be true if 
A.N.R.A. were the operator, though to a lesser degree. 

13.3.2 GENERAL COMPARISON OF COST FACTORS 

Generally speaking, since the City of Lufkin is already fully operational in 
producing water from a well system, and treating and distributing it, Lufkin can produce water 
less expensively than the other two options. A.N.R.A. could be used as outlined and could 
subcontract operations to the City of Lufkin to take advantage of these efficiencies. If A.N.R.A. 
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14.0 OTHER CONSIDERATIONS 

The process for determining the feasibility of a regional water supply plan should 
include a review of requirements expected of the various regulatory or funding agencies most 
likely to be involved in implementation of the project. 

14.1 PERMITS/AGENCIES 

14.1.1 u.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 

Under the provisions of Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899, the 
Corps of Engineers has jurisdiction to regulate certain structures and or work in or affecting 
navigable waters of the United States. In addition, the Corps of Engineers has jurisdiction to 
regulate the discharge of dredged or fill material into waters of the United States, including their 
adjacent wetlands, pursuant to Section 404 of the Clean Water Act. Any activities subject to 
Section 10 and/or Section 404 would warrant a permit from the Department of the Army. 

14.1.2 TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH 

All plans and specifications for construction of public water supply, treatment and 
distribution systems must be reviewed and approved by the Texas Department of Health prior 
to construction. In addition, sanitary control easements must be obtained for any new water well 
in accordance with health department regulations. 

14.1.3 TEXAS STATE DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS AND PUBLIC 
TRANSPORTATION 

A permit must be obtained for any facilities proposed to be constructed in state 
highway right-of-way. 

14.1.4 ANGELINA COUNTY COMl\flSSIONERS COURT 

A permit must be obtained for any facilities proposed to be constructed in county 
road right-of-way. 

14.2 ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS 

While it is beyond the scope of this study to prepare a detailed environmental 
assessment, a few comments can be made regarding potential benefits and problems anticipated 
if the water supply alternative recommended in this study is implemented. A full environmental 
assessment will be required prior to construction if any state or federal funds are to be used for 
the project. 
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The greatest potential environmental benefit expected from the recommended 
project is the management of the groundwater aquifers by a regionally responsible entity. 
Withdrawal of water from the aquifers can be kept within the safe yield and the region's water 
needs supplemented by surface water sources as demand for water increases. 

Other than the normal, temporary effects of construction, such as increased noise 
and dust, no long-term negative impacts are anticipated due to this project. One area of potential 
concern in our East Texas environment, however, is the habitat of the Red Cockaded 
Woodpecker. Plant site locations and waterline routes must be chosen so as not to disturb this 
species. 

At such time as the full environmental effects of the proposed project are 
analyzed, the assessment must conform to Texas Water Development Board Rule 363.53. 
Basically, this environmental assessment shall: (1) predict anticipated changes which are the 
result of a proposed action, and (2) determine magnitude and extent of the particular changes 
through research, professional judgement, and/or discussions. The assessment should 
demonstrate that a systematic interdisciplinary approach was used in addressing environmental, 
social and economic impacts; all reasonable alternatives were considered; and, the assessment 
was relied upon to support decisions made in planning the project. 

As a part of the environmental assessment procedures, the following agencies must 
be notified and asked to provide comments: 

1. Texas Parks and Wildlife Department 
- endangered species 

2. Texas Antiquities Committee 
- sites of historical and cultured significance 

3. Historic Preservation Officer 
Texas Historical Commission 
- sites with historical or archeological significance. 

14.3 ARCHEOLOGICAL AND HISTORICAL ANALYSIS 

While it is beyond the scope of this study to prepare a detailed archeological and 
historical analysis, some general comments are provided for consideration should the 
recommendations of this study be implemented, at which time a full archeological and historical 
study may be required. 

Sites of archeological significance are scattered over the East Texas area. It is 
advisable to have the project reviewed by a qualified person or entity in the very preliminary 
stages of design so that any known sites may be avoided. The following agencies must be 
notified and asked for comments: 
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1. Texas Antiquities Committee 
- sites of historical and cultured significance 

2. Historic Preservation Officer 
Texas Historical Commission 
- sites with historical or archeological significance. 

14.4 WATER CONSERVATION PLANNING 

This study projects the anticipated growth, both for population and water demand, 
for Angelina County, and this growth will lead to significantly increased demands for water 
resources and subsequently to more capital investment in the County's water utility systems. 
The increased expenditures will not be only in the supply pipes, storage tanks and pumping 
facilities, but also in the actual acquisition of water sources. 

The anticipated growth will also provide opportunities to reduce demands upon 
the water utility systems through the adoption and implementation of water conservation 
strategies aimed specifically at new residential, commercial and industrial development. These 
opportunities come from the ability to require improved water use efficiency in the planning, 
design and construction of new development. 

In addition to water conservation strategies directed at new development, there 
are many other conservation concepts that are aimed at improving the efficient use of water by 
existing customers. Some of these other water conservation concepts are: 

1. Implementation of utility rate structures that promote conservation, 

2. Implementation of programs for gradual replacement of wasteful water 
fixtures in existing homes, businesses and industry, 

3. Continued customer education/information programs that instill the need 
for and provide practical applications for water conservation, 

4. Water demand controls that place limits on non-essential uses for water 
(i.e., car washing, landscape, irrigation, washing down of driveways and 
sidewalks, etc.) 

5. Water system monitoring plans to identify and replace leaking pipes and 
faulty meters. 

The potential benefits of water conservation are indeed significant. The reduction 
of water demands and wastewater flows by the implementation of water conservation measures 
should reduce costs to utilities and subsequently reduce future increases in utility rates for 
customers. In addition, the water conservation plan will have a positive impact on our 
environment by minimizing the water taken from underground or from surface reservoirs, and 
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by limiting the discharges from wastewater treatment facilities. Another benefit of water 
conservation is the potential reduction in utility costs provided by more optimal sizing of new 
pipelines and facilities, and by providing a more favorable thumb and sizing of existing facilities 
expansions. 

For the Angelina County area, the water conservation techniques previously 
mentioned, and many others, are applicable on a system by system basis. The actual 
application/implementation of these techniques is more suitably addressed once there is an 
agreement on a regional entity with the proper representation and authority. 

This study involves various types of entities - municipalities, water supply 
corporations, water control and improvement districts, counties and industries. Each entity will 
need to adopt and implement the special water conservation strategies that will best suit its type 
of entity and its goals/objectives. In the interim, this study recommends the adoption of the 
attached "Water Conservation Resolution" (Appendix C) by each of the participating entities to 
demonstrate their determination to implement a viable water conservation plan. 

As a part of this water study, the following recommended strategy for water 
conservation was developed. Each individual water agency or governmental entity should have 
the flexibility to develop and implement its own water conservation program, consistent with the 
goals and intents of the future regional agency, but best suited to its type of entity and its 
goals/objectives. In the interim, this study recommends the adoption of the attached "Water 
Conservation Resolution" (Appendix C) by each of the participating entities to demonstrate their 
determination to implement a viable water conservation plan. As a specific part of the individual 
conservation programs, it is recommended that a reasonable and achievable goal for conservation 
would be a ten percent (10%) reduction in per capita water demand by the year 2000. This ten 
percent reduction would result in a decrease in the average daily demand within the County of 
approximately 0.55 MGD in the year 2000 and 1.10 mgd in 2010. 

The Texas Water Development Board has established regulations for fmancial 
assistance that include requirements for water conservation planning and drought contingency 
planning. All water conservation and drought contingency plans must address the water 
conservation measures specified in 31 Texas Annotated Code 363.52 and follow the Texas Water 
Development Board's "Guidelines for Municipal Water Conservation Planning and Program 
Development" (copy included in Appendix C). 

The following format must be used. Each plan element should be addressed and 
if not applicable, a brief explanation should be presented/discussed. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
A. Brief Description of Planning Area and Proposed Project (if applicable) 
B. Utility Evaluation Data 
C. Need for and Goals of the Program 

II. LONG TERM WATER CONSERVATION PLAN 
A. Plan Elements 

1. Education and Information 
a. First Year Program 
b. Long Term Program 
c. Information to Customers 

2. Water Conservation Plumbing Code 
3. Water Conservation Retrofit Program 
4. Conservation Oriented Water Rate Structure 
5. Universal Metering and Meter Checking, Repair and Replacement 
6. Water Conserving Landscaping 
7. Water Audits and Leak Detection 
8. Recycling and Reuse 
9. Means of Implementation and Enforcement 

B. Annual Reporting 
C. Contracts with Other Political Entities 

ill. DROUGHT CONTINGENCY PLAN 
A. Trigger Conditions 

1. Mild 
2. Moderate 
3. Severe 

B. Drought Contingency Measures 
1. Mild 
2. Moderate 
3. Severe 

C. Information and Eduction 
D. Initiation Procedures 
E. Termination Notification Actions 
F. Means of Implementation 

IV. LEGAL AND REGULATORY COMPONENTS 

A. Plan Adoption Resolution (required) 
B. Drought Contingencies Ordinance/Regulation 

(required) 
C. Water Conservation Plumbing Code Regulation 

(optional) 
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Drought contingency planning is recommended to be included in the water 
conservation plans that must be adopted by customer entities. It is recommended that the 
regional entity make the initial determination of "drought conditions" and recommend measures 
to be implemented by customer entities, and be responsible for making the general public aware 
of the drought conditions and efforts being taken to address the problem. 
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APPENDIX B 

ANALYSIS OF EXISTING DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 
CITY OF LUFKIN 

PROJECT SCOPE 

A separate document entitled "Lufkin Water Distribution 
study - May 1989" was prepared by Everett Griffith, Jr. 
& Associates, Inc. to analyze the City of Lufkin's water 
distribution system to identify deficiencies, evaluate 
alternatives, recommend improvements and provide 
estimated costs to implement the recommendations. The 
ci ty' s current needs were examined in light of proj ected 
needs for the years 2000 and 2010. This information will 
enable the city to begin a program of water system 
improvements by phases to best fit area growth and 
funding ability. In addition, by defining the City's 
needs and comparing them to the regional needs, a joint 
use of certain proposed water lines can be explored for 
cost-sharing benefits. This is discussed in more detail 
in Chapter 8 of the regional study. 

ANALYSIS 

Hydraulic analysis of Lufkin's existing and future water 
distribution system was accomplished through the use of 
a computer. This analysis provided a method to estimate 
the effect of changing demands on the water distribution 
system. The hydraulic model used in this study was 
developed at the University of Kentucky and is known as 
the "Kentucky Pipe Network Analysis Program" or "KYPIPE". 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based upon the hydraulic analysis of the Lufkin system, 
water plant and distribution system improvements were 
determined. These improvements were divided into a three 
phase construction program, as shown in the following 
Table and on Figure B-1. Total cost for all three phases 
is estimated at $7,672,000. 
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TABLE B-1 
CITY OF LUFKIN 

WATER SYSTEM 

PHASE I - CURRENT NEEDS 
IMPROVEMENTS 

COST ESTIMATE 

Description 

24" Diameter Waterline 
16" Diameter Waterline 
12" Diameter Waterline 
8" Diameter Waterline 
1.0 million gal. Ground Storage Tank 
1.0 million gal. Elevated Storage Tank 
Add 2,200 gpm High Service Pump 
Fire Hydrants 

PHASE II - YEAR 2000 
IMPROVEMENTS 

COST ESTIMATE 

Description 

16" Diameter Waterline 
12" Diameter Waterline 
8" Diameter Waterline 
1.0 million gal. Ground storage Tank 
Fire Hydrants 

PHASE III - YEAR 2010 
IMPROVEMENTS 

COST ESTIMATE 

Description 

8" Diameter Waterline 
1.0 million gal. Ground Storage Tank 
Add 1,500 gpm High Service Pump 
Fire Hydrants 

Estimated 
Ouantity 

2,100 L.F. 
21,310 L.F. 
27,400 L.F. 
3,450 L.F. 

1 Each 
1 Each 
1 Each 

302 Each 

Estimated 
Quantity 

13,860 L.F. 
24,100 L.F. 
22,870 L.F. 

1 Each 
262 Each 

Estimated 
Ouantity 

5,450 L.F. 
1 Each 
1 Each 

210 Each 
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APPENDIX C 

WATER CONSERVATION RESOLUTION 

Whereas it is recognized that water conservation is a necessity; 
and 

Whereas planning for future water supply needs and promoting water 
conservation go together; and 

Whereas Angelina county's cities and water entities are committed 
to the prudent use of the available water and financial resources, 

Now Therefore be it Resolved, that: 

It appears that a reasonable and achievable goal for water 
conservation is a ten percent (10%) reduction in water demands 
by the year 2000; and 

Each water utility agency should have the flexibility to 
develop and implement its own water conservation program; and 

That a water conservation program should include: 

1. The adoption of utility rate programs that reflect the 
true cost of water and that promotes conservation, 

2. A continuing customer education and information program 
that informs customers of the need for and methods of how 
to conserve water, 

3. Adoption and implementation of other water conservation 
methods that are applicable to local circumstances. 

Accepted and Approved this _____ day of ________ , 19 

Signed: ________________ _ 
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A water conservation plan and a drought contingency plan are required as a 

part of an application submitted by a political subdivision to the Texas Water 

Development Board for financial assistance from the Development Fund or the 

Water Loan Assistance Fund. Furthermore, a successful applicant is required 

to have a program in place before loan funds can be released. The origin of 

these requirements is action taken by the 69th Texas Legislature in 1985. The 

conservation requirements were established by Kouse Bill (HB) 2 and House 

Joint ResolutiC'" (HJR) 6. On November 5, 1985, Texas voters approved an 

amendment to the Texas Constitution that provided for the implementation of 

HB 2. 

The Texas water Development Board has promulgated Financial Assistance Rules 

which specify water conservation planning requirements. This document pro

vides the guidelines for developing conservation and drought contingency plans 

and programs that will meet the regulatory requirements of the Texas water 

Developnent Board. 

Included in these guidelines are the required elements of the water COD

servation plan that must accompany an application. The implemented plan is 

anticipated to becane the required water conservation program. Included with 

these guidelines are three tables (Tables 1, 2, and 3) that present examples 

of methods, structural techniques, and behavioral changes that can be used in 

designing and implementing a water conservation plan. Tables 4, 5, and 6, 

which list water conserving devices for retrofit and new construction and the 

expected energy savings associated with various water conserving devices, are 

also provided. A Saople Review Checklist, which provides a convenient method 

of insuring that all components important in developing a water conservation 

plan have been considered, has also been included as an appendix. 
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The rules and, therefore, these guidelines apply to eligible applicants who 

sell water or provide wastewater service directly to individual customers and 

to those utilities that sell water or provide wastewater service to other 

political subdivisions of the state. In the latter case, the requirements of 

the Board for water conservation and drought contingency planning and program 

Unplernentation will need to be met through oontractural agreements between the 

selling political subdivision and the purchasing political subdivision. 
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GJidelines for Water Conservation and Drought 

Contingency Plan DevelopDel'lt 

I. ~ION 

Water used in the residential and commercial sector involves the day-to-day 

activities of all citizens of the state and includes water used for drinking, 

bathing, cooking, toilet flushing, fire protection, lawn watering, swimming 

pools, laundry, dish washing, car washing, and sanitation. Since the early 

1960s, per capita water use in the state has increased about four, gallons per 

person per decade. More important, per capita water use during droughts is 

usually about one-third greater than during periods of average precipitation. 

The objective of a conservation program is to reduce the quantity required for 

each water using activity, insofar as is practical, through the Unplementation 

of efficient water use practices. A drought contingency program provides 

procedures for voluntary and mandatory actions to be put into effect to 

temporarily reduce the demand placed upon a water supply system during a water 

shortage emergency. Drought contingency procedures include conservation but 

may also include prohibition of certain uses. Both programs are tools that 

water purveyors should have available to operate effectively in all 

situations. 

~ny communities throughout the United States have used conservation measures 

to successfully cope with various water and wastewater problems. Reductions 

in water use of as much as 25 percent or more have been achieved, but the 

1 
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noonal range is from 5 percent to 15 percent. As a result of reduced water 

use, wastewater flows have also been reduced by 5 percent to 10 percent. 

A drought contingency program includes those measures that a city or utility 

can use to cause a significant, but temporar", reduction in water use. These 

measures usually involve either voluntary use reductions, the restriction or 

eltmination of certain types of water use, water rationing, or the temporary 

use of water fram sources other than the established supplies. Communities 

that have used drought contingency programs have achieved short-term water use 

reductions in excess of 50 percent during drought emergency situations. 

Because the onset of emergency conditions is often rapid, it is ~rtant that 

a city or utility be prepared in advance. Further, the citizen or customer 

must know that certain measures not used in an ongoing conservation program 

may be necessary if drought or other emergency conditions occur. 

II. WM'BR COHSERVA'l'IOH PLAN 

A water conservation plan and a drought contingency plan specify and explain 

the actions a specific city or utility will take to Unplement a water con-

servation program. The implementation of the water conservation plan is con-

sidered to be the water conservation program. The Texas Water Development 

Board will carefully review each applicant's plan to insure that the specific 

methods and actions described in the plan will accomplish water conservation. 

The nine principal water conservation methods to be examined and considered in 

preparing a water conservation plan that will meet the Board's regulations are 

as follows: 

1. mucation and Infonnation; 
2. Plumbing Codes or ordinances for water conserving devices in new construc

tion; 
3. Retrofit Programs to improve water use efficiency in existing buildings; 
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4. Conservation-oriented water Rate Structures; 
5. universal l'Ietering and meter repair and replacement; 
6. water Conserving Landscaping; 
7. Leak Detection and repa i r ; 
8. Recycling and Reuse; and 
9. Means of ~lementation am Enforcauent. 

The applicant's water conservation plan will include one or more of these 

methods, or equivalent methods, as appropriate, in order to reduce per capita 

water use so that total water use and sewage flow rates are reduced. '!be 

water conservation methods are described and illustrated below. 

Education and Iniomation: The most readily available and lowest cost method 

of promoting water conservation is to inform water users about ways to save 

water inside homes and other buildings, in landscaping and lawn uses, and in 

recreational uses. In-home water use accounts for an average of 65 percent of 

total residential use, while the remaining 35 percent is used for exterior 

residential purposes such as lawn watering and car washing. Average 

residential in-home water use data indicate that about 40 percent is used for 

toilet flushing, 35 percent for bathing, 11 percent for kitchen uses, and 14 

percent for clothes washing. Water saving methods that can be practiced by 

the individual water user are listed below. 

In the Batbrocm, CUst:aDers Should be Encouraged to: 

• Take a shower instead of filling the tub and taking a bath. Showers 

usually use less water than tub baths. 

• Install a low-flow shower head which restricts the quantity of flow at 

60 psi to no more than 3.0 gallons per minute. 

• Take short showers and install a cutoff valve or turn the water off 

while soaping and back on again only to rinse. 
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• Not use hot water when cold will do. Water and energy can be saved by 

washing hands with soap and cold water; hot water should only be added 

when hands are especially dirty. 

• Reduce the level of the water being used in a bath tub by one or two 

inches if a shower is not available. 

• Turn water off when brushing teeth until it is ttme to rinse. 

• Not let the water run when washing haoos. Instead, haoos should be 

wet, aoo water should be turned off while soaping aoo scrubbing aoo 

turned on again to rinse. A cutoff valve may also be installed on the 

faucet. 

• Shampoo hair in the shower. Shampooing in the shower takes only a 

little more water than is used to shampoo hair during a bath aoo much 

less than shampooing and bathing separately. 

• Hold hot water in the basin when shaving instead of letting the faucet 

continue to run. 

• Test toilets for leaks. To test for a leak, a few drops of food 

coloring can be added to the water in the tank. The toilet should not 

be flushed. The custcmer can then watch to see if the coloring 

appears in the bowl within a few minutes. If it does, the fixture 

needs adjustment or repair. 

• Use a toilet tank displacement device. A one-gallon plastic milk 

bottle can be filled with stones or with water, recapped, aoo placed 

in the toilet tank. This will reduce the amount of water in the tank 

but still provide enough for flushing. (Bricks which same people use 

for this purpose are not recommended since they crumble eventually aOO 

could damage the working mechanism, necessitating a call to the 
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plumber). Displacement devices should never be used with new low

volume flush toilets. 

• Install faucet aerators to reduce water consumption. 

• Never use the toilet to dispose of cleansing tissues, cigarette butts, 

or other trash. This can waste a great deal of water and also places 

an unnecessary load on the sewage treatment plant or septic tank. 

• Install a new low-volume flush toilet that uses 3.5 gallons or less 

per flush when building a new home or remodeling a bathroom. 

In the Kitchen, CustaDers Should be Encouraged to: 

• Use a pan of water (or place a stopper in the sink) for rinsing pots 

and pans and cooking ilnplements when cooking rather than turning on 

the water faucet each time a rinse is needed. 

• Never run the dishwasher without a full load. In addition to saving 

water, expensive detergent will last longer and a significant energy 

saving will appear on the utility bill. 

• Use the sink disposal sparingly, and never use it for just a few 

scraps. 

• Keep a container of drinking water in the refrigerator. Running water 

fram the tap until it is cool is wasteful. Better still, both water 

and energy can be saved by keeping cold water in a picnic jug on a 

kitchen counter to avoid opening the refrigerator door frequently. 

• Use a small pan of cold water when cleaning vegetables rather than 

letting the faucet run. 

• Use only a little water in the pot and put a lid on it for cooking 

most food. Not only does this method save water, but food is more 

nutritious since vitamins and minerals are not poured down the drain 

with the extra cooking water. 
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• Use a pan of water for rinsing when hand washing dishes rather than a 

running faucet. 

• Always keep water conservation in mind, and think of other ways to 

save in the kitchen. Small kitchen savings fran not making too much 

coffee or letting ice cubes melt in a sink can add up in a year's 

time. 

In the Laundry, CustaDers Should be Encouraged to: 

• Wash only a full load when using an automatic washing machine (32 to 

59 gallons are required per load). 

• Use the lowest water level setting on the washing machine for light 

loads whenever possible. 

• Use cold water as often as possible to save energy and to conserve the 

hot water for uses which cold water cannot serve. (This is also bet

ter for clothing made of today' s synthetic fabrics.) 

For Appliances am Pl\.lJi)ing, the CustaDer Should be Encouraged to: 

• Check water requirements of various models and brands when considering 

purchasing any new appliance that uses water. Same use less water 

than others. 

• Check all water line connections and faucets for leaks. If the cost of 

water is $1.00 per 1,000 gallons, one could be paying a large bill for 

water that sbnply goes down the drain because of leakage. A slow drip 

can waste as much as 170 gallons of water EACH DAY, or 5,000 gallons 

per month, and can add as much as $5.00 per month to the water bill. 

• Learn to replace faucet washers so that drips can be corrected prompt

ly. It is easy to do, costs very little, and can represent a 

substantial amount saved in plumbing and water bills. 
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• Check for water leakage that the customer may be entirely unaware of, 

such as a leak between the wat<~r meter and the house. To check, all 

indoor and outdoor faucets should be turned off, and the water meter 

should be checked. If it continues to run or turn, a leak probably 

exists and needs to be located. 

• Insulate all hot water pipes to avoid the delays (and wasted water) 

experienced while waiting for the water to "run hot." 

• Be sure the hot water heater thermostat is not set too high. 

Extremely hot settings waste water and energy because the water often 

has to be cooled with cold water before it can be used. 

• Use a moisture meter to determine when house plants need water. More 

plants die from over-watering than from being on the dry side. 

For Out-of-Door Use, CustaDel:S Should be Encouraged to: 

• Water lawns early in the morning during the hotter summer months. 

Much of the water used on the lawn can simply evaporate between the 

sprinkler and the grass. 

• Use a sprinkler that produces large drops of water, rather than a fine 

mist, to avoid evaporation. 

• Turn soaker hoses so the holes are on the bottom to avoid evaporation. 

• Water slowly for better absorption, and never water on windy days. 

• Forget about watering the streets or walks or driveways. They will 

never grow a thing. 

• Condition the soil with compost before planting grass or flower beds 

so that water will soak in rather than run off. 

• Fertilize lawns at least twice a year for root stimulation. Grass 

wi th a good root systen makes better use of less water. 

• Learn to know when grass needs watering. If it has turned a dull 

grey-green or if footprints remain visible, it is time to water. 
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• Not water too frequently. Too much water can overload the soil so 

that air cannot get to the roots and can encourage plant diseases. 

• Not over-water. Soil can absorb only so much moisture and the rest 

snnply runs off. A timer will help, and either a kitchen timer or an 

alarm clock will do. An inch and one-half of water applied once a 

week will keep most Texas grasses alive and healthy. 

• Operate automatic sprinkler systems only when the demand on the town's 

water supply is lowest. Set the system to operate between four and 

six a.m. 

• Not scalp lawns when mowing during hot weather. Taller grass holds 

moisture better. Rather, grass should be cut fairly often, so that 

only 1/2 to 3/4 inch is trimmed off. A better looking lawn will 

result. 

• Use a watering can or hand water with the hose in small areas of the 

lawn that need more frequent watering (those near walks or driveways 

or in especially hot, sunny spots). 

• Learn what types of grass, shrubbery, and plants do best in the area 

and in which parts of the lawn, and then plant accordingly. If one 

has a heavily shaded yard, no amount of water will make roses bloom. 

In especially dry sections of the state, attractive arrangements of 

plants that are adapted to arid or semi-arid climates should be 

chosen. 

• COnsider decorating areas of the lawn with rocks, gravel, wood chips, 

or other materials now available that require no water at all. 

• Not "sweep" walks and driveWays with the hose. Use a broan or rake 

instead. 

• Use a bucket of soapy water and use the hose only for rinsing when 

washing the car. 
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The water conservation plan will need to contain ways to cQnnunicate water 

saving practices, such as those listed above, to the public. Among the 

methods for public education about water conservation are television, radio, 

and newspaper announcements and advertisements; poster& ~~ public 4iapl.ys; 

fairs, contests, and school programs; bill stuffers, fly., •• nd newsletters; 

and sales events. The appropriate combination of educational materials and 

the methods used to communicate with residential users will depend on the 

location of the applicant, the type of media available, and other factors 

unique to the applicant's conditions. 

Plunbing Codes: Cities of 5,000 population or more and utilities and cities 

with general plumbing codes will need to adopt water saving plumbing codes for 

new construction and for replacement of plumbing in existing structures. The 

standards for residential and commercial fixtures should be: 

Tank-type toilets 
Flush valve toilets 
Tank-type urinals 
Flush valve urinals 
Shower heads 
Lavatory and kitchen faucets 
All hot water lines 
SwiImling pools 

- No more than 3.5 gallons per flush 
- No more than 3.0 gallons per flush 
- No more than 3.0 gallons per flush 
- No more than 1.0 gallons per flush 
- No more than 3.0 gallons per minute 
- No more than 2.75 gallons per minute 
- Insulated 
- New pools must have recirculating 

filtration equipment 

These standards are recommended because they represent readily available 

products and technology and do not involve additional costs when compared to 

"standard" fixtures. For example, conventional toilets using 1.0, 1.5, 2.5, 

and 3.5 gallons per flush are available at list prices that range fram about 

$50 to $150 each. Insulated hot water lines decrease water wasted by reducing 

the amount of time it takes to receive hot water at the up. Water lines can 

be insulated for about $0.50 per linear foot. In addition, new swimning pools 
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should contain recirculating filtration and disinfection equipment to eli~ 

inate the need to fill and drain the pool daily. 

Utilities and cities that do not have a plumbing code will need to adopt a 

water saving plumbing code or distribute information to their customers and 

builders to guide them in purchasing and installing water saving plumbing 

devices. 

Retrofit Programs: A city or utility should make information available 

through its education program for plumbers and customers to use when 

purchasing and installing plumbing fixtures, lawn watering equipment, or water 

using appliances. Information regarding retrofit devices such as low-flow 

shower heads or toilet dams that reduce water use by replacing or modifying 

existing fixtures or appliances should also be provided. A city or utility 

may wish to provide certain devices (toilet dams, low-flow shower heads, 

faucet aerators, etc.) free or at a reduced cost to the customer. 

water Rate Structures: A city or utility should adopt a conservation-oriented 

water rate structure. Such a rate structure usually takes the form of an 

increasing block rate, although continuously increasing rate structures, peak 

or seasonal load rates, excess use fees, and other rate forms can be used. 

The increasing block rate structure is the most commonly used water 

conservation rate structure. Under this structure, the price per unit of 

water increases in steps or blocks as certain customer use levels are 

reached. For example, the first 5,000 gallons a month may have a base rate of 

$5.00, the next 3,000 gallons a month may cost $1.50 per thousand gallons, and 

all use above B,OOO gallons a month may cost $2.00 per thousand gallons. 

Generally, when USing a block rate structure, the first block accounts for 
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minbnal residential water requirements and normally is 5,000 gallons per month 

or less. The next block accommodates all but the larger residential 

customers, and blocks beyond the second tier are set high enough to discourage 

the use of large quantities of water. Under no circumstance, however, should 

the price for the first block or base level be established below the actual 

cost of providing the service. In the event that increased prices for the 

base level place an excessive burden on the poor, life-line rates may need to 

be established. In addition, separate rate structures will probably be needed 

for commercial, institutional, and industrial customers. 

Universal Metering: All water users, including the utility, city, and other 

public facilities, should be metered. In addition, the utility should have a 

master meter. For new multi-family dwellings that are easily metered indi

vidually (such as duplexes and fourplexes) or apartments with more than five 

living units or apartments, each living unit should be metered separately. A 

regularly scheduled maintenance program of meter repair and replacement will 

need to be established in accordance with the following time intervals: 

1. Production (master) meters - test once a year; 

2. Meters larger than I" - test once a year; and 

3. Meters I" or smaller - test every 10 years. 

Most important, metering can provide an accurate accounting of water uses 

throughout the system when both the utility and customers are metered. In 

addition, utilities may be able to identify and bill previously unbilled users 

and, thereby, generate additional revenues. Metering and meter repair and 

replacanent, coupled with an annual water accounting or auditing, can be used 

in conjunction with other programs such as leak detection and repair and, 

thereby, save significant quantities of water. 
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Water Conserving faniscaping: As stated previously, annual in-hane water use 

accounts for an average of 65 percent of total residential use, while the 

remaining 35 percent is used for exterior residential purposes, such as lawn 

watering am car washing. However, during the sumner JOOnths, as much as 50 

percent of the water used in urban areas is applied to lawns arx3 gardens am 

adds greatly to the peak danaoos experienced by most water utilities. In 

order to reduce the demands placed on a water system by landscape watering, 

the city or utility should consider methods that either encourage, by educa

tion and information, or require, by code or ordinance, water conserving 

lan:iscaping by residential custaners and ccmnercial establisnnents engaged in 

the sale or installation of landscape plants or watering equipment. Same 

methods that should be considered include the fOllowing: 

1. Establishing platting regulations for new subdivisions that require de

velopers, contractors, or haneowners to use only adapted, low water using 

plants arx3 grasses for landscaping new hanes; 

2. Initiating a Xeriscape or Texscape program that demonstrates the use of 

adapted, low water using plants and grasses; 

3. Encouraging or requiring landscape architects to use adapted, low water 

using plants and grasses and efficient irrigation systems in preparing 

all site and facility plans; 

4. Encouraging or requiring licensed irrigation contractors to always use 

drip irrigation systems when possible and to design all irrigation 

systems with water conservation features, such as sprinklers that emit 

large drops rather than a fine mist aoo a sprinkler layout that aocomo

dates prevailing wind direction; 

5. Encouraging or requiring commercial establishments to use drip irrigation 

for landscape watering when possible aoo to install only ornamental 

fountains that recycle and use the minimum amount of water; arx3 
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6. Encouraging or requiring nurseries and local businesses to offer 

adapted, low water using plants and grasses and efficient landscape 

watering devices, such as drip irrigation systems. 

Leak lletJectioo am Repair: A continuous leak detection, location, and repair 

program can be an important part of a water conservation plan. An annual 

water accounting or audit should be part of the program. Sources of unac

counted for water include defective hydrants, abandoned services, unnetered 

water used for fire fighting or other municipal uses, inaccurate or leaking 

meters, illegal hook-Ups, unauthorized use of fire hydrants, and leaks in 

mains· and services. Once located, corrective repairs or actions need to be 

undertaken. An effective leak detection, location, and repair program will 

generally pay for itself, especially in many older systems. For example, a 

utility that produces an average of one million gallons per day at an average 

water rate of $0.95 per one thousand gallons will lose approxUnately $35,000 

in revenue each year when system losses amount to 10 percent. 

Recycling and Reuse: A city or utility should evaluate the potential of re

cycling and reuse because these methods may be used to increase water supplies 

in the applicant's service area. Reuse can be especially important where the 

use of treated effluent fran an industry or a municipal system or agricultural 

return flows replace an existing use that currently requires fresh water fran 

a city's or utility's supply. Recycling of in-plant process or cooling water 

can reduce the amount of fresh water required by many industrial operations. 

As an example, several cities in Texas now provide treated municipal effluent 

to industries and irrigation projects in their areas. In industry, the use of 
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treated wastewater for cooling purposes has a long and very successful his

tory. The same is true for irrigation. One farm near Lubbock has been ir

rigated with treated wastewater from Lubbock since the 1930s. The City of El 

Paso has in operation a major aquifer recharge project through which up to 10 

million gallons per day of highly treated municipal wastewater will be 

injected into the aquifer from which the City obtains its water supply. 

IDplEmentatioo aId Enforament: Each city or utility that adopts a water 

conservation program must have the authority and means to implement and 

enforce the provisions of the program if the goal of conserving water is to be 

achieved. Enforcement may be provided by utility personnel, local police, or 

special employees hired to administer and enforce the program. The appli

cant's water conservation plan will need to include a description of the means 

to implanent and enforce a program, and to annually report on program· 

effectiveness. 
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Drought or a number of other uncontrollable circumstances can disrupt the 

noomal availability of community or utility water supplies. Even though a 

city may have an adequate water supply, the supply could become cont.minated, 

or a disaster could destroy the supply. During drought periods, consumer 

demand is often significantly higher than normal. Same older systems, or 

systems serving rapidly growing areas, may not have the capacity to ~t 

higher than average demands without system failure or other unwanted 

consequences. system treatment, storage, or distribution failures can also 

present a city or utility with an emergency demand management situation. 

The following guidelines pertain to the preparation of drought contingency 

plans. It is important to distinguish drought contingency planning fran water 

conservation planning. While water conservation involves implementing 

pecnanent water use efficiency or reuse practices, drought contingency plans 

establish temporary methods or techniques designed to be used only as long as 

an emergency exists. 

An effective drought contingency plan will need to include the following six 

elements: 

1. Trigger Cooditions signaling the start of an emergency period; 

2. Drought Contingency Measures; 

3. Info:r:mation and Fducatioo; 

4. Initiation Procedures; 

5. TeJ:mination Notification actions; and 

6. Means of 1Dp1euentatioo. 
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Trigger Conditions: The city or utility will need to establish a set of trig

ger or threshold conditions, such as l~ke or-well levels or peak use volumes, 

that will indicate when drought contingency measures need to be put into ef

fect. Since each city and utility has different circumstances, trigger 

conditions will be unique for each system. In most cases, several trigger 

levels will be needed to distinguish among mild, moderate, or severe drought 

conditions. For example, mild conditions may include the following 

situations: 

1. Water demand is approaching the safe capacity of the system; 

2. Lake levels are_ still high enough to provide an adequate supply, but 

the levels are low enough to disrupt some other beneficial activity, 

such as recreation; and 

3. The water supply is still adequate, but the water levels or reservoir 

capacities are low enough that there is a real possibility that the 

supply situation may become critical if the drought or emergency 

continues. (An example is a reservoir that has an IB-month supply in 

storage, if no more rains occur). 

Moderate conditions may include the following situations: 

1. water levelS are still adequate, but they are declining at such a 

rapid rate that a more serious problem will result in the very near 

future if some type of formal action is not taken; 

2. Water danand occasionally reaches what has been detennined to be the 

safe limit of the system, beyond which the failure of a pump or some 

other piece of equipment could cause a serious disruption of service 

to part or all of the system; and 

3. Reservoir levels, well levels, or river flows are low enough to dis

rupt some major economic activity or cause unacceptable damage to a 

vital ecosystem. 
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Severe conditions could include a number of situations ranging fran the in

ability to provide certain services to the Unpaicnent of health and safety. 

Some examples include: 

1. The bnminent or actual failure of a major component of the system 

which would cause an Unnediate health or safety hazard; 

2. Lake, river, or well levels are so low that diversion or pumping 

equipment will not function properly; 

3. water levels are low enough in the distribution system storage res

ervoirs to hinder adequate fire protection; and 

4. water danand is exceeding the system's capacity on a regular basis, 

thus presenting the real danger of a major system failure. 

Trigger conditions for the phase-out or a downgrade of the condition's 

severity should also be considered. Further, unforeseen events can occur so 

as to require the initiation of an emergency danand management response 

program for which no trigger condition has been established. 

Drought Contingency Measures: The city or utility will need to establish a 

list of emergency measures and a plan for their bnplementation when pre

selected trigger condi tions are reached. The types of measures will depend on 

local conditions, but in most cases there should be different types of 

measures that apply to the various levels of severity (i.e., mild, moderate, 

severe) for drought or emergency conditions. Specific measures could include 

the following: 

1. nnposing restrictions or bans on non-essential uses such as lawn 

watering, car washing, and pool filling; 

2. Catmunicating methods to reduce the quantity of water needed for the 

essential purposes of drinking, cooking, bathing, and clothes 

washing; 
C-22 
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3. Implenenting rationing plans; 

4. Establishing pricing structures that incorporate surcharges and 

penalties or fines for non-compliance; 

5. Locating and assessing ildditional sources including wells, ponds, or 

reservoirs; reactivating abandoned wells or a.ms; purchasing water 

fram others on an Qmergency basis; building emergency facilities; and 

considering tanponry reuse of wastewater for non-potable us .. ; and 

6. Designing means of enforcement. 

The measures for each level of severity should include continued ~lementa

tion of relevant requirements and actions Unposed under the preceding level. 

Examples of sane of the measures that could be employed for mild, moderate, 

and severe conditions include: 

1. 

(a) Inform public by mail and through the news media that a trigger 

condition has been reached, and that water users should look for 

ways to reduce water. 

(b) Activate an information center and discuss the situation in the 

news media. 

(c) Advise the public of the trigger condition situation daily. 

(d) Advertise a voluntary daily lawn watering schedule. 

2. Moderate CoDdi tioo Mea-n:ea 

(a) Mandatory lawn watering schedule. 

(b) Fine water wasters. 

(c) Institute an excessive use fee, special pricing structure, or 

surcharge. 
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(d) Prohibit certain uses such as ornamental water fountains or other 

non-essential water uses. 

(e) Request industries or other non-municipal water users to stop 

certain uses, find additional sources, increase recycling, or 

modify production processes where possible. 

3. Severe CcIodi tion Me=sure8 

(a) Prohibit all outdoor water use. 

(b) Lir" 1 t the amount of water each customer can use and establish 

legal penalities for those who fail to canply. 

(c) Require industrial or commercial water users to stop operations 

so that remaining water is available for essential health and 

safety related uses. 

Infonuatioo am Jrducation: Once trigger conditions and emergency measures 

have been established, the public should be infocned of what will be expected 

during a drought or emergency situation. The material should describe trigger 

conditions and emergency measures and the need to ~lement the measures. 

Possible methods of educating and informing the public include: 

1. Radio and television public service announcements and news stories; 

2. Newspaper stories; and 

3. Letters, bill stuffers, and brochures to water customers. 

Initiation Procedures: The city or utility should have written prOCEdures 

that contain adequate methods of informing customers, other utilities, and 

government entities as far in advance as possible that a trigger condition is 
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being approached or that it has been reached, and that a certain phase of the 

drought contingency plan must be Unplemented. 

These written procedures may include: 

1. Automatic regulatory Unplementation provisions; 

2. Prearranged media notification or press release procedures; 

3. Direct notification procedures including mail or, if needed, tele

phone no::'ification systems; 

4. Prearranged contract procedures to obtain emergency water supplies 

fran other sources if needed; am 

S. Checklists or operating procedures as necessary. 

'1'el:mination Notification: The city or utility should have a written procedure 

to inform the custaoers and other directly affected parties that the emergency 

has passed. The establishment of termination triggers and the decision to 

terminate must be based on soW1d judgment by proper city or utility 

authorities. 

IIIIplaDeDtation: The primary reason for developing a plan is to have a guide 

for implementing a drought contingency program if the need occurs. It is the 

full intention of the Texas Water Development Board that the city or utility 

develop a workable plan that custaners understand am which can be used in the 

event it is needed. In order to accanplish this, each city or utility will 

need to develop and adopt legal and regulatory docunents or instr1.lDents that 

are appropriate. 

Legal and regulatory oatnMflQtB that may be necessary for implementation are 

listed below. 
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1. Ordinances, bylaws, or.other implementing legal doclXtlents. 

2. Changes in platlbing c<Xies. 

3. New or revised contracts with potential water suppliers. 

4. ConcH tions in contracts with industries or catmercial water users who 

may have water supplies cut off or curtailed. 

5. Changes or conditions to ~ter rights pennits or contracts with 

current water suppliers. 
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IV 
IV 
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Table 1. Exarrples of Methcxls Used to IIIplemmt Water Use Efficiency Practices 

ffiucation aM 
Infonration 

l.Setting a good public example. 

2. Using radio and TV p.lblic service 
announcerrents . 

3. Teaching about water resources 
in p.lblic schools. 

4.Using TV, newspaper, and radio 
to disseminate information. 

5.PrCNiding bill "stuffers" and 
lrochures. 

6.Conducting public meetings and 
seminars. 

7.Setting up an infonnation "hot 
line. " 

a.Inviting p.lblic input. 

9.PrCNiding infonration on water 
saving appliances and plurrbing 
fixtures. 

10.Setting up deronstration 
projects. 

Econcmic 
and Price 

l.PrCNiding low interest loans or 
grants to install water saving 
irrigation equipment. 

2.Sending out free shc::twer he<:rls aM 
toilet dans to custorrers. 

3.PrCNiding COOpollS for discoonts on 
water saving devices. 

4 • Giving tax breaks to those who 
m:xlify agricultural or industrial 
practices. 

5.Giving breaks on water rates for 
those who save. 

6.Using increasing block rate 
structures • 

7.Assessing tax or price increases 
on those who fail to save. 

a.Assessing fines. 

9.PrOlTiding free cust:ater assistance 
and <X)OServation device 
installation. 

RegUlatory 

1.Instituting plurrbing codes 
requiring that water saving fixtures 
L.= used. 

2.Passing laws which fine or penal
i ze water wasters. 

3.Requi.ring industries and 
irrigators to use water efficient 
e::;rui prent • 

4.Restricting the sale of e:}Uiprent 
that wastes water. 

5.REquiring the use of certain water 
saving plants or grasses or restrict 
the sale of water wasting plants by 
nurseries. 



Table 2. Exanples of Structural Techniques that Increase Water Use Efficiency 

N 
w 

Hlnicipal and 
Camercial 

l.Repairing water distribution leaks 
and ueters. 

2.Retrofitting toilets, faucets, 
and showers with dans, (or simi lar 
devices), aerators, and low flow 
shower he<ds, respectively. 

3.Instal1ing low-flush or dual
flush toilets. 

4.Insulating hot water pipes. 

S • Repair ing leaks. 

6.Using water efficient appli
ances. 

7.Instal1ing drip or efficient lawn 
watering EqUipnent. 

S.Using low water using and drooght 
resistance plants and grass. 

9.Using llOisture sensing controls to 
determine the need to water the 
lawn. 

10. Using pressure reduction. 

11.Practicing water harvesting. 

\) 12.Installing water ueters. 
~ 

Iooustrial 

l.Euploying recirculation of water 
in the plant. 

2.Using air cooling. 

3.Modifying the plant's production 
process. 

4.Repairing leaks. 

S.Repairing steam traps. 

6.Practicing energy conservation. 

7.Rep1acing high water use 
processes with new process technolo
gies that use less water. 

S.Using low water use fixtures in 
office facilities. 

9.Using drip or water efficient 
landscape watering equipnent. 

10. Using low water using and drooght 
resistant plants and grass. 

11. Installing moisture sensing 
controls. 

Agricultural 

1.Lining canals and repairir¥:J 
transmission SystEIIS. 

2.Cbntro11ing phreatophytes. 

3.Installing water control struc
tures. 

4. Using furrow dikes. 

S.Using drip or improved LEPA irri
gation systerrs. 

6.~ering tai1water. 

7. Installing llOisture n-easur iog 
devices. 

S.Cbntouring land or using levees. 

9.Consolidating canal systerrs. 

10.App1ying watershed management. 
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Table 3. Exanples of Behavioral Changes that Increase Water Use Efficiency 

Mlnicipal and 
Camercial 

l.Taking shorter s~s. 

2.Turning off water when brushing 
teeth. 

3.Washing only full loerls in dish 
and clothes washers. 

4.Using a broom to clean driveway 
instead of water hose. 

5. Using lawn watering e:;rui.{IreIlt 
carefully. 

6.Maintaining a high level of 
water conservation awareness. 

7.Scheduling lawn watering. 

8. Washing the car with a bucket 
and hose with a shutoff valve. 

9.DEsnmding good oonservation 
practices by utility and 
g0\7ernmental authorities. 

Industrial 

l.Minimizing the use of hosOOown 
practices for the work area. 

2. Instructing ertployees on water 
saving practices. 

3.Enploying the sarre practices as 
camercial operations in the office 
area. 

4.Setting good camuni.ty exaxrples and 

Agricultural 

l.Practicing irrigation scheduling. 

2.Practicing impr0\7ed tillage. 

3.Practicing periodic deep plowing. 

4 .!otllching. 

5.Employing system efficiency 
evaluation. 

aiding in water resource infomation 6.Maintaining irrigation equiprent. 
dissemination • 



Table 4. Water Conserving Retrofit De'lices 

: Estinated . . 
Water Unit Water :EBtinated Service 

AWlication : Device Function Savings Savings Cost Life . gpcd $ Years . 
Toilet ~ displacement bottles Reduces flush volune 0.5 gal/flush 2.3 (}-0.20 5 

Toilet Water closet dam Reduces flush volune 1.0 gal/flush 4.5 1.5(}-3.00 5 

Toilet rAlal. -flush variable-flush volume 3.5 gal/flush 15.7 15.00 15 

Shower Flow restr ictor Limits flow to 3 gpn 1.5 gpn 6.7 0.50 5 

Slx'Iwer Reduce-flow sOOwer head Limi ts flow to 3 gpn 1.5 gpn 6.7 3.0(}-20.00 15 

IV Slx'Iwer Reduce-flow shower heal Limi. ts flow to 2. 5 gpn 2 gpn 8.0 5.0(}-20.00 15 
VI wi th cutoff valve 

Shower Oltoff valve Facilitates "navy" 2.50-5.00 15 
shower" 

Faucets Aerator Reduces splashing, 
enhances flow aesthetics, 
creates appearance of 
greater flow 0.5 0.5(}-2.00 15 

Hot water Insulation Reduces warm-up tiIre 0.5 0.50/ft 25 
pipes 

Water Pressure-reducing valve Reduces available water 
hook-up pressure at fixtures 

and, hence, flow rate 3.0 85.00 25 

gpod = gallons per capita per day; gpn = gallons per minute 

8 
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Table 5. Water Conserving Devices for New Constructioo 

1q:plicatioo Device 

Toilet 

Toilet 

Toilet 

Shower 

Shower 

Shower 

I£M-flush, 3.5 gal/flush 

Law-flush, 2.5 gal/flush 

I£M-flush, 1. 0 gal/flush 

Reduced-flow shower 
hea:i 

Reduced-flow shower 
hea:i with cutoff valve 

cutoff valve 

Faucet Aerator 

Water Pressure-reducing valve 
000k-up 

Appliances 

Appliances 

Water-efficient dish
leShing awliances 

Water-efficient clothes
washing rrachine 

FUnction 

Reduced flush volmre 

Reduced flush volmre 

Reduced flush volune 

Reduces shower flow 
rate to 3.0 gpn 

Reduces shower flow 
rate to 2.5 gpn 

Facilitates "navy shower" 

Water 
savings 

: Estirrated 
Unit Water 
savings 

gpo1 

1. 5 gal/flush 

2.5 gal/flush 

4.0 gal/flush 

7.5 

12.5 

20.0 

1.5 gpn 6.7 

2.0 gpn 8.0 

Reduces splashing, enhances 
flow aesthetics, creates 
appearance of greater flow 0.5 

!educes available water 
pressure at fixtures 
and, hence, flow rate 3.0 

!educed water require- 6-gal/cycle 2.0 
uent 

Reduced water require- 14-gal/cycle 3.5-7.0 
IOOI'lt 

:Estinated : 
:Additional:Service 

Cost Life 
$ : Years 

o 

o 

* 
o 

o 

25 

25 

25 

15 

15 

2.50-5.00 15 

0.50-2.00 15 

45.00 25 

o 15 

70.00 15 

*Sane are expensive, but others are available at costs cooparable to 3.5 gallon per flush urdels. 
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Table 6. Estirrated Energy Savings Associated with Residential Water conservation 

Device a/ 
Hot Water Saved""" Anount of En~qy Saved : Value of Energy Saved : . 

Gas Wa~ Electric; : 
Heaters£! Water~ GaJi/: Electr ic91 

(Gai/day/D.U. )§l ('Iherus/year/D.U. >SI (Kw-hr/year/D.U.) (Dollars/year/D.U. > 

Showerhecd, 3. a gpn 8.0 22.9 "i41 12.6 32.4 

Water saving distMashers 4.7 13.6 320 7.5 19.2 

Water saving clothes-
washing rrachines 2.4 6.8 160 3.7 9.6 

Subtotal 15.1 43.3 1,021 23.8 61.2 

InsUlation of hot water 
pipes 4.7 13.6 320 7.5 19.2 

Total 19.8 56.9 1,341 31.3 80.4 

y 140° F water saved as follows: shower 3.4 gallons per capita per day (gpcd); dishwasher 2.0 gpcd; 
washing machines 1.0 gpcd; thermal pipe insulation 2.0 gpcrl. . 

BI D.U.= dwelling units; 2.37 persons per dwelling unit. 
g 79 percent efficiency. Soorce: 'Ihe California Appliance Efficiency Program - Revised Staff Rept. 

California Energy lesources Cbnservation & Devel. Qmn. Conservation Div. (Nov. 1977), 
!¥ O1e Therm = 100, 000 BI'U. 
!y 98 percent efficiency. Source: ibid. 
y $0.55/therm. 
91 $0. 06/kw-hr • 



for Water Conservation and Drought Contingency Plan Development 

The following checklist provides a convenIent method to insure that the most 
important items that are needed for the development of a conservation and a drought 
contingency program are considered. 

1. Utility Evaluation Data 

A. Population of Service Area (Nl.l'lIber) 

B. Area of Service Area (Sq. mi.) 

c. Number and Type of Equvalent 5/8" Meter Connections in 
Service Area (Res.) ___ (Caml.) (Ind.) 

D. Net Rate of New Connection 1\ddi bons per 
year (New Connections less disconnects) __ (Res.) __ (Caml.) __ (Ind.) 

E. Water Use Infonnation 
(1) Water Production for the Last Year 

(2) Average Water Production for Last 2 Years _______ _ 

(gal./yr .) 

(gal./yr.) 

(3) Average Monthly Water Production for Last 
2 Years (gal./too. ) 

(4 ) Estimated Monthly Water Sales by User 
latest typical year) 

category (1000 gal.) (Use 

January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
SeptEmber 
October 
NovEmber 
DecEmber 
Total 

Comnercial-
Residential Institutional 

(5) Average Daily Water Use 

(6) Peak Daily Use 

Industrial Total 

(gpd) 

(gpd) 

(7) Peak to Average Use Ratio (average daily S\.l'l1l1er use divided by annual 
average daily use) 

(8) Unaccounted for I'6ter (% of Water Production) 

28 
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F. wastewater Information 

(1) Percent of your potable water customers sewered by your wastewater 
treatment system _~ 

(2) Percent of potable water customers who have septic tanks or other 
privately operated sewage disposal systems ,. 

(3) Percent of potable water customers sewered by another wastewater 
treatment utility %. 

(4) Percent of total potable water sales to the three categories 
described in F(l), F(2), and F(3). 

(a) Percent of total sales to custaners you serve ____ ,. 

(b) Percent of total sales to custaners who are on septic tanks or 
private disposal systems %. 

(c) Percent of total sales to custaners who are on other wastewater 

(5 ) 

(6 ) 

treatment systems %. 

Average daily vollitie of wastewater treated _____ _ 

Peak daily wastewater volunes ___________ _ 

(gal) 

(gal) • 

(7) Estimated percent of wastewater flows to your treatment plant that 
originate fran the following categories: 

Residential 
Industrial and Manufacturing 
Commerical/Institutional 
Stormwater 
Other - Explain 

G. Safe Annual Yield of water Supply 

---"'""'% 
---"'""'% 
---....,% 
---_% ----, 

H. Peak Daily Design Capacity of water System 

I. Major High-Volume CUstaners 

J. Population and water Use or 
wastewater Volume Projections 

(List) 

(List) 

K. Percent of water Supply Connections 

(gal. ) 

(gpd) 

in System ~tered (Res). ___ (Ccmn.) ___ (Ind.) 

L. water or wastewater Rate Structure 
(Uniform, Increas i~ Block, etc.) ---------------------------

C-34 
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2. 

M. Average Annual Revenues fran Water 
or wastewater Rates 

N. Average Annual Revenue fran Non-Rate 
Der i ved Sources 

o. Average Annual Fixed Costs of Operation 

P. Average Annual Variable Costs of Operation _________ _ 

Q. Average Annual Water or Wastewater Revenues 
for Other Purposes (if applicable) 

R. Copies of Applicable Local Regulations (List) 

S. Copies of Applicable State, Federal or 
Other Regulations (List) 

T. Special Infocnation (List) 

Public Involvement in Planning Process 

A. Public at Large (List) 

B. Special Interest Groups (List) 

(Dollars) 

(Dollars) 

(Dollars) 

(Dollars) 

(Dollars) 

3. Conservation Plan Procedure. A checklist of itans to be considered arxl, 
as appropriate, incorporated in the plan. 

A. Step 1 - Identify Need(s) and 
Establish Goals 

(1) system aooit 

(a) Establish current average, 
seasonal, arxl peak use patterns 

(b) Detennine unaccounted water 
volumes and likely causes 

(c) Detennine adequacy of treatment, 
storage, and distribution 
systems 

(d) Define lUnits of existing 
supply and identify potential 
new sources 

30 

Incorporated/Addressed 
Considered Yes No 

~ ~ r=1 
~ ~ H 

~ q q 
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Incorporated/Addressed 
Considered Yes No 

(el Detecnine capacity of W r=:l ~ wastewater collection and 
treatment system 

(2) Define problems fram audit 

(a) Peak use problem W ~ ~ 
(b) Average use problem r=:l H r=:l 

(3 l Establish goal as percentage r=:l r=:l H of reduction to achieve 

B. Step 2 - Assess Supply and Demand 
Management Potentials 

(1) Supply managanent methods 

(al ~tering and meter repair q W ~ 
(bl Leak detection and repair ~ q q 
(c) Pressure regulation H q q 
(d) Watershed management ~ q r=:l 
(e) Evaporation suppression q q r=:l 
(f) Reuse q q q 

(2) Danand management methods 

(a) Pricing q q W 
-

(b) Regulation q q H 
(cl Education q H q 

c. Step 3 - Analyze the Cost Effectiveness 
and Impacts of the Managanent 
Progran 

(1) Supply managanent methods 

(a) ~tering and meter repair q H r=:l 
(b) Leak detection and repair q q q 
(c) Pressure regulation q q H 
(d) Watershed management ~ q q 
(e) Evaporation Suppression ~ H ~ 
(f) Reuse ~ H P 
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Incorporated/Addressed 
Considered Yes No 

(2) Demand managanent methods 

(a) Pricing ~ ~ ~ 
(b) Regulation q ~ ~ 
(c) Fducation ~ J=I q 

o. Step 4 - Identify the Actions to 
Minimize Adverse Impacts 

(1) Supply managanent prograns 

(a) Costs of program result H J=I H in operating deficit 

(b) Costs of progrcrn not covered H J=I H by revenue 

(c) Lack of cooperation from local q H H government or board 

(d) Community opposition H J=I H 
(2) DEmand managanent prograns 

(a) Revenue decrease ~ H 1==1 
(b) Additional expenditures ~ q H needed to pay for program 

(c) User expenditures required for H H H retrofit devices 

(d) Users water bill increases H q q 
(e) Large volume user problems r:=1 f=1 1==1 
(f) Public and political opposition ~ ~ ~ 
(g) Equity of program r:=1 ~ ~ 
(h) Lack of cooperation of q ~ ~ community departments 

C-37 -
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Incorporated/Addressed 
Considered Yes No 

E. Step 5 - Cloose Management Program(s) 
and Design the Specifics of Each 

(1 ) Supply management programs 

(a) Metering and meter repair q q q 
(b) Leak detection and repair q 1==1 q 
(c) Pressure regulation q q H 
(d) watershed management H 1==1 q 
(e) Evaporation suppression q 1==1 H 
(f) Reuse H q H 

(2) Demand management programs 

(a) Pricing ~ ~ H 
(b) Regulation H q H 
(c) Education H H q 

F. Step 6 - Evaluate am Select the Needed 
Hardware and Software 

(1) Supply management programs 

Ca) Metering and meter repair H q H 
(b) Leak detection and repair H H H 
(c) Pressure regulation H H H 
(d) watershed management ~ ~ ~ 
(e) Evaporation suppression q H H 
(f) Reuse H H H 

(2) Danand management prograns 

(a) water-saving fixtures H H H 
(b) Reuse am recycle systans q H H 
(c) User habi t changes H ~ H 
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Incorporated/Addressed 
Considered Yes No 

G. Step 7 - S\.II1Mrize the Conservation Plan 

(1) Conservation Goal ~ ~ ~ 
(2) Supply managanent program ~ ~ ~ 
(3) Dauand managenent program ~ J=l ~ 
(4) Public involvenent J=l ~ ~ 

C-39 -
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4. Drouyht Contingency .. ldn Procedur~ 

Incorporated/Addressed 
Considered Yes No 

A. Step 1 - Identify System Constraints 

(1) Source-related problems 

(a) Aquifer and well yield ~ ~ ~ 
yield ~ ~ ~ 
level ~ ~ ~ 
well capaci ty ~ ~ ~ 

(b) Reservoirs (specific) ~ H ~ 
yield ~ H ~ 
leVel ~ H ~ 
special concerns ~ H ~ 

(c) Surface water diversion H H ~ (general) 

flow variation H H ~ 
levels H H ~ 
water rights H ~ ~ 
environnental ~ ~ ~ 
recreational H H q 
water quality impacts H H ~ 

(2) System-related problems 

(a) Peak or high demands ~ ~ ~ 
(b) System limits H H ~ 
(c) Public health & safety H H q 
(d) Storage capacity q H H 
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Incorporated/Addressed 
Considered Yes No 

B. Step 2 - Locate and Assess Alternate 
Sources 

(1) Existing wells, poOOs, or ~ ~ ~ reservoirs 

(2) Reactivate abandoned wells or dans ~ ~ ~ 
(3 ) Purchase water from others on ~ H H anergen::y basis 

(4) Build emergen::y facilities H H H 
(5) Reuse wastewater ~ H H 

c. Step 3 - Assess Systan Management and 
Rank Severity of Impacts 

(1) Detennine impacts drought or H H H emergency conditions would have 

(2) Rank impacts by order of severity 1---1 ~ H 
(3 ) Group causal condition by order of ~ H H impact severity 

(4) Set "Trigger Conditions" ~ ~ ~ 
D. Step 4 - Design J:mergen::y Managanent 

Program 

(1) Evaluate measures 

(a) Infotmation ~ ~ H 
(b) Media prograns ~ H H 
(c) Economic incentives H ~ ~ 
(d) Fines H H 1---1 
(e) Limits on amounts (Rationing) H H H 
(f} Prohibition of certain uses ~ H H 
(g) Legal penal ties H H H 

(2) Rank measures by order of severity q q q 
of condi tions detennined in Step 3 

C-41-
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Incorporated/Addressed 
Consldered Yes No 

E. Step 5 - Evaluate Procedure and lU!gu-
lations and Implement Plan 

(1) Procedural considerations to 
address in the plan 

(a) Notification procedure q q ~ 
(b) Public infoanation on I=l q q 

"Trigger Corditions" 

(c) Method to up1ate plan q q q 
(d) Utility guidebook or check q q q 

list 

(2) Legal or regulatory considerations 

(a) Utility ordinances or bylaws q q q 
(b) Changes to plumbing codes q q q 
(c) Revised or alternate contracts q q I=l wi th suppliers 

(d) Amended contracts with major q q I=l customers to provide for cut-
off procedures 

(e) Changes to water rights or 
other contracts 
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APPENDIX D 

DROUGHT CONDmONS WATER DEMANDS STATEMENT 



APPENDIX D 

DROUGHT CONDITIONS WATER DEMANDS 

It is recognized that during times of extended hot and dry weather, 
that demands for water tend to escalate. Based on experiences in 
this region, it appears reasonable to anticipate that the impact 
of drought conditions would increase water demands by between 
fifteen to twenty percent (15% to 20%) over normal demands. For 
Angelina county Water utilities, it is recommended that a fifteen 
percent (15%) impact for drought condition water demands be 
assumed. 

The determination of water supply requirements therefore should be 
based upon projections of "drought demand" equal to one hundred 
fifteen percent (115%) of normal demand. 

D-l 
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CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
CONTRACf FOR SURFACE WATER 
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Cent-act No. D~CW63-85-C-
It Jun 85 - - - -

CONTRACT BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
AND 

THE LOWER NECHES VALLEY AUTHORITY 
FOR 

WATER STORAGE SPACE IIJ SAM RAYBURN RESERVOIR 

THIS CONTRACT, entered into thi s day of , 19 , by and ----- -------------
between THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA (hereinafter called the "Government") 

represented by the Contracting Officer executing this contract, and the Lower 

Neches Valley Authority (hereinafter called the "User"); 

WITNESSETH THAT: 

WHEREAS, the River and Harbor Act approved March 2, 1945 (Public Law 14, 

79th Congress, 1st Session) authorized the construction, operation, and main-

tenance of the Sam Rayburn Dam and Reservoir on the Angelina River, Texas, 

hereinafter called the Project; and 

WHEREAS, on 24 August 1956, the Government and the User entered into 

Contract No. DA-41-443-CIVENG-57-20 wherein the Government agreed, to the 

extent that water is available in the Project above elevation 149 feet above 

mean sea level, to make releases of water from the Project as required for the 

generation of power, with such releases at least sufficient to generate power 

equivalent to 42,200 kilowatts for a minimum period of 75 hours per month for 

each of the six monthly periods fnrm mid-April through mid-October of each 

yea r; and 

WHEREAS, on 7 January 1969, the Government and the city of Lufkin, Texas, 

e:1tered into Contract /10. DACW63-69-C-0007 wherein the city of Lufkin obtained 

I 
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( 
the right to utilize an undivided 2.98 percent of the s~orage space in 

the Project between elevations 164.4 feet above mean sea level and 149.0 feet 

above mean sea level for water supply; and 

WHEREAS, the User desires to contract with the Government for inclusion in 

the Project of additional storage for municipal and industrial water supply 

(rea1.located flood control storage), and for payment of the cost thereof in 

accordance with the provisions of the Water Supply Act of 1958, as amended (43 

U.S.C. 390b-f); and 

WHEREAS, the User is empowered to contract with the Government and ;s 

vested with all necessary powers of accomplishment of the purposes of this 

contract, including those required by Section 221 of the Flood Control Act of 

1970 (42 U.S.C. 1962d-5d) (as amended); 

NOW, THEREFORE, the Government and the User agree as follows: 

ARTICLE 1 - Water Storage Space. 

(a) Project Construction. The Government, subject to the directions of 

Feder.al law and any limitations imposed thereby, will .reallocate storage in 

the Project so as to include therein space for the storage of water by the 

User. 

(b) Rights of User. 

(1) The User shall have the right to utilize an undivided 0.787 percent 

(estimated to contain 11,467 acre-feet after adjustment for sediment deposits) 

of the usable storage space in the Project between elevations 164.5 feet above 
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mean sea level and 149.0 feet above mean sea level, which usable conservation 

storage space is estimated to contain 1,457,640 acre-feet after adjustment for 

sediment deposits. This storage space is to be used to impound water for pre

sent demand or need for municipal anrl industrial water supply. This storage 

space shall be composed of two segments, designated as No.1 and No.2, with 

Segment No.1 constituting an undivided 52.32 percent (estimated to contain 

6,000 acre-feet after adjustment for sediment deposits) and Segment No.2 

constituting an undivided 47.68 percent (estimated to contain 5,467 acre-feet 

after adjustment for sediment deposits) of this storage space. Use of Segment 

No.1 shall begin on 1 Janua~ 1988, and use of Segment No.2 shall begin on 1 

January 1995. The User may elect to commence utilization of a segment in 

advance of the effective use date and in such event, payments shall be due and 

payable as set forth in Article 5. Use of Segment No.1 shall commence before 

use of Segment No.2. 

(2) The User shall have the right to withdraw water from the lake, or to 

order rel eases to be made by the Gove rnment through the outl et works in the 

Dam, subject to the provisions of Article 1(e) and to the extent the aforesaid 

storage space will provide; and shall have the right to construct al·l such 

works, plants, pipelines, and appurtenances as may be necessary and convenient 

for the purpose of diversion or withdrawals, subject to the approval of the 

Contracting Officer as to design and location. The grant of an easement for 

right-of-way, across, in and upon land of the Government at the Project shall 

be by a separate instrument in a form satisfactory to the Secretary of the 

Army, without additional cost to the User, under the authority of and in 

3 
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I 
accordance with the pl~visfons of 10 U.S.C. 2669 and '~~ch other authorities as 

may be necessary. Subject to the conditions of such easement, the User shall 

have the right to use so much of the Project land as may reasonably be 

required in the exercise of the rights and privileges granted under this 

contract. 

(c) Rights Reserved. The Government reserves the right to lower the 

water in the Project to elevation 164.5 feet above mean sea level during such 

perf ods of time as are deemed necessary, in .its sole discretion, for flood 

control purposes and to control and use any water supply storage not under 

contract in accordance with authorized Project purposes. The Government 

further reserves the ri gh t to take such measures as may be neces sary in the 

operation of the Project to preserve life and/or property, including the right 

not to make downstream releases during such periods of time as are deemed 

necessary, in its sole discretion, to inspect, maintain, or repair the 

Project. 

(d) Quality or Availability of Water. The User recognizes that this 

contract provides storage space for raw water only. The Government makes no 

. representati on swi th respect to the qual i tyor ava il abi 1 i ty of water and as su-

mes no respor]sibility therefor, or for the treatment of the water. 

(e) Sedimentation Surveys. 

(1) Sedimentation surveys will be made by the Contracting Officer during 

the term of this contract at intervals not to exceed fifteen (15) years unless 

otherwise agreed to in writing by both parties. When, in the opinion of the 
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Contracting Officer, the findings of such survey indicate any project purpose 

will be affected by unanticipated sedimentation distribution, there shall be 

an equitable redistribution of the sediment reserve storage space among the 

purposes served by the Project including municipal and industrial water 

supply. The total available remaining storage space in the Project will then 

be divided among the various Project features in the same ratio as was ini-

tially utilized. Adjusted pool elevations will be rounded to the nearest one

half foot. Such findings and the storage space allocated to municipal and 

industrial water supply shall be defined ana'described as an exhibit which 

will be made a part of this contract and the reservoir regulation manual will 

be modified accordingly. 

(2) The Government assumes no responsibility for deviations from esti-

mated rates of sedimentation, or the distribution thereof. Such deviations 

may cause unequal distribution of sediment reserve storage greater than esti-

mated, and/or encroachment on the total storage at the Project. 

ARTICLE 2 - Regulation of and Right to Use of Water. The regulation of the 

use of water withdrawn or released from the aforesaid storage space shall be 

the sole responsibility of the User. The User has the full responsi-bility to 

acquire in accordance with State laws and regulations, and, if necessary, to 

establish or defend, any and all water rights needed for utilizat'ion of the 

storage provided under this contract. The Government shall not be responsible 

for diversions by others, nor will it become a party to any controversies 

involving the use of the storage space by the User except as such controver

sies may affect the operations of the Government. 
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ARTICLE 3 - Operation and Maintenance. The Government shall operate and main

tain the Project and the User shall pay to the Government a share of the costs 

of such operation and maintenance as provided in Article 5. The User shall be 

responsible for operation and maintenance of all installations and facilities 

which it may construct for the diversion or withdrawal of water, and shall 

bear all costs of construction, operation and maintenance of such installa

tions and facilities. 

ARTICLE 4 - Measurement of Withdrawals and",Releases. The Us~r agrees to fur

nish and install, without cost to the Government, suitable meters or measuring 

devices satisfactory to the Contracting Officer for the measurement of water 

which is withdrawn from the Project by any means other than through the 

Project outlet works. The User shall furnish to the Government monthly state

ments of all such withdrawals. Prior to the construction of any facilities 

for withdrawal of water from the Project, the User will obtain the Contracting 

Officer's approval of the design, location and installation of the facilities 

including the meters or measuring devices. Such devices shall be available 

for inspection by Government representatives at all reasonable times. 

Re 1 eases from' the water supply storage space th rough the Projec t out1 et work s 

shall be made in accordance with written schedules furnished by the User and 

approved by the Contracting Officer and shall be subject to Article I(c). The 

measure of all such releases shall be by means of a rating curve of the outlet 

works, or by such other suitable means as may be agreed upon prior to use of 

the water supply storage space. 

ARTICLE 5 - Payments. In consideration of the right to utilize the aforesaid 

storage space in the Project for municipal and industrial water supply pur

poses, the User shall pay the following sums to the Government: 
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( a) 

(1) 

. \ 
Constructlon vost. 

The User shall repay to the Government, at the times and with 

interest on the unpaid balance as hereinafter specified, $902,340 which, as 

shown in Exhibit "A" attached to and made a part of this contract, consti tutes 

the updated cost (entire actual amount of the construction costs escalated to 

present day price levels by use of the Engineering News Record Construction 

Index effective at the beginning of the fiscal year in which the contract is 

approved) allocated to the water storage r!ght acquired by the User under this 

contract. The interest rate to be used for purposes of computing interest on 

the unpaid balance will b~ determined by the Secretary of the Treasury on the 

basis set forth in the Water Supply Act of 1958, as amended. For this 

Project, water supply storage was added by reassignment of storage to the 

existing Project by the Government, and the interest rate shall be that rate 

in effect at the time the contract is approved. For FY 1985, such rate is 

10.898 percent. Should the contract not be approved in FY 1985, the amount 

due herein will be adjusted to reflect the application of the appropriate 

rate. 

(2) Segment No. 1. The updated cost allocated to the storage space indi

cated in Article l(b)(l) as Segment No.1 is $472,140, on the basis of the 

costs presented in Exhibit "A". The amount of the project investment costs 

allocated to Segment No.1 shall be paid within the life of the Project in not 

to exceed 50 years from the plant-in-service date, 29 March 1965. The 

payments shall be in equal consecutive annual installments, the first of which 

shall be due and payable within 30 days after the date of first use of Se9ment 
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No.1 or on 1 January 1988, whichever comes first. Annual installments 

thereafter will be due and payable on the anniversary date of the date of 

first use or 1 January 1988, whichever first occurs. Except for the first 

payment which will be applied solely to the retirement of principal, all 

installments shall include accrued interest on the unpaid balance at the rate 

provided above. The last annual installment shall be adjusted upward or down

ward when due to assure repayment of all of the updated cost allocated to 

Segment No.1 within 50 years from the above -date. A schedule. of annual 

payments will be provided by the Contracting Officer when use of Segment No.1 

is started or 1 January 1988. 

(3) Segment No.2. The updated cost allocated to the remaining portion 

of the storage space, that indicated as Segment No.2, is S430,200, on the 

basis of the costs presented in Exhibit "A". No orincipal or interest payment 

with respect to Segment No.2 is required to be made prior to 1 January 1995 

unless such storage is used prior to this date. Interest at the rate provided 

above will be charged on the amount of updated cost allocated to Segment No.2 

from the date of first use of Segment No.1 or 1 January 1988,_ whichever comes 

first, until the time when Segment No.2 is first used or 1 January 1995, 

whichever comes first. The User may at its option pay the interest as it 

becomes due or allow the interest to accumulate until Segment No.2 is used or 

1 January 1995, whichever comes first. If this latter option is exercised, 

the interest will be compounded annually and added to the principal amount. 

When Segment No.2 is used or on 1 January 1995, whichever comes first, 

payment 9f both principal and interest for Segment No. 2 must be started, and 

the amount of the updated cost allocated thereto, with interest on the unpaid 
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balance as provided above, shall be paid within the life of the Project in not 

to exceed 50 years from the plant-in-service date, 29 March 1965. Payments 

shall be in equal consecutive annual installments commencing with the next 

anniversary of the payment date stipulated for Segment No.1. The first 

payment shall include interest on the updated cost of Segment No.2 from the 

date of first use or 1 Janua~ 1995, whichever comes first, to the next anni

versary date of the payment date stipulated for Segment No.1. The last 

annual installment for Segment No.2 shall be adjusted upward or downward when 

due to assure repayment of all of the updated cost allocated to Segment No.2 

within the repayment period. A payment schedule for Segment No.2 will be 

furnished by the Contracting Officer when use of such storage is started or 

1 January 1995. 

{bl Major Replacement Cost. 

{ll Present Use Storage. After the date of first use of Segment No.1 or 

1 January 1988, whichever comes first, the User will be required to pay 0.451 

percent of the cost of joint-use major replacement items. 

(2) Payment. Payment of costs, including interest during construc

tion, shall be made either incrementally during construction or in lUMP sum 

upon completion of construction. The interest rate to be used for com

puting interest during construction will be the interest rate as determined 

by the Secretary of the Treasury on the basis as set forth in the Water 

Supply Act of 1958, as amended, for use in the Government fiscal year in 

which the major capital replacement is initiated. 
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(c) Annual Operation and Maintenance (O&M) Expense. 

(1) Present Use Storage. The User will be required to pay 0.451 

percent of the annual experienced joint-use O&M expense of the Project. 

(2) Payment. Payments for O&M expense are due an~payable in advance 

on the date for payment of updated cost~J;;: ~10~ i;·frticle 5(a)(2) 

and shall be based on O&M expense for the Project in the Government fiscal 

year most recently ended. O&M expense for a portion of a year shall be 

prorated on the basis of the actual experienced joint-use O&Mexpense for 

that Government fiscal year. 

(d) Major Rehabilitation Programs Costs. After the date of first use of 

Segment No.1 or 1 January 1988, whichever comes first, the User will be 

required to pay 0.451 percent of the joint-use costs associated with major 

rehabilitation programs. Payments for the cos/ts associated with the programs 

shall be in accordance with Article 5(b)(2). 

(e) The User shall have the right at any time it so elects to prepay the 

indebtedness under this Article, in whole or in part, with accrued interest 

thereon to the date of such prepayment. 

(f) Delinquent Payments. If the User shall fail to make any of the 

aforesaid payments when due, then the overdue payments shall bear interest 

compounded annually until paid. The interest rate to be used for overdue 

payments due under the provisions of Articles Sea), S(b), S(c) and Sed) above 

shall be that determined by the Department of.Treasury's Treasury Fiscal 

Requi rements r,1anual (1 TFRM 6-8000, "Cash Management"). The amount charged on 

Iv 
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payments overdue for a period of less than one year shall be figured on a 

monthly basis. For example, if the payment is made within the first month 

after being overdue after a 15-day grace period from the anniversary date of 

the date of notification, one month's interest shall be charged. Thereafter a 

month's interest will be charged for any Dortion of each succeeding month that 

the payment is delinquent. This provision shall not be construed as giving 

the'User a choice of either making payments when due or paying interest, nor 

shall it be construed as waiving any other rights of the Government, at law or 

inequity, whi ch mi ght result from any default by the User. 

ARTICLE 6 - Duration of Contract. This contract shall become effective when 

approved by the Secretary of the Army or hi s duly authorized representative 

and shall continue in full force and effect for the life of the Project. 

ARTICLE 7 - Permanent Rights to Storage. Upon completion of payments by the 

User, as provided in Article 5(a) herein, the User shall have a permanent 

right, under the provisions of the Act of 16 October 1963 (Public Law 88-140, 

43 U.S.C. 390e), to the use of the water supply storage space in the Project 

as provided in Article 1, subject to the following: 

(a) The User shall continue payment of annual operation and ma·intenance 

costs allocated to water supply. 

(b) The User shall bear the costs allocated to water supply of any 

necessary reconstruction, rehabilitation, or replacement of Project features 

which may be required to continue satisfactory operation of the Project. Such 

cos ts will be es tab 1 i shed by the Con trac ti ng' Offi cer and repaymen t arrange-

I I 
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ments shall be in writing in accordance with the terms and conditions set 

forth in Article 5(b)(2) for Major Replacement Costs, and be made a part of 

thi s contract. 

(c) Upon completion of payments by the User as provided in Article 5(a), 

the Contracting Officer shall redetermine the storage space for municipal and 

ind!Jstrial w·ater supply in accordance with the provisions of Article He). 

Such redetermination of reservoir storage capacity may be further adjusted 

from time to time as the resu1 t of sedimen.tation resurveys to refl ect actual 

rates of sedimentation and the exhibit revised to show the revised storage 

space allocated to municipal and industrial water supply. 

(d) The permanent rights of the User under this contract shall be con

tinued so long as the Government continues to operate the Project. In the 

event the Government no longer operates the Project, ·such rights may be con

tinued subject to the execution of a separate contract, or additional supple

mental agreement providing for: 

(I) Continued operation by the User of such part of the facility as is 

necessary for. util ization of the water supply storage space allocated to it; 

(2) Terms which will protect the public interest; and 

(3) Effective abso1vement of the Government by the User from all liabi

lity in connection with such continued operation. 

ARTICLE 8 - Release of Claims. The User shall hold and save the Govern-ment, 

including its officers, agents and employees-harmless from liability of any 

{1--
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nature or kind for o~ ~n account of any claim for d~Q~es which may be filed 

or asserted as a result of the storage in the Project, or withdrawal or 

release of water from the Project, made or ordered by the User or as a result 

of the construction, operation, or maintenance of the water supply facilities 

and appurtenances thereto owned and operated by the User except for damages 

due to the fault or negligence of the Government or its contractors. 

ARTICLE 9 - Assignment. The User shall not transfer or assign this contract 

or any rights acquired thereunder, nor sub~l1ot said water supply storage 

space or any part thereof, nor grant any interest, privilege"or 1 icense what

soever in connection with this contract, without the approval of the Secretary 

of the Army, or his duly authorized representative, provided that, unless 

contrary to the public interest, this restriction shall not be construed to 

apply to any water that may be obtained from the water supply storage space by 

the User and furnished to any third party or parties, nor any method of allo

cation thereof. 

ARTICLE 10 - Officials Not to Benefit. No member of or delegate to Congress, 

or Resident Commissioner, shall be admitted to any share or part of this 

contract, or to any benefit that may arise therefrom; but this provision shall 

not be construed to extend to this contract if made with a corporation for its 

general benefi t. 

ARTICLE 11 - Covenant Against Contingent Fees. The User warrants that no per

son or selling agency has been employed or retained to solicit or secure this 

contract upon an agreement or understanding for a commission, percentage, bro

kerage, or contingent fee excepting bona fide enployees or bona fide 
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• I ( establ ished commercla', or sell ing agencies maintained uy the User for the pur-

pose of securing business. For breach or violation of this warranty the 

Government shall have the right to annul this contract without liability or in 

its discretion to add to the contract price or consideration, or otherwise 

recover the full amount of such commission, percentage, broker-age, or con-

tingent fee. 

ARTICLE 12 - Environmental Quality. During any construction, operation, and 

maintenance by User of any facilities, spec,Hic actions will be taken to 
" 

control environmental pollution which could result from such activity and to 

comply with applicable Federal, State, and local laws and regulations con-

cerning environmental pollution. Particular attention should be given to {l} 

reduction of air pollution by control by burning, minimization of dust, con-

tainment of chemical vapors, and control of engine exhaust gases, and of smoke 

from temporary heaters; (2) reduction of water pollution by control of sani-

tary facilities, storage of fuels and other contami-nants, and control of tur-

bidity and siltation from erosion; (3) minimiza-tion of noise levels; (4) 

onsite and offsite disposal of ,waste and spoil; and (5) prevention of 

landscape defacement and damage. 

ARTICLE 13 - Federal and State Laws. 

(a) In acting under its rights and obligations hereunder, the User agrees 

to comply with all applicable Federal and State laws and regulations, 

including but not limited to the provisions of the Davis-Bacon Act (40 U.S.C. 

276a et seq.); the Contract Work Hours and Safety Standards Act (40 U.S.C. 

327-333); Title 29, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 3; and Sections 210 and 

I~ 
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305 of the Uniform Re,,,cation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition 

Policies Act of 1970 (Pl 91-646). 

(b) The User furnishes. as part of this contract. an assurance (Exhibit 

C) that it will comply with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (78 Stat. 

241.42 U.S.C. 2000d. et seq.) and Department of Defense Directive 5500.11 

issued pursuant thereto and published in Part 300 of Title 32. Code of Federal 

Regulations. 

(d Any discharges of water or pollutants into a navigable stream or tri-

butary thereof resulting from the User's facilities and operations undertaken .. -
under this contract shall be performed only in accordance with applicable 

Federal. State. and local laws and regulations. 

ARTICLE 14 - Definitions. 

(a) Project investment costs - The initial cost of the Project. inclu-

ding; land acquisition; construction; interest during construction on the 

value of land. labor. and materials used for planning and construction of the 

Project. 

(b) Interest during construction - An amount of interest which .accrues on 

expenditures during the period between the actual outlay and the time the 

construction is completed. 

(c) Specific costs - The costs of Project features normally serving only 

one particular project purpose. 

(d) Joint-use costs - The costs of features used for any two or more 

Project purposes. 
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(el Major Rehabilitation - This program is to facilitate accomplishment 

of significant, costly, infrequent rehabilitation work at the Project without 

unduly distorting the Operation and Maintenance, General budget. 

(f) Annual operation and maintenance (O&M) expense - Annual expenses 

funded under the O&M, General account. These expenses include the. daily pro-

jec~ O&M costs as well as those O&M costs which are capitalized. 

(g) Major replacement cost - Costs funded under the Construction, General 

account but not associated with initial Project investment costs. 

(h) Fiscal Year - Refers to the Government's fiscal year. This year 

begins on 1 October and ends on 30 September. 

(i) Life of the Project - This is the physical life of the Project. 

ARTICLE 15 - Approval of Contract. Thi s contr-act shall be subject to the 

written approval of the Secretary of the Army or his duly authorized represen

tative and shall not be binding until so approved. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOr, the parties have executed this contract as of the day 

and year first above written. 

APPROVED: THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

By __________________________ _ 

Assistant Secretary of the Army (Contracting Officer) 

(Civil Works) 

DATE: __________________ __ THE LOWER NECHES VALLEY AUTHORITY 

By __________________________ _ 

11 
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CONTRACT NO. DACW63-85-C-

SAM RAYBURN RESERVOIR 

EXHIBIT A 

I - RESERVOIR STORAGE 

Percent of 
Usab·l e Percent of Usable 

El evation Stor~geY Usable Conservation 
Feature (ft - ms 1 ) ( acre-feet) Storage Storage 

Flood control 173.0 - 164.5 1,087,960 42.739 
Conservation 164.5 - 149.0 1,457,64(1 57.261 100.000 

Water Supply (54,467) (2.140) (3.737) 
User [11,467] [0.451} [0. 7~7] 
C ity 0 flu fk i n.Y [43,(100J [1.689J [2.950] 

Other Purposes (1,403,173) (S5.121l (96.263) 

To tal s 2,545,600 100.DOc) 

1../ Storage rema1 n1 ng after 50 years of sedimentatlon frorl date of imoound
ment, March 1965. 

21 This storage covered by Contract ~Jo. DACI-I63-69-C-0007, approved by 
Secretary of the Army, 27 May 1969. 

A-I 
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SAM RAYBURN RESERVOIR 

EXHIBIT A (Cont'd) 

II - ALLOCATION OF ORIGINAL CONSTRUCTION COST 

Construction costs 

Specific power cost 
Specific water supply cost 
Specific flood control cost 
Specific recreation cost 
Specific road betterments cost 

Total Specific Costs 

Total Joint-use Cost 

A-~ 

$15,531,548.66 
o 
o 

',.5,704,122.49 
965,000.00 

$63,316,343.19 

$22,200,671.15 

$41,115,672.04 
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SAM RAYBURN RESERVOIR 

EXHIBIT A (Cont'd) 

III - DETERMINATION OF UPDATED COST OF THE 
WATER CONSERVATION STORAGE {REALLOCATED 
FLoOD CONTROL STORAGE} fa BE pAID BY USER 

Updatp. Cost = Original Cost x Updating Factor 

Original Cost = Original Joint-Use Cost x Storage Reallocated 
Total usable Storage 

Original Cost = $41,115,672.04 x 11,467 acre-feet 
2,545,600 acre-feet 

Original Cost = $185,210 

Updating Factor = Engineering News Record Construction Index at the 
mldpolnt of the orlg;nal physical construction period 
compared to the index at the beginning of the fiscal 
year the contract for reallocated storage is approved. 

Updating Factor = Index for October 1984 
Index for September 1961 

Updating Factor = 4.872 

Therefore: 

Updated Cost = $185,210 x 4.872 

Updated Cost = $902,340 

Segment No. 1 Updated Cost = 6,000 acre-feet 
11 ,467 acre-feet 

Segment No. 1 Upda ted Cos t = $472,140 

Segment No. 2 Upda ted Cos t = 5,467 acre-feet 
11 ,467 acre-feet 

Segment No. 2 Updated Cost = $430,200 

A-3 

= 4160.9 
854.01 

x 5902,340 

x 5902,340 
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SAM RAYBURN RESERVOIR 

EXHIBIT A (Cont'd) 

IV - ALLOCATION OF OPERATION AND MAINTDIMICE COST TO BE PAID 
BY USER FOP WATER suppLy STORAGE 

Annual operation and maintenance (O&M) cost to be paid by user: 

Percentage of total annual joint-use Q&M cost: 

11,467 ac-ft/2,545,600 ac-ft = 0.451% 

Estimated annual O&M charge 2/ 

Total FY 1984 0&~1 cost 

less FY 1984 specific O&M cost 

FY 1984 joint-use O&M cost 

0.451% x 707,220 = 53,190 

$2,931,300 

2,224,080 

S 707,220 

3/ Based on actual experienced O&M costs for FY 1984, excluding 
Jobs Bill (Public law 98-8) costs. 

A-i 
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Exhibi t A (cont.) 

~ SAM RAYBURN RESERVOIR 
~MDRTIZ~TION SCHEDLE FOR SEGMENT NO.1 

i'Wt00 '--CR~EEET' _________________ ~~lJ.l!.alJ'_a.Y~E ___ u~_Q.n_2~ __ !.~~j~E~':!fJ'_.!.!._.!.2.~8 _________________ _ 

PRINCIPAL - $ 47:140.00 
NUMBER OF PAYMENTS - 28 
INTEREST hATE - 10.8930 ~ 

------------------------------------------------------------------------
r'MT. 
NG. 

1 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
... '-' 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 

"')co 
... oJ 

26 
" -; "-, 
28 

TOTAL. 
PAYMENT 

49~09.5';) 

49l09.5') 
49109.50 
49109.50 
49109.50 
491.09.50 
49109.50 
49109.50 
49109.5') 
491()9.50 
49109.50 
491.09.50 
49~09. 5C~ 

4~'109.50 

49:i.09.50 

4'7109.50 
49109.~~) 

49:07'.5(i 
4910'7'.50 
"-1?109.5G 
49109.50 
49:·)·~.50 

49109.5C 

49:09.50 
49.!.09.4::: 

PAYMENT TO 
INTEREST 

0.00 
46::'01.86 
45774.09 
45410.60 
43007.49 
44560.46 
44064.70 
43514.9:2 
42905 + 2~.:2 
4::229. (;2 
41479.2':, 
40647.71 
39725.54 
38702.88 
37568.76 
36311.05 
349:6.28 

29751.8/ 
27642.26 
253'J2.75 
22708.32 
19831.12 
16640.37 
!.3.t()1.88 
9177.77 
4S26.0:!. 

F'riYMENT TO 
PRINCIPAL. 

49109.50 
3007.64 
3335.41 
3698.90 
410:.01 
4549.04 
5044.80 
5594. :.~:::~ 
0::·204.28 
6380.42 

8461.79 
9383.96 

10406.62 
11540.74 

14193.22 
15740.0() 
17455.34 
19357.63 
21467.2:2 

2,5401.1;~ 

29278.38 
32469.13 

39?3:.73 

BALANCE: 
DUE 

423030.5C' 
420022.86 
416687.4'.:: 
412988.55 
408386.54 
404337.5-) 
399292.70 
3936'78.1: 
387493.2~ 
380613.4: 
372983.1, 
364521.32 
3:;5127~42 

34-l73-J.8() 
333190.06 

29()-45S.39 

2~3645.4: 

232178.20 
208371.48 

1526?:. '7': 
2.20222.77 
8~2:5.1.., 

. .;) ':: 
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SAM RAYBURN RE5ERVCIR 
AMG~TIZ 'ION SCHEDUL~ FOR SEG~~Nn D.2 

. J (~467 ~CRE-FEE1) ___________________ ~_~Eny~_e~~~~~~_~~~1w~_~~1~1~ ____________ _ 
PRINCI?AL - S 8874!5.00 
NUM~ER OF PAYMENTS - 21 
INTEREST RATE - 10.8980 7. 

;:.~-; .. TOTAL. j='ri Y MEi'H TO FWfHEN: TO B"L~NCE 
NO. P"YMEN7 INTERE3T FF:I/IIClF"t'IL DUE 

------- ----------- ---------- -------
1 ?S420.32 O.O() 98~2·J. 52 78"9,:;::' 4 · :-3 ..., 9S420.8:2 8596~·. 77 12434.05 776580 • 13 .... 
~ 9E4:0.82 84631.70 1373~. 1: 762791. .01 
4 98420.8:' 83l28.96 1529! .86 747499. 15 
c:: 98420.82 81462.46 16958.3.S 730540.79 - . 
6 98420.82 79614.34 18806 .·48 711734.3::. 
7 98 .. 20.82 77564.81 20856.01 690878. 30 
'" 98420.82 75291.92 23J.28.?O 667749. ~0 ~ 

9 98420.32 72771 .33 ....,1:" ... - .4? 64:099 '71 ..... ,.J~4.'7 · 10 7'84:0.3:. 6977-5+05 284";~ 
..,..., • -4- ._- :4 . , , ~ .... ~':>~:;" • 

Ii. 98~20.5:: 66876.14 31544.69 ::;3213.0.46 
12 9~420.82 63433.40 34922.42 547:284'04 
13 9842'J.82 59626.01 38794.6:;' 508~33 .. 23 
14 ~B420.-32 55398~16 43'J::2 ~ 0';;' ~65310. 57 
15 98420.82 50709.55 47711 .,-

.~/ 4175~9.3") 

16 98420.32 4~509 .97 5291'J.8:: 364·:35.45 
17 98420.8: 39743.75 58677.07 306:,1 .. --::c 

-'- · "-- .... 
18 9842(- .8::: 33349.12 65073. . 70 24!-:·?3~ • .:.C' 

19 98420.2: 2t·257.61 7216::.21 It.3";-7 ~ ........ ." 

2':' 9S.!~:G.=:: lS·:'~3.:6 c .... ·· .... - _. ·_· ... Jv~ / ~ .:!O SE74-= ~9: 
~ .. 9542,).77 9671 .86 3874E~. 9:: • C'G -'- -
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SAM RAYBURN RESERVOIR 

EXHIBIT B 

CERTIFICATION 

I • Attorney for the Lower Neches Valley-Authority. ---------------------
hereby certify that the foregoi ng agreement executed by _________ _ 

of the Lower Neches Valley Authority. is within the scope of his authority 

to act upon behalf of the Lower Neches Valley Authority. and that in my 

capaci ty as Attorney for the User. I have cons i dered the 1 ega 1 effect of 

Section 221 of the 1970 Flood Control Act (Public Law 91-611) and find 

that the User is legally and financially capable of entering into the 

contractual obligations contained in the foregoing agreement and that. upon 

acceptance. it will be legally enforceable. 

Given under my hand. this day of 19 ---------- --------------

Attorney for the 
Lower Neches Valley Authority 

B-1 
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SAM RAYBURN RESERVOIR 

EXHIBIT C 

ASSURMICE OF COMPL lANCE WITH THE 
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE DIRECTIVE UNDER 

TITLE VI OF THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1964 

The Lower Neches Valley Authority (hereinafter called "Applicant-Recipient") 
HEREBY AGREES THAT it will co~ply with title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 
1964 (Public Law 88-352) and all requirements imposed by or pursuant to the 
Directive of the Department of Defense (32 CFR Part 300, issued as Depart
ment of Defense Directive 5500.11, December 28, 1964) issued pursuant to 
that ti tle, to the end that, in accordance with ti tle VI of that Act and 
the Directive, no person in the United States shall, on the ground of race, 
color, or national origin be excluded from participation in, be denied the 
benefits of, or be otherwise subjected to discrimination under, any program 
or activity for which the Applicant-Recipient receives Federal financial 
assistance from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and HEREBY GIVES ASSURANCE 
THAT it will immediately take any measures necessary to effectuate this 
agreement. 

If any real property or structure thereon is provided or improved with the 
aid of Feq~ral financial assistance extended to the Applicant-Recipient by 
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, assurance shall obligate the Applicant
Reci pi ent, or in the case of any trans fer of such property, any trans feree, 
for the peri od dud ng which the real property or structure is used for a 
purpose for which Federal financial assistance is extended or for another 
purpose involving the provision of similar services or benefits. If any 
personal property is so provided, this assurance shall obligate the 
Applicant-Recipient for the period during which it retains ownership or 
possession of the property. In all other cases, this assurance shall obli
gate the Applicant-Recipient for the period during which the Federal finan
cial assistance is extended to it by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. 

THIS ASSURANCE is given in consideration of and for the purpose of obtain
ing any and all Federal grants, loans, contracts, property, discounts, or 
other Federal financial assistance extended after the date hereof to the 
Applicant-Recipient by the Department, including installment payments after 
such date on account of arrangements for Federal financial assistance which 
were approved before such date. 

The Applicant-Recipient recognizes and aqrees that such Federal assistance 
will be extended in reliance on the repres~ntations and agreements made in 
the assurance, ann that the Uni ted States shall have the ri ght to seek 
judicial enforcement of this assurance. This assurance is binding on the 
Appli~ant-Recipient, its successors, transferees, and assignees; and the 
person or persons whose signatures appear below are authorized to sign this 
assurance on hehalf of the Applicant-Recipient. 
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LOWER NECHES VALLEY AUTHORITY 

Dated -------------------------
By _____________ _ 

AITEST: 
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FIRST 3~ COMPANY 

MICHA.EL O. BYRD 

VICE PRESIQENT 

Mr. Jim Griffith 

INVESTMENT BANKERS 

OAK FOREST CENTER - SUITE 403 

911 NORTHWEST LOOP 281. No. 31 

I.lONGVIE'''', T~xi\.S 7j(j()-l 

July 7, 1989 

Everett Griffith and Associates, Inc. 
Post Office Box 1746 
Lufkin, Texas 75901 

Re: Angelina County Water Study, dated July 1989. 

Dear Jim: 

OFFICE.: (214) 297-4994 

FAX: 12141 297-4544 

You've advised the captioned study is to determine water supply 
requirements for both municipal entities and water supply corporations 
wi thin the county, and you've inquired as to financing vehicles 
available to those entities should all or a portion of them desire to join 
together in construction of additional water supply. 

Basically three options exist: ill sole ownership of the project 
with one entity financing, constructing, and managing the facilities and 
selling the product to the other entities through contractual 
arrangements, (2) ;oint ownership whereby each entity individually 
finances its proportionate share of construction, the entities in the 
aggregate appointing one (or more) member (s) by a participation 
agreement to oversee construction and manage the facilities, and (3) 
Cornmon ownership, whereby the member entities create a cornm-on 
organization for the purpose of financing, constructing, and managing 
the facilities. 

A primary concern in structuring a financing vehicle for the 
aforementioned entities is to maintain tax-exempt status for the debt 
instruments. Water suppl y corporations, as a general rule, do not issue 
debt on a tax-exempt basis. Municipalities may issue tax-exempt debt 
for a project such as a county-wide water supply and the project can 
provide water to water supply corporations, provided the water supply 
corporations do not derive more than ten percent of the projects benefit. 
Should the corporations derive more than ten percent of the projects 
benefit, tax-exempt status of debt instruments issued to finance the 
project could be affected. 
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FIRST 3~ COMPANY 

Mr. Jim Griffith 
July 7, 1989 
Page 2 of 2 pages. 

( 

Variations exist wi thin each of the three aforementioned general 
options. While there is never a perfect solution, I believe further 
study and analysis will indicate the collective interests of the 
participants will likely be best-served by following option three and 
creating an entity by act of the Legislature for the purposes of 
financinq, constructing, and manaqing the water suppl y facilities, such 
entity being specifically tailored to meet the needs of the 
participants. 

While expressing my preference for the latter option, I acknowledge 
that much ground is yet to be covered which may eventually lead us in 
another direction. I've only scratched the surface herein and suggest 
that at such time as the Study Committee finds that the project should 
move forward, I, and perhaps bond counsel, meet wi th the commi ttee to more 
fully expound on available options and begin the process of arriving at 
the most satisfying solution. 

I appreciate this opportunity to provide some early input into your 
study and ask that you feel free to call upon me should you believe that I 
may be of service to you or the Study Committee. 

Very truly yours, 
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FLOURNOY, DEATON & STEPHENS 

ROBERT L. FLOURNOY 
THOMASW.DEATON 
W. DA VID STEPHENS 

Mayor Pitser Garrison 
Members, City Commission 

Gentlemen: 

A TTORNEYS A T LA W 

November 25, 1987 

P.O. BOX 1546 
118 SOUTH SECOND 

LUFKIN. TEXAS 75901 
(4091 6394466 

,. 

Pursuant to your request for a recommendation for a proper 
vehicle for a cooperative effort between the' City of Lufkin, 
other municipalities and rural water districts in Angelina County 
kO take water from Sam Rayburn Reservoir, I have done consider
able research and talked to numerous people. I talked first to 
Mr. Carl Rei~n, the Executive Director of the North Texas 
Municipal Water District; Leroy Goodson, General Manager of the 
Texas Water Conservation Association; David Welsch, with the 
Guadalupe-Blanco River Authority; Chuck Thomas with the 
Angelina-Neches River Authority; and John Stover, attorney in 
Austin, specializing in water rights. 

I think that this would best be accomplished by the City of 
Lufkin and the other interested entities entering into an 
interlocal agreement as allowed by Art. 4413 (32c) §5 of V.A.T.S. 
to provide for obtaining or providing water supply_ Under the 
agreement, jointly, the group could then form a Special Utility 
District or a Municipal Utility District to construct and operate 
the water facility. It could issue revenue bonds based on the 
strength of the contracting entities. Each city or water 
district would have a contract with the S.U.D. or the M.U.D. to 
purchase water. 

It is also possible for the entities that enter into the 
interlocal agreement to contract with an existing entity such as 
the Angelina-Neches River Authority to construct and operate a 
facility and sell water to each of those cooperating entities. 

Whatever operating entity is chosen, it would be able to issue 
revenue bonds and sell them either to the Texas Water Development 
Board or to the general market. It might also be able to obtain 
loans from the F. H.A. and/or obtain a government grant. The 
cooperating cities or water districts would have to enter into a 
"take or pay" contract with the issuing authority. These would 
be strictly revenue bonds and not tax bonds. 
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Mayor and City Commission 
Page -2-

It seems to me that it would be much more difficult to create a 
Water Control and Improvement District with.. taxing authority 
because of the dislike for any additional taxes. The creation of 
a Water Cont~ol and Improvement District, which is another 
alterpative could only be created by election of the populace 
within that district. 

If you have further questions '·concerning my .. recommendation, 
please call me. 

Thank you. 

Yours truly, 

-#~ 
Robert L. Flourn~ 
RLF:sk / 

-
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PROPOSED 1RANSMISSION LINES AND TAKE POINTS 



Angelina County Regional Water Study 
Contract #8-483-619 

The following maps are not attached to this 
report. They are located in the official file 
and may be copied upon request. 

Map 1 - Proposed Water Transmission Line 
Segment Map Figure 8-7 

Map 2 - Lufkin Water Distribution System -
Recommended Improvements Figure 8-1 

Map 3 - proposed Transmission Lines and 
Take Points for Alternates No.1 and No.2 -
Figure H-1 

Please contact Research and Planning 
Fund Grants Management Division at (512) 
463-7926 for copies. 


